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THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL ASPECTS OF SECURITY 

<X~ 

(j) 
•, : ' 

I must confess that the subject of this paper brings out in me at the 

outset all my latent Lutheranism, and a certain regard for the "two :realms" 

point of view. Without taking that too far, I should explain this initial 

reaction in the following way. If one has to make a decision as to whether 

or not to retain a limit of 100 km per hour on the autobahn, one might ask 

help from theologians and moralists. They will draw attention. to.the h~gh ..,., 

valuation of human life which the Judaeo/Christian tradition insis:tsupo'!lo 

the danger of giving priority to economic considerations ("materialism") 

.above a true concern for. persons- and before long you will find yourself 

wondering whether theologically and morally the motor car stands condemned 

in favour of the ox-cart, Obviously this does not greatly help in the real 

world, and you will be thrown back on what you feel to be,common sense~ com-
J . - - . ··- ~---·--. 

promise between safety and efficiency, with due attention to what you think 

will, broadly speaking, carry the consent of the public· at large. Altd when 

you have finally made up your mind, you may well wonder whether the help you 

get from theologians and moralists made much difference in practice to the 

solution you could have arrived at without their intervention. I simply 

want to warn against our tendency as theologians· and moralists to under-

estimate the role of common sense, a balanced and fair judgement, the proper 

attention to statistical and technical considerations, which represent ~ 

acknowledgement that God has given us the capacity to perceive that two and 

>· 
tw.o make four, and there are many circumstances where the use of this capacity 

' .:l:s the best way of serving Him without too complicated an attempt to find some 

sisnific~t part which underemployed theologians and moralists can play in 

gettillg in on the act, 

The weakness of that position is of course that in experience we know we 

are not as rational as that, particularly when we are dealing with something 

touching human fears and pretensions· so· closely as "security", In such spheres 

~l ,. 
'• 
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the issues of where our faith and hope is really founded do become germane to 

our answers, and it is in this sense that I approach the question, without for 

one moment surrendering the point that faith and hope of themselves will not 

excuse us from using our reason, but rather may be preconditions for our being. 

able to retain the capacity to do so. 

The next caveat is semantic in nature. In what sense are we using the 

word "security"? I suspect that there are shades of difference here on 

opposite sides of the Atlantic. In Western Europe we have grown accustomed 
. i . :·. ' . ' . ,, . 

to the fact that we no longer have the means, the unity, or the will to achieve 

anything approaching invulnerability for our societies from our own resources. 

We hope, with somewhat fading conviction, that if the worst comes to the worst 

American power will prove an effective deterrent to prevent our being taken 

over from the East. But in the USA wealth, technology and military capacity 

can suggest that by keeping always ahead of the USSR it is possible by military 

means to achieve a real security. In some degree, therefore, we are thinking 

about somewhat different problems. One side knows vividly that the issue of 

our future does not depend simply on an ultimate military guarantee which we 

ourselves could underwrite. There is perhaps some realisation that the future 

depends at least as much on how the two European social systems evolve, and 

whether one or other or both can represent a wider measure of justice or 

humanity than either does at present. I guess that the USA can still :beach 

old Europe lessons in concern for making public policy correspond to a radical 

concern for the underprivileged in all our societies. Nefertheless, it retains 

more of a\confrontational aspect viz a viz its fellow Super Power than is think-

able in its weaker European partner. 

With these distinctions in mind, let me start with the theological asser-

tion that in Biblical terms man has no security available to him in heaven or 

earth, other than that which he is given by the forgiving gaace of God. Israel 

tried all sorts of other safeties - alliances, armies, wealth, religion in the 
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sense of tribal gods who were for sure on her side and could be bought. And 

at every point the prophets reminded her that these would all prove fantasies 

when the crunch came, and that even Jahweh could not be relied on to do what 

was expected of Him (Jeremiah, the Exile), but retained His sovereign freedom. 

We can have total confidence in God, who treats us with righteousness and 

mercy eternal, but that involves accepting His priorities where our temporal 

safety comes .second to His purposes of justice and love. 

This tells us that whatever we mean by "security" in its .limited military 

sense, we cannot achieve safety thereby for our own comfort. We have to con-

aider it in a sense which at times I think I find creeping into the thinking 

of Henry Kiasinger. We begin with a sense of MvrVAtJT}' with our 

antaganist. He is (like we are) the object of God's promiae'l'• Our resistance 

to him is not simply for the purpose of confounding a contrary will, but 

because we believe he has not yet any. better, and riot even as good, a prospect 

of solving the problem of injustice .and inhumanity, in comparison with ourselves. 

To the best of our judgement we have a duty to resist his i+E.t{lf/101'/f' 

but we could be wrong. And if in historical fact our society is overcome by 

his,. 'I.. 4
0 

A • • , ., (, 1.• we would have to see this as God 1 s judgement on our 

failure to love justice enough. I recall that in the early months of the last 

great war Archbishop Temple stood firmly against his pacifist friends believing 

that with all ita horrors the war had to be pursued rigorously. But he 

refused to authorise prayers for victory, acknowledging that he could not,jgtow 

what in God's purposes was the outcome best for the world - though he knew his 

own mind on it, with all its preconceptions and limitations. 

\ The role of security in this context is to help to build a stable system 

which offers no obvious inducements to one side or the other to attempt tb up-

set it - and thus to buy time for us all to respond more fully to God 1 s 
' ..... 

demands for a society in which the weak, the helpless and the nonconformist and 

stranger are heard and ~rotected, and one in which the spirit of man can 

continue his discovery of the wonderful mysteries of God. It means buying 

time for repentance. 
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This implies a very serious moral responsibility to create and sustain 

such a system, Its object is stability rather t~ aggression, It is 

designed as much to provide "security" for our opponent as for ourselves. 

Obviously the lower the level of defence expenditure at which it can be main
l"o~Cc 

tained the better, and for this reason SALT and negotiati8ns for mutual ~e 

reductions are necessary to prevent our bankrupting each other for lack of a 

forum- in which to talk, 

It is in this connection that I would like to take up the proposition 

that Christian witness in this field should include some pressure on statesmen 

to "take greater risks for peace", I have never been able to give this idea 

any concrete reality in my own mind. Is it proper for a representative 

official, negotiating with a hostile opponent, at any point seriously to put 

at risk the lives and future of millions of his own nation, without any kind 

of consent on their part? I doubt it, and I judge that exhortations to do 

just this tend to be treated as rather misty hot air, 

The point, however, can be made more realistically in another way, The 

stable security system for which we work can be designed to meet every con-

ceivable possibility that one's opponent might grasp. This is the symptom of 

the search for absolute security which I have described as wholly contrary to 

biblical teaching, The Bible denounces it, not just as wicked, but as 

foolish, the hunt for a will o' the wisp. And so indeed it proves insofar as 

we never succeed in foretelling all the possibilities ahead, and if we could 

it would prove ruinously expensive to provide against them._ The same 
,. 

politician1 knows that it is not possibilities but probabilities he must cope 

with. And in determining what degree of probability to take seriously, he 

has to ask how much of the national wealth can be diverted to security, knowing 

that one could easily spend so much on it that there was not enough left to 

develop a society worthy to be defended, Such security is a hollow shell. 

What we have to impress on ourselves and our governments is that the arithmetic 

of probabilities, not possibilities, of how much we can afford for a realistic 
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security system while being able also to mend the wounds in our own national 

society and do our duty by the poorer nations- that this·arithmetic should 

be honestly done, and the tendency for defence to take on a life of its own 

should be resisted as idolatrous. 

This is a fairly easy point for Christians to grasp as morally responsible. 

The other side is not so readily accepted. It.is that a refusal-to take 

seriously the unpleasant necessity to contribute to a common stable security 

system, as far as possible with, rather than against, our rivals, can also be 

immoral. This is particularly so when it implies_a lazy reliance on the enor-

mously dangerous nuclear deterrent, at the expense of less apocalyptic methods 

of at.tending to local pressures and incidents which are the common experience of 

international life. This is perhaps a particular temptation in Europe, where 

the churches have often been unwilling to take a constructive·and honest position 

in this field of defence provision. In effect it is a refusal to face the awful 
···• 

dilemma of offering no riposte except one that could destroy vast areas of Europe, 

and so a refusal to devise beforehand sensible alternatives which lower the 

temperature and win space and time for heads to cool, passions to abate, and 

compromises to be sought. This too is a contribution to a just and humane 

international order. 

I hfve in this paper. restricted myself to considering "security" in terms 

appropriate to a discussion of Defence and Disarmament. There are lri.der issues, 

not least on a global scale, relevant to the confrontation of the wealthy~ north 

and the less developed south, which bear upon our moral understanding of world 

"s~curityn. But they do not lie in the field of military preoccupation, 

except in the sense that the north's inability so far to achieve a stable system 

within itself except at vast expense consumes extravagantly our resources which 

ought_ to be employed in relieving poverty. This puts.a high priority on every 

serious effort of detente which can promise a reduction in the level of defence 

expenditure on all sides. 
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~~···~ ~ ~ \f '' · ~·· ~evaill ivangelique dans la p!te de·s· relations internationales 
' ' par Andre Dumas 

Je vais d'abord refl3chir sur le type de rapports que la 

parole avangelique· entretient avec la realite du monde au milieu duquel elle e$t 

annoncee. Js decl'irai ensuite l'etat des relations internationales, tel que je 
' 

l'entrevois dans 1• situation europeenne actuelle. Je preciserai enfin quelques 

points d'action possible.Mon expose sera ainsi successivement systematique, des-

criptif et ~hortatif. Puisse-t-il l'~tre de la fa~on la moins.hachee possible 

entre des parties qai se succederaient sans s'interpenetrer, mais qu'au 
~· -

chaque element appo.~te serve a mieux agir, car agir sans voir n' est que 

fanatisme, tandis que voir sans agir tourne au scepticisme. 

I .Le levain dans la p~te 

contraire 
I 

naivete et 

Il y a plusieurs fa9ons d'envisager,les rapports entre l'Evan-

gile et les societas. L'histoire de nos Eglises montre que ces fa~ons ant toutes 

ete pratiquees autrefois et que nous les retrouvons aujourd'hui. 

a) Christ et Cesar. Chacun a un rSle different, Le tout est de respec

ter cette difference entre le rBle de l'Eglise et celui de l'Etat, du spiritual 

et da temporal, de la morale et de la technocratie, de l'inspiration et de 1' 

organisation, Mais, justement, la difference est loin d 1 Gtre claire: s'agit-il de 

la fin ou des moyens? Mais une fin s;ns -~oyen~ reste un voeu et des moyens sans J

1

'. 

fin ne sont qu'un processus~ L'efficacite de la parole avangelique risque de 
r. " 

disparattre en tant que finalitc dela politique. ·A notre epoque surtout, ou la 

competence de l'Evangile est fort disputee, ce modele de rapports tend a releguer 

Christ dans le domaine du subjectif, individual et prive, tandis que Ce4Br 

occupe tout le domaine institutionnel 1 collectif et public, Le liberalisme 

avec politesse, et le marxisme, avec a~toritarisme, se rejoignent ici pour 

preconiser la m~ille difference separatriceo En fait, le celebre passage de Matthieu 

XXII, 15-22, sur lequel s 1 appuie cette tradition de la difference, avait une 

toute autre portee. Il exhortait le groupe d'adversaires politiques, pharisiens .• 
et. herodiens. venus embarrasser J esu;>, a '.'rendre" autant a Dieu ·qu' ils rendaient, 

deja, en fait, a Cesar. Leur hypocrisie, demasquee par Jesus, consistait a le 

contraindre a se declarer soit comme un rebelle au pouvoir, soit comme un infidele 

a Dieuo Jesus, en replique, demasque leur tiedeur vis-a-vis de Dieu, alors qu'ils 

se pretendent 11 contesta.1<.aires11 sourcilleux de Cesar. 

b)Jerusalem et Babylone. Ici, ohacun a un rSle antagonists. Babylone 

symbolise la vie des nations qui exploitent, corrompent, mentent et tuent. Au 

contraire, la Jerusalem a venir symbolise un monde fraternal, veridique, les 

partes ouvert~s a toute race, toute classe, toute tribu. Il taut fuir Babylone 

pour gagner Jerusl!-lem. Cette fuite peut litre de nature interieure (monacale ou 

puritaine), isola:tionnbte (eeotaire ou anabaptiste), futurists (millenariste 

utopiste). c~ ·•odelit cionne uite plus gr$de importance ·4•• 1e preeed.~~: aux 
~·-·,•,·, . ·., .. t . ') ·~~ . ~· 

~. :__. _, ~~· ~· ~· ~-

.. . ..... ~ .. .,,., . 
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.-nces oo~lect1Y ... 4e D~u, aaia sea d1ffic•lt6a aont iY1denteaa eat-oa sftr qu' 

11 f~lle abandonner a la cauvaiae Babylone toua ceuz q.t ne font pas partie 4u 

sroupe en fuite? Sat-on adr que la nouYelle J6ruaalem n'eat paa un leurre et queA 

l'on ne ya pas 7 retrouyer lea tentationa et lea pratique• de la Tieille 

Surtout, eat-oa a!r que la contre-aooi6ti 1 la contra-culture, le 

prennent en chars• lea relatione slobalea de 1 1hnmanit6, aana conatituer 

une marge, ce qui inoib8rait par contre-coup, a couolUre que son Dieu,' lui . 
eat en nrge de la. rialite du 111onde? Le ciUbre :p&ssase de Matthhu ~Il:, Z4-~, 

eur le bli qu'il taut ne pas aiparer encore de l'ivraie, rappelle que Jiruaalem 
,.,....._ 4 • 

et Baby lone restea11-•018ea • juaqu' a la fin de 1' hiatoire et qu • un tri precaturi 
. I • 

arracherait auasi le bli. Le premier modile met en luciire l'hypooriaie des 
• 

"P?li_tiq~e d' abord 11 , le second, celui des 11apiri tuel aeulement". 

c) Le leYain dana la p&te. C'eat pourquoi ~ 1 ai choiai le troiaiime mo-
' dele, tel qu'on la trouve dana la parabola de Hatthieu XIII, 33,"Le Roj,!lume de 

Dieu eat aemblable a du levain qu'une femme a peia et a 111ia dana trois meaurea 

de farine jusqu 1a ce que la p&te soit haut levee". Dane ce models, noua trouvona 

quelquea indications significativea. L'Evangile du Royaume est, au premier abord, 

indiacernable, petit, m3lit a une lourde p!te. Pour qU.1il penetre, il faut UD long 

travail de brassage dont le reaultat n'apparait pas en coura de travail. Pourtant, 

la parabola annonce que la plte enti6re levera, si le levain y a ate reellement 

m@le, C'eat done un models, non de face-a-face, ni de fuite, mais de braasage. 

C•est un models qui c•ntie aux croyanta un travail de penetration, le levain 

lui-m3me etant ce que Dieu noua confia. Enfin, il comporte~ne annonce de banalit' 

bien que le resultat ne soit pas visible au coura de la route. Je crois que c'est 

un bon modele pour inaerer l'Evangile dans la realite des relatioaa international 

plut&t que de dresser face-a-face deux !IOmpetences dans cleux domainea artificiel-

lement aeparea ou encore d'imaginer un monde qui aerait ~ija aa Royaume, .aia un 

royaume aectaire, ayant reaonce a faire lever la plte toute entiere. 

Oa peut maintenant prioiee• aYec plus de details ce que oontient ~ettte . . . . ... -;:· 

plte et oe ea quoi ooll.aiate le levaia, allllS eiltrer enoere, oepei!Jlant, dana une 

analyse plus aitu6e, comma je le feral par la suite. L& p!te du monde comport• 
"': . . . 

' 

' ' .. . hidemment des 09!1tlita. Dane lea J!yaaa;ilee, ila aont cl,~ multiples natlll'eaa. co:at:Li1 '. ·- .... 
idltologiquu aTant tout1 ai 1 1 ideologie eat 1 1att1tude d?enjeable d 11Ul groupe f&oe 

a la realiti qU 1 il Yit ~·lea aohem&a d 1 ~nterpritat1o• doat tl.diepose pour riasir 
jC:. ... l.. .. • - • 

a cette realite. I~T avait, par example, au teapa de Jiaua, quatr~ graada groupea . . 
idiologiquea: lea phariaiana, lalct acrupuleuz, mo4eru1atea et oppoaia inte:ri.aulre··· 

.... '•. - • 0 ." ~ I 

11ent i Ro••l lea ndduoiena,plus aacerdotaux. trad:11;10tll1e.la, co•poaant. politiqut-

I • 

.. ' • ..... 
- . 
'J 
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plus ou moins lea icoles idiologiquea et sa »e~entait aassi abandonnee et silen• . 
cieuse. On pourrait, naturellement, citer encore d'autres sources de conf~its: . . . 

doctrinaux (su~ la resurrection, par example), •Qraux (aur l'obserTance de . . 
eociaux (sur lea riches et leurs clients, lee pauvres), r;&ographiquee (sur lee,-

provinces puree ou .impures),etc .... Haie, j'u p~efere m'en taJir a uned· .e•criptio~ 
ideologique, qui a l'avantage de recouper plusie11.i'e ·rhalitee a~tuelles. 

La plte du monde comporte egalement dee alliances tactiquee, en vue d' 

un but temporuire, entre des partenairee metiante. On peut, par exemple~· toujoure . 

'du tempe·de Jesus, envisager deux de ces groupes: cel'11i des pharisiens-sadduceene 

qui obtiendra du po~oir romain 1 la mise a IIOrt de Je!!'US 1 OU\ inversement, dane le f 
groupe des disciples, celui des zelotes veageurs eit des publicains mepris~s. 

adversaires qui accepteront pourtant de suivre ensemble Jesus, a cause de l'eepoir 

d 1 un Royaume q:i libererait les una et accueillerait lee autres. Ces alliances f~. 
tactiques disparaissent une foie le but atteint ou l 1 objectif m~nque. 11 ne s' 

agit done pas de pai•; mais d'un changement d'ennemi ou d 1 ami principal et d'une I 
modification de la strategie· a mener a son egard. 

Telle est la p!te; que peut en 3tre le levain? 

Je lui vois essentiellement un double r8le, en m'en tenant 

evangeliques choisies. D'abord 1 la chasse a 1 1 bypocrisie 1 quand elle 

aux analyses 

pretend qu' 

,un groupe ideologique est fondamentalement plus pur que l'autre, alors qu'en rea-. 

lite, il se justifie en privilegiant telle valeur,tel projet1 et en omettant les 

autres. Jesus demasque la vie des groupes en conflit qui avaient chacun une haute 

I 

r 

• 

• 

. t 

idee de son appartenance et de sa mission, Il les contraint presque a cea allian- 1· · ' 

ces tactiques qui leur font connaitre le mensonge de leurs p~f,i.ti.ltf./ pretentious 

a !'auto-justification, ou encore leur revelent une fraternite dont ils ne vou-

laient pas entendre parler. Le jugement, c'est la mise a nu des hypocrisies, la 

mise a la lumiere des options et des pensees cachees1. C•est le caractere 

corrosif du levain. 

Mais l'Evangile n'est pas seulement critique (ce qui deviendrait la 

nouvelle hypocrisie de la denonciation universelle sans repentance personnelle). 

Le levain evangelique est aussi une obligation de vivre ce que l'on dit, sans 

utopie, sans contrainte par le devoir d'Etat, sans discours sur 1~ passe ou le 

futur. Jesus ne demande pas ~/1i.tAtJ a Pilate de croire ~n lui, mais de le 

reconnaitre judictairement innocent. 11 ne demande pas aux pharisiens de transgres 

ser lea lois de Mo!se 1 mais d 1 en vivre la finalite, ni eux zelotes -de renoncer a 
leur combat, mais de refl!chir aussi a la Yiolenoe, fille de la Yiolence. Jesus ne . 
parait pas aYoir dlideologie alternative aux autrea, aais -plut8t-une thiologie de· 

l'honn3tete de l'ideologie par rapport a elle-m3me~ Cette exigence a ete jugee par 

tous insupportable, ce qui a proToqu.i I!!~ mort. La foi chritienne, c 1est, a cause 

de la resurrect~C3n 1 la reprise de ce ·double leTain evangeliqae, demasquer lee 
hypocrisies,. •ttre en oeuvre lH'cliclarations. Ce progl"amme poli~ique pettt 

I 

. . .. • • 

~ 
I· 
I 

·~ ' ., 
• 
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para!tre vague et moralisap,t •. En fait, il est salubree ear le l:evain n•e.st pas la 
. . ~ . ~. . . . ' 

pour supprimer la real:i.te de la p!te\.,mais'pour la .brasser 'et.la faire lever, afin' 

que l'histoire internationals ne soit pas seulement .eelle des multiples eonflits 

et des alliances tactiques rendues i-nevitables par. lea situations variables, mais 

aussi celle de la elarte et, si possible, de la realisation de rapports plus 

vrais et plus productifs entre les nations. 

II Immobilisme et incertitudes dans la situation europeenne aetuelle 

a) Il y a, me semble-t-il 1 trois facteurs majeure d 1 immobilisme dans la 

situation presente~D 1 abord, bien sllr, Lt detention de 11 atm~ment par lea super

puissance a qui tewirait a remplacer la guerre par la dissuasion, 1 1affrontement, 

par l'avertissement, l 1usage des armes, par.l 1 indication de leur possession, on 

pour:ait preaque dire l'action, par la strategie de l 1 espionnage. On signale que 

tel.le 8UperpUiSSanC8 n I admettra pas telle podification de, 1 I equilibre acqUiS a la 

fin de la seconde guerre mondiale. A certains egards, cette situation de stahili-
. . ~ rassu:r.ante I . · 

~~qu•une pofice monarare, effectuee par deux patrouilleurs, coordonnant 

plus ou mains leurs rondes de surveillance. A deux autres points-de-vue, · elle 

est oppressante: au niveau des depenses militaires qui sont devenues une escalade 

rituelle en temps de paix, d'autant plus que le marche des armaments represents 

desormais 1 pour plusieurs pays dont la France, une donnee importante de l'equili

bre du commerce exterieur, du marche.de 11 emp~oi et de la concurrence industrielle. 

D'un autre point de vue, cette immobilisation des frontieres est factiee des lors 

qu'un pays change interieurement d'orientation ideologique et que les pressions 

a son endroit ne peuvent pas ~tre directement militaires, mais nucleaires. D1 ou, 

a c<>te du sentiment de securite precedemment evoque, egalement un double sentiment 

de saspillage effroyable et d I etouffement inquietant chez toutes les nations/ 

moyennes ou petites, qui cherchent l'independance contre la domination des 

super-grands. 

Ensuite, la persistance des nationalismes et, souvent, la reapparition 

des regionalismes. Nous ne paraissons pas aller vers des federations pmlitiques 

plus solides, parce que les peuples ne sentent pas leu~ appartenanee commune a des 

ensembles trop grands, a moins qu'une histoire vraimen~ vivante n 1ait forge ees 

.ensembles. Certes, l 1Europe est une entite economiqae de premiere importance et 

elle garde une memoire emue de son rayonnement ancien, mais elle eonnatt tant de 

divisions (et pas seulement depuis 1945) que l'on voit mal comment elle represents 

une realite supr~-nationale. Elle n'a pas d 1objectif politico-ideologique commun 

et elle ne pratique pas une solidarite economique durable, surtout en periode de 

crise et de difficultes internee a ehaque nation. 

Je verrai enfin, dans une eertaine repetition ideologique, le troisieme 

facteur de notre immobilisme. Les references aux modt!les sont devenues assez 

rituelles. On est passe de la mobilisation a la legitimation, qui cache souvent 
une grande ~emobilisation. Ainsi, les economies 4U marehe libre ont recours aux 
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g~raAties de l'Eta , aux ententes de prix e~~~x monopoles transnationaux, tandis ,' 

que les economies planifi~tion centralisee ont, de leur cote, recours aux 

interessements des initiatives, a l'elargissement des echelles de aalairea ainsi 

qu'a'ix capitaux et aux technologies provenant de l'economie capitalists. Tout 

,j 

eel?. demeure une ar alyse sommaire. Mais 1 plus encore que sur l'impurete de chacun 

des de·ux modeles, e 'je.;;: il~si•~t.er sur leur pragmatisme, dans l'esp~ce europeen au' 1 

mains, qui est le 

de part et d'autre 

eul ou ils se cotoient dans un 

afin d'y garantir une zone de 

immobilisme souhaite, semble-t-iiJ,i. 

securite alors qu'ailleurs I 
grandissent les in ertituaes. 

b) Lea it rtitudes grandissent sur ce fond d 1 immobilisme. Il y a d'abo~ ,_ 
lea incertitudes d1s pays clu ~•td_"~ 1 '": ·' ··'_. -··· 1 'nn est <i!!'vant des mutations de 

regimes d'autant plus considerables que le conservatisme, l'autoritarisme, le 
• J 

regirrre policier onJ regne en ma!tres pendant des ann<fles sans conquerir le soutien 

populnire. Le Sud est egalement loin deo u • ;·, ~:-r:l. et de 1 'Est ou .se sent 

stabilisees les zoJ1es d'inflaence a la fin de la seconde guerre mondiale. Enfin 1 

elle"' n'appartienn nt ni aux pays de social-demoeratie, ou le corumunisme est mar

ginalise, ni aux dJmocraties populaires, ou c'est le socialisme qui est absorbe. 

Il v '1. clone de forJ .s chance-s nour nae 1 1 immobilisme n 'v ;nn,:. :--.As aussi fortement 

I 

que .e reste de l'Europe. 

11 y ~ 1J ince ~:-ti. u.l•::; .-~. 1' i~t€-rieur-m@m; des eso3.tes n:;.tionauxc Elles 

sori .fficiles a ~nalyser car on y retrouve une prJtest 1t-.on centre le travail et 

l. '' duction en se~ie ( le c8te libertaire plus ,qu" lj Od'·ll du printemps 1968 ) I 

~:~~-:~ssi.une anx~~ti.sur la marchi des emplois et les salaires (depuis la crise 
_____ _onn1ste accertuee pe.:- l'~ugmcnt;:.tion de.: ;'!'i~ ~~ ;-6~::-w:. .... )c Les 'deux malaise~; 

ne vont pas ensemb~e, puisque la protest.ttion suppose une marge de manoeuvre assez 

cono~jerable pour Jlvoriser ia qualice de la vie, tandis que i'anxiete se lie a l' 
experience beaucouJ plus ancienne de la survivance difficultueuse de la cite. Mais,! 

P""'" le moment, ceJ deux crises s 1ajoutent 1 1 une a l'autre et ~~c~nt une desaffec-! 

tion interne a l'eJ rd du systeme ou 1 1 on vit, surtout parmi les jeunes generationi 

et, peut-8tre 1 autaJt a 1~~~ Est qu'a 1 10uest. 

Il y a, e~fin 1 !'incertitude beaucoup plus g5neral" .. ur le prix a payer 

res tec~nique, pour les pRys qui n'ont a offrir sur le marche mondial 

ni m~tieres premierrs suffisamment r~res et indispensables, done codteuses, mais 

seulement de la mai~ d'oeuvre a bo~ marche et des matieres premieres exploitables 

au doul)le sens du mpt. Ce prix a payer pour le. Tiers (ou le Quart-) Monde, .repre

sente la manvaise c~nscience de 1 1 Europe. Je crois cependant q~e le rSle de cette 

mauvaise conscience la diminue au cours des dernieres annces: ·la .crise renforce 1 1 

ip;~isme national ta lt chez les gouvernements que dans l 'opinion publique. ,Il faut 

ajouter que les Eur,peens sent moins sdrs que par le passe de ce po~rquoi on paie 

et on fait payer le prix. La mise en doute de l'universalite du· modele industriel, 
• 

qu'il soit lourd ou sophistique, est, cer~es, encore restreinte a des minorites, 

•· 
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souvent priTiligiees. Pourtant, c•est une immense incertitu~e qui rend . j de 1 1 impor-

tance a la variete des cultures, face a 1 1uniformit6 des techniques • . . 
J'ai done esquisse trois zones d'ineertitud~, par rapport. i un arricre

plan tl'im:nobilisme qui regne depuis treil.te sns en Euro'9•• Il taut mainteno.nt pre-

ciser ,,quelques 

ch.que fois du 

points 

le vain 

d 1 action possible. Je ne 

evangelique dane la p!te 

suis pllll oerta;l.n qu'il a'agisee 

europiennel Je voudrais en tout 
les aborder sans hypocrisie 

III Que faire ? 

ni logomachie. 

Prenons <C.Abord la division centrale de l 1Europe1 cella qui a fo.it;i;l' ., . 
immobilieme et qui ~ait reasurgir les incertitudes, la division Est-Ouest, .qui 

peut devenir be'lUCOUp plus complexe: Sud-Nord, etc •••• L'hypoCiria:i.e reaid!' !laDS '~ 

dovt~ da~a le'jumelage de la coexistence pacifique avee l'autoritarisme ideologiq~ 

poul' lea uns l"t le. defense du monde oocidento.l avec 'l.e. commerce Est-Ouest, pour ~•j. 

autrea. Le mot hypocrisie eat sans douce trop fort, q~ ces jumelages valen~ asau-1 

rement mieux que la guerre froid.e, mais lee limites du benefice que les polulati~~ ~ 
tirent de ces echangea sont vite atteirites. Il y a des Eglises cnretieJ+}les conli- • 

<i&ra.bles dans les deux parties de 1 1 ;Europe et j 1 aura:!$ tendsnce a croire que la ! 
chretiente dura serait plus souvent a l'Bst lu'a l•Oueet •. Dana les pays de 1 10uestj. 

il y a des chretieno qui votent pour les deux camps. ~ne craia pas a una sorte da' 

troisieme voie, neutraliate, 'sans con:;ou::.•z ase;ez dbfin:ts pour lltre un pl!~e -d' t 
attraction. La stabilisation en Europe va favoriser las eel ·n;• 3 entre l'ordre . 1, 

(l•Eat) et la liberalisation (l•Oueat), ear il vaut mieux ~Jeer ainsi lea deux ~tt!. 

p6les actuels, plut&t que d'opposer exploitation cap~t~ls~e et revolution socia-

liste, ou encore dictature des masses et parlement a,s citoyen"'c• ll y a la un I 

1~~ mutaalite de I 
l'initiative et 4 I 
que rencontrant de 1 

le vain possible pour la p~te europaenne •. J 1 y ve:t'rais une CP!'• 

reconnaissances poasib1es: ~ci la secarite et la ~oralite, li 

liberte d'expreasion. Je n'ignore pas lee grandes difticult~s 
. t· 

telles reconnaissances et n • envisage pas la. c:reation d •aucun valltltUD mili ta:ire ~u 1· • 
ideologique, Kais je auiB convaincu qu 1une cEirtaine mutualiti de reco!lna1saanc8'·e 

.d4avantagei possible et benefique aujourd'hui en ea domaine ~rtlcis at ess,.ntiel. 
. I 

Quelles institutions peuvent et doivent de.passer le cadre nationEJ11 non f • 
pour en faire dispara1tre le sentiment ll'independance dan• un cdnslomira~ eqai'f'O-. :' 

que, mais pour unir 1es potential~ nationaux en vue d'une tlohe qui ~a~ose 

chaque pa;rs'l A 1' evidence, des accords entre puisaanoel!j :L.ndustriellea et p~:r• 

producteura de pitrele, non pour reserver des circ.uf,.:ta pri-Yilegih, maia pour 

,, .. ·,· 
•• 'i 

r • 
lutter en commun oeo.tre la miaere du 'l'ie~a-monti.e, sont, et aeruent des accords /p~· 

fondamentaux, capablea, je penae, 4etc'riu:LT un cons~sua PQptllaU'e, el:l dipit de 
' ·-

leur caractere t•ohnocratique et, foroiment1 lointaino La 
possible, ou le vouloir moral manque sans 4oute plus que 

• 

aus~ .an~0it une tlche 

le -Toir technique.· 
·~··' 

• 
-·r- • 
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Enfin, il ~aut poser la question des normat:!:vistelij ·ce mot .aqstrait' ou 

l'on s•attend·a cei qu~le' moraliste dec<?l?-e derinit.i.vim~;t du .rhet Me r;;ou'Vepant !! ·:· 
, r ~ . , . -- .., , • , ' 

de l'arriere-plan evangelique que j'ai. deydoppe 1)" ~~!.'ai qu:"la premier.~ norma-,' ~i : 
tivite reste la mis.e en.oeuvre de ce-,que l'on dit, ce qui obli~ la parole a 1.1 • ·• 

exachtude et ~ussi:; 1~ condui te a l:' enEfz:gie·: Justice. 'et" iiberte sont ~ertes es- . ! /;. 
' . ;i sentie:).les. Chacu.n les revendique. Mais, la verit·e est presque priori taire. Son . . ' . . ' ;) absence cree la mefiance que la puissance ne suffit nul1e:Dent ·a dissQudre. Les 

egl.ise-s chretienn.ee devraient At re. des lieux I c~;tes, de: generosite· __ et d"e 

justice, de critiqm et de prophetie 1 de consolation 'et de ptomess~,··inais, avant 

:1 ~-, . ,'• 

tout, de Veri te, 'i:luoiqU I il en CO<lte a 

et culturelles. Celui qui a''la virite 
' 

nos solidari.tee nationales, idiologiques :; . 

fera de vous des hommes libres"{Jean VIII 1 }2);' 

Jistfs l'a dit justement a des interlocuteurs qui affirmaient n'avoir jamais connu 

la ·servitude I· Pour verifier la veri te qui vient de Jesus Chri'si<.o il nous ··faut 

avouer chacun pour notre part, reconna!tre les servitudes que nous ne crayons 

pas avoir et oeuvrer pour le combat incessant et co<lteux de la veriti, dont depend : 

la confiance e~, par elle, la paix, 

veriti n'est pas una chimere, mais 

par elle, la justice. La prioriti de la , 
•I 

• . il 
le levain.pour nos vies' comma pour.nos.natJ.onsoj:· 

,li 

\ 
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SELECTIVE RESPONSE OPTIONS, ESSENTIAl" EQUIVALENCE, AND ASSURED DESTRUCTION: 
THE CONTINUING DEBATE ON Al'!ERICA 1 S .STRATEGIC POSTURE AND DOCTRINE 

Robert A. Gessert 

Prepared for 

THE nVELFTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF ~E 
COUNCIL ON CHRISTIAN APPROACHES TO DEFENSE AND DISARHAMENT 

Friedewald, Germany, 6-10 September 1974 

INTRODUCTION 

In his annual report to the Congress on the 'defense budget for 
Fiscal Year 1975 and the five-year defe.nse program for Fiscal Years 
19 75-1979 (Ref 1), Secretary .of Def.ense James R. Sc.hlesinger gave a 
candid and deta:l.J.ed review of the rationale ·that gtiideG tJS force plan-

_(Q). 

ning and plans for the operational employment of strategic. and ge:1c,ral 
purpose forces. Particularly .... ,:i. th respect to strat€gic. forces, Nr. 
Sc.hlesinger indicated some dissatisfac.tion with the inherited strategic 
posture and doctrine, highlighted cert.ain continuing and new Soviet 
strategic developments that are causes of concern in US strategic plau!ling~ 
announced several ne\·l emphases in the US doctrine 'that are intended to 
respond to risks in the present balanee and to fulfill the Presider.tial 
desire for strategic options, and outlined the stra'tegic programs by which 
these new emphases would be implemented. 

Hr. Schlesinf!er 1 s candid and detailed rcvie11' of strategic issues 
at once brought a latent debate on the American strat<>gic posture and 
doctrine into public focus and called for 10ider par'ticipation in that 

. i 
debate. The public understanding and discussion that he invited 
require a moral and intellectual rigor to match that >lhich he has brought 
to his own strategic and economic analyses ·since he, left teaching in 1963 
to join the RAND Corporation 

Since at least the middle 1960 1 s there had appeared to be a growing 
consensus in Amei·ican strategic circles that the posture and doctrine of 
primary reliance'6n so-called "assured destruction" provided both an eco
nomic and effective deterre~ce against the initiation of general war and, 
particularly in view of the Soviet development of a comparable assured 
destruction capability, the best opportunity for negotiation of nuclear 
arms limitations beti?een the Superpm·1ers. By the end of the 1960 1 s only 
a handful of American strategic <Hiters were seriously challenging primary 
reliance on assured destruction. Besides Schlesinger himself, this hand
ful included men as different as Albert Hohlstetter, Donal.d Brennan, Paul 
Nitze, and F~ed lkle. · 
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The last major public debate about the American strategic posture 
and doctrine centered on the issue of whether the US should build a ballistic 
missile defense system, either of the Sentinel variety first announced 
by Secretary McNamara in September 1967 or of the Safeguard variety that 
the early Nixon Administration sought. Both systems were defeated essen
tially by the growing consensus that an assured destruction capability 
should be guaranteed to both the Superpowers. The Wohlstetters, the Brennans, 
the Nitzes lost the argument that the US should have a defensive strategic 
option (at least at a low level) to the public belief that mutual assured 
destruction reduced both the temptations and the risks to either side that 
initiation of nuclear war could be. a rational policy. The SALT I ABM 
agreement of 1972 seemed to confirm that even the Soviets had joined the 
consensus. 

In one of the most forceful, but almost forlorn,. attempts to break 
the consensus and reopen the debate, Fred Ikle subjected what he called 
the "dogmas" of mutual assured destruction to scorching intellectual end 
moral scrutiny in a paper published in Foreign Affairs in January 1973 
(Ref 2). Now the Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 
Mr. Ikle argued in early 1973 against a "rationality" that banked 
all our hopes to avert nuclear war on the presumed rationality of all 
possessors of nuclear weapons under all circumstances and undergirding 
this "rationality" of ours with the evident immorality of threatening a 
swift ("launch-on-warning") retaliation against millions of the enemy's 
non-combatant civilians. 

While in the public arena the consensus on the reliability of mutual 
assured destruction was holding against relatively isolated challenges, the 
apparent consensus within the government gave signs of eroding as early as 
1970 when President Nixon asked in his annual report on foreign policy: 

Should a President, in the event of a nuclear attack, be 
left with the single option of ordering the mass destruction 
of enemy civilians, in the face of the certainty that it 
would be followed by the mass slaughter of Americans? Should 
the concept of assured destruction be narrowly defined and 
should it be the only measure of our ability to deter the 
variety of threats we may face? (Quoted in Ref 1, p. 35) 

And in his report of 1971, President Nixon further indicated his dis
satisfaction with reliance on ·calculations of assured destruction, briefly 
sketched his "doctrine of strategic sufficiency, n· and announced that he 
had "started a number of studies within the NSC franiework to refine further 
our understanding of the strategic relationship and the number and types of 
forces required to maintain sufficiency." (Ref 3, p. 171) 
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By the time Nr. Schlesinger became Secretary of Defense on 
July 2, 1973 the search for meaningful, selective nuclear options was 
well underway. It is clear from his mm first annual report and his 
supporting testimony in the Congress (Ref 4), however, that this search 
is most congenial to him and he has become the Administration's principal 
spokesman for modif·ication of sole reliance on assured destruction. 

HUTUAL ASSURED DESTRUCTION: A REVIEH 

To understand the new American strategic debate and Hhat the 
modifications to the US strategic posture and doctrine pu1~crt to accom
plish, it is Horth attempting to review the origins of the concept of assun~d 
destruction~ why it came to dominate much American strategic thinking~ and 
the role it has played in the development of the US strategic posture and 
doctrine, 

Fred Ikle has argued that the concept began to be promoted by Secretar.y 
McNaruara after 1963,perhaps primarily "as a convenient bureaucratic tactic" 
(Re£ 2, p~ 279). By this time, milita.r; systeTP.s analysts. had already 
distinguished tv;c: principal roles of US strategic forces as "d<lmage· limita
tion" and "assured destruction" and had begun to measure the effectiveness 
of strategic forces in these two quantifiable categories. The category 
of damage limitation m<oasured the cap~bility qf US offensive forces to 
destroy enemy offensive forces and thus limit the damage they could do to 
US forces and value. The catego17 of assured destruction measured the 
capability of US forces that survived a first-strike by enemy forces to 
inflict destruction on the enemy's value in a second strike. Damage limita
tion and assured destruction 1-ve.re thus, originally, terms intended to re
place less quantifiable terms like counterforce and retaliation that had 
also acquired un1vanted emotional impact and strategic implications. By 
proper quantification both could use comparable yardsticks of effective-
ness: millions of friendly deaths avoided by dame.ge limi tati.on , and 
millions of deaths inflicted by assured destruction. 

Besides the first-strike implications of counterforce, damage 
limitation quickly proved, by most calculations, to be an exceedingly 
costly enterprise that could not, technologically or safely, come close 
to "damage elimination." To apprOach that goal ~vould require a full first
strike capability 1-1hich was probably impossible of attainment and could 
also invite, in a crisis, the ·enemy's preemption. Assured destruction 
fared much better in all strategic calculations. Technologically and 
economically it seemed possible to guarantee a capability for some number 
of strategic retaliatory forces to survive even ·an· all-out· enemy first
st·rike and to inflict such massive destruction that the enemy 1wuld find 
a first-strike totally irrational for any political or military goal. 
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Since damage limitation apparently could not guarantee that we 
would not suffer perhaps 20-40 million deaths and assured destruction 
apparently «Ould guarantee that we could inflict perhaps t:t•ice those 
numbers o_f deaths, assured destruction appeared by far the more effective 
role to fulfill, especially with limited resources. Moreover, and, for 
many persons far more importantly, assured destruction appeared to be the 
role that would deter initiation of Har vhile damage limitation appeared 
to be important only if war occurred and thus to make ~mr more likely 
either by our initiation (which vas ah1ays eschewed) or by tempting the 
enemy to preempt and thus deny us our damage limitation.· 

If the strategic-exchange models and calculations of the middle 
1960's told the whole story and tvere fully believable, it is easy to see 
why assured destruction came to hold such strong appeal for so many people. 
By repeating the number of Soviet deaths we could inflict in retaliation 
for a Soviet first-strike, we seemed to be guaranteeing deterrence of the 
initiation of war. Moreover, by emphasizing this capability of existing 
and programmed strategic forces - and this is where the bureaucratic tactic 
that Mr. Ikle identified comes in - we could hold in check costly pressures 
to expand or increase strategic forces without limit. Finally, since 
technology and their weapons development and programs had conferred on the 
Soviets an assured destruction capability that almost matched our mm, 
mutual assured destruction, as long as it could be guaranteed and und·~rstood 
by both sides, seemed to open the door- for tacit o~ negotiated agreements 
to limit and reduce strategic arms competition and roles. 

Despite the fact that the Kennedy Administration had come into office 
with ambitious attempts to move away from a strategy of massive retaliation 
tovard a strategy of flexible response options to meet the variety of threats 
confronting US interests, many of President Kennedy's closest advisers, 
who remained President Johnson' s advisers, ended the decade of the 1960's 
reconciled to assured destruction (a limited version of massive retaliation) 
as the principal role for nuclear weapons. Of course, the strategy of 
flexible response had always emphasized the con~entional capabilities that 
were required to supplement nuclear forces, but Secretary McNamara, most 
notably in his Ann Arbor speech of June 1962, had also advocated a departure 
from the countervalue role of nuclear weapons tm•ard a limited counterforce 
role. By the end of the decade that Ann Arbor speech was almost totally 
forgotten or repudiated. 

In an illuminating article on "The Relevance of Traditional Strategy" 
in the same issue of Foreign Affairs as the Ikle article, Professor Michael · 
Howard exa~ines modern strategy in a larger historical timeframe (Ref 5). 
His insights may give us a better perspective to comprehend vhy the concept 
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of assured destruction has held such suay in the past ten years. Noting 
that in the 17th Century and prior, embrionic states did not have a 
sufficient monopoly of violence to defend their mm populations, Professor 
Ho11ard points out that "strategy" then depc,nded largely o~ the capacity 
to hold hostages or to retaliate against an opponent. Traditional strategy -
involving the manipulation of military forces to induce an opponent to 
do one's ,,>ill or face unacceptable losses - developed 11ith the modem 
state system beginning in the 18th Centui-y <7hen states had acquired a 
sufficient monopoly of violence, but a monopoly that engaged only a 
fraction of the state's resources and population. After the Napoleonic· 
era, the grm<th of technology together vlith the grm<th of the modem 
state provided for the mobilization of larger and larger portions of 
the state's resources in the event of vJar, resulting in only an uncertain 
likelihood that the opponent's 11ill could be affected through the manipu
lation of forces alone. The First World \'ar made clear that the· morale 
and cohesion of the community as a 11hole had become an element of strategy, 
and the Second Horld l-Iar had to be fought to the finish. The advent of 
nuclear . parity has produced a situation reminiscent of the 16th Century 
since the inability to defend one's population and value has caused the 
nuclear pm>ers to revert to hostages, threats, and retaliation as the 
elements of strategy~ 

The great difficulty in the modern era is that ·such large portions 
of populations have become the hostages and the potential targets of re
taliation on both sides, that the threats of retaliation - because of and 
despite their catastrophic proportions - tend to lose political credibility 
even as they gain technical credibilitv. Professor Howard points out the 
vexing problems of modem strategy tha·t result from the fact that resort 
to nuclear 11eapons appears to lose political credibility in rapidly des
cending order among the follm<ing situations: 

a. In response to a nuclear attack on one's Olifll territory. 
b. In response to a conventional attack on One's Olifll territory. 
c. In response to an attack (nuclear or conventional) on an ally. 
d. In response to a manipulation of risks by an adversary. 

Thus, acceptance of and preoccupation with assured destruction may 
amount to more than seduction by systems analysis and a bureaucratic tactic 
and actually reflect a tacit or explicit acknowledgment of a severe limita
tion on the military and political utility of nuclear weapons. Perhaps 
such acknowledgment should be an occasion for rejoicing: There is a certain 
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respectability to the view that, if nuclear weapons cannot be eliminated 
from modem arsenals, the best thing that can be done with them is to 
ensure that their sole role is to be the deterrence of initiation of 
nuclear war. However, acts of irrationality, our adversaries, our connnit
ments, technology, and accidents may deny us the capability to ensure that 
this will be their sole role. 

We must be clear that the US Militat7 Establishment never really 
made sole reliance on assured destruction or, even less, mutual assured. 
destruction the exclusive rationale of all strategic nuclear programs 
and plans. However, even for the Military Establishment, assured des
truction clearly became the principal, if not the sole, concept by which 
strategic nuclear programs and plans could be. publicly explained and 
defended. There is, perhaps, no better illustration of this than in the 
transition from the Sentinel ballistic missile defense system to the Safe
guard system. 

The original public justification of the Sentinel system given 
by Secretary Mcllamara was that it would provide a population protection 
against at least a light nucleHr attack, perhaps from China, and inci
dentally protect against general nuclear war resulting from accident or 
other non-rational or irrational nuclear incidents. Even in supplying this 
justification, Mr. McNama.ra was at pains to explain that the US had no 
ambitions to develop an ABH system to protect against heavy attack and 
"thus" threat<On the stability of mutual assured destruction. ll'hen it 
became clear in the ensuing public and Congressional debate that the 
public and sorue of our allies feared more the relatively remote possi
bility of upsetting the balance and stability apparently ensured by 
mutual assured destruction than a light Chinese attack or the consequences 
of other unlikely (but possible) nuclear. indicants or accidents, the Nixon 
Administration shifted the public justification for a light ABM systen 
180 degrees to a further protection of a retaliatory or assured destruction 
capability instead of a protection of the population or a modest damage 
limiting capability. Hhile there were some real reasons to fear erosion 
of the HINUTEMAN portion of the US assured destruction capability, this 
shift in public justification of a defensive option amounted to a final 
accommodation to the existing consensus on the acceptability of almost sole 
reliance on assured destruction. 

My own view is that such accommodation was regrettable even though 
it eventually resulted in the ABH accords in SAlT I and SAlT II. An 
extremely high value must be placed on the achievement of agreement as 
such, if it requires our forsHearing a program thaf .. could have afforded 
some protection against a light nuclear attack or accident'al launch and 
minimize a "requirement11 to respond in kind., 
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Fred Ikle (Ref 2, p. 274) has pointed out how the ABM debate 
apparently reinforced among various influential people the pernicious 
"dogma" that not only should oc;r announced and planned policy be to 
retaliate against the enemy's population in the event of any attack, 
but that we should adopt an announced and planned policy to guarantee 
that our retaliation would not wait to discern the nature and weight 
of the attack. Appar-ently Senator Fulbright meant it when he advocated 
in 1969 a "launch-on-warning" policy as part of his argument to defeat 
the proposed Safeguard system. 

TOWARD A NEW APPROACH 

The principal reasons for Hr. Schlesinger' s and others' dissatis
faction with the inherited strategic posture and doctrine and its appearance 
of sole reliance on assured destruction may be briefly .summarized along 
with a discussion of the new emphases and modifications they seek. 

The "Horality" of Deterrence 

First, the inherited strategic posture and doctrine does rely primarily 
and appears to rely almost solely on· a programmed and planned capability to 
kilJ. civilian non-ccmbatants. On the face of it this is morally abhorrent 
and contrary to centuries of attempting to develop sorue rational, ethical 
restraints in the conduct of "'ar. It certainly violates a principle of 
discrimination, and, just as certainly when combined with "launch-on-
warning" dogmas, of proportionality.· In an important Pub lie Broadcasting 
Service debate on the new emphases in American strategic doctrine, Mr. 
Robert F. Ellsworth (now the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs) called this aspect of the old strategic posture and doctrine 
genocide (Ref 6). 

It would be short-Bighted and wrong to underestimate the moral 
abhorrenceof key officials in the Nixon and the New Ford Administrations 
with the people-killing aspects of assured destruction. That abhorrence 
r.uns deep in Mr. Ikle's thinking and writing (Ref 2) and in Hr. Schlesinger's 
annual report (Ref 1). Of course, Mr. NcNamara shared that abhorrence as 
his Ann Arbor speech revealed; in the end, he appeared to make his ethical 
peace, however, with the apparent stability provided by the mutual threat 
to kill civilian populations. 

W)lether the new officials will be able to give realistic and accep
table programmatic consequences to their moral revulsion with the threat 
(implicit or explicit) and prospect of retaliating against civilians remains 
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to be seen, but their revulsion is clearly one of the driving forces toward 
modification of the degree of reliance on assured destruction. The dilemma 
they face (as their critics are happy to point out) is that they may appear 
to make nuclear Har more thinkable (and, in the extreme, more attractive) 
as they try to think through more moral ways to use nuclear weapons against 
military targets rather than non-combatant civilian targets. 

Members of the American arms control community, in particular, appear 
to believe - t,rith equal moral fervor - that this aspect of dissatisfaction 
Hith the inherited strategic posture anc1 doctrine is morally dangerous not 
only for appearing tb. give moral sanct:ion to the use of nuclear Heapons 
against military targets (which, they say, ,.muld also kill almost as many 
civilians) but because, they believe, the prograuunatic attempts to give 
reality to the moral concern c10uld inevitably threaten the stability of 
assured destruction and lead to a new arms race and to an increased likeli
hood of preemption in a crisis. Mr. Barry Carter, a former member of 
Mr. Kiss:lnger' s National Security COtmc:ll staff, debated this «ay «ith Hr. 
Ells,;orth and has '<ritten extensively on both the strategic-stability and 
strategic-moral aspects of the ne« debate (Ref 7). 

The Control of Conflict 

The linkage betv1een the ethical aspect of threatening assured destruction 
and the stability aspect is evident in a second major reason for dissatisfaction 
«ith the inherited strategic posture and doctrine. As l!r. Schlesinger says, 
"Flexibility of response is also essential because, despite our best efforts, 
we cannot guarantee that deterrence will never fail; nor can we foresee the 
situations that ,;ould cause it to fail" (Rcf 1, p. 38). Horal satisfaction 
(and political-military satisfaction) in R.ssured destruction is possible, if 
at all, only so long as dete!.":rcnce by assu~L·ed destruction works. Government 
officials bear .an mvesome responsii;:U.ity to plan for contingencies that almost 
everyone may fervently hope v!ill never take place. As Hr. Schlesinger puts 
it: 

"Not only must those in power consider the morality of 
threatening such terrible retribution on the Soviet people 
for some ill-defined transgression by their leaders; in 
the most practical terms, they must also question the 
prudence and plausibility of such a response when the 
enemy is able, even after some sort of first strike, to 
maintain the capability of destroying our cities. The 
«isdom and credibility of relying simply on preplanned 
strikes of assured destruction are even more in doubt 
«hen allies rather than the United States itself face 
the threat of nuclear war" (Ref 1, p. 35). 
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The question that advocates of assured destruction must face is: "Is 
there a necessary disjunction bet<;een '"hat we must threaten (implicitly or 
explicitly) to do in the 'vorst case and "hat we vould actually do in any 
case?" Consistent advocates appC!ar, either, like Senator Fulbright, 
willing to involve themselves in the deepest ethical contradiction and poten
tial catastrophe 0 f dogmas such as launch-on-warning or, like Hr. Carter, only 
very slightly to hedge their bets, and trust that less than the ultimate 
responses might be. made in a crisis even though they have not been fully 
debated and thought through and programmed for in advance. Mr. Ikle is 
especially disdainful of this approach (Ref 2). I have already remarked on 
his impatience with the alleged "rationality" of planning, by assured des- · 
truction, to deter only a rational opponent ,.,ha ,;ould see, with our 
clarity, the folly of any attempt to knock us out with a massive first 
strike. 

Herbert Scoville, a former high official of thC! Central Intelligence 
Agency and of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in the Kennedy and 
Johnson Administrations, insists in his book, 'Hissile Madness, that: "Rel:i_:_ance 
must be placed upon DETERRENCE. Nuclear war can be prevented today only 
by making the consequences of its initiation clearly unacceptable to all 
parties" (emphasis his, from an excerpt reprinted in Ref 8). Mr. Schlesinger' s 
insistence, on the other hand, that 11

'1;·le cannot guarantee t.hat deterrence "td.ll 
never fail" - even though he concedes t..re cannot predict the ci.rcumst8nces 
in which it will fail - :i.s a primary reason for his demand that we have 
plans and capabilities for "selective re.sponse options. 11 

Besides having the necessary plans and capabilities for responding 
in limited ways to limited nuclear attac:ks or incidents, hmvever, Mr. 
Schlesinger believes that the deterrent function of nuclear weapons can and 
should be extended into wartime if deterrence fails: 

"If a .nuclear clash should occur - and <Ve fervently believe 
that it will not - in order to protect American cities and 
the cities of our allies, we shall rely into the wartime period 
upon reserving our 'assured destruction' force and persuading, 
through intrawar deterrence, any potential foe not to attack 
cities. It is through these means that we hope to prevent 
massive destruction even in the cataclysmic circumstances of 
nuclear war" (Re£ 1, p. 5). 

The new P~erican strategic emphases have sometimes beC!n called a 
"doctrine of controlled conflict." It is probably premature to call these 
emphases a doctrine -·and Hr. Schlesinger, himself, .. asks help in thinking 
through all that may be involved before his emphases could become doctrine 
but the fundamental point is that we must not concede that at the first 
opening of any nuclear war we have no alternative but to plunge hopelessly 
into catastrophe. The primary role of nuClear weapons in wartime - a role 
almost as important as the deterrence of the initiation of war - should be 
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to bring war to an end with the m~n~mum loss of life to all parties 
that our best wisdom could promise. This requires plans and capabilities 
for selective responses to a wide variety of attacks, backed up by an 
assured destruction capability that we would not be forced to use automa
tically even in war. 

Habits of thought about the inevitability of the escalation of war 
are hard to break. To many people, concepts of "intrawar deterrence" 
seem ~>istful and absurd if not outright dangerous. Such concepts, as 
well as the moral restraint not to convey an unshakable intent to kill 
non-combatants - are frequently ridiculed as trying to make nuclear 
war "humane" or civilized or even attractive (see, for example, selections 
in Ref 8 and the arguments offered by Mr. Carter and his associates in 
Ref 6). By attempting to provide plans and capabilities to control a nuclear 
war and end it, advocates of selective response plans and capabilities are 
accused of a kind of self-fulfilling prophesy that 'wuld make nuclear war 
more acceptable and likely. On the other hand, intentionally to deny our
selves the plans and capabilities to limit nuclear war in order to reinforce 
deterrence of its initiation will almost certainly guarantee the escalation 
of war if deterrence faiis. (See Ref 2 for further development of this 
point.) 

Besides the issue of intra~>ar deterrence of nuclear war, there remains 
the perennial problem of escalation of a '"ar that starts at the conventional 
level. Because of the problem of the credibility of a nuclear response to 
even a massive conventional attack upon an ally, Professor Howard has stated 
that "under conditions of nuclear parity, the po,;er which can force upon its 
adversary the decision to initiate the use of nuclear weapons enjoys an 
enomous strategic advantage" (Ref 5, p. 262). Because of his abhorrence of 
nuclear war and his recognition of hm< difficult ("agonizing") it 'wuld be 
to take the·political decision, Hr. Schlesinger agrees that nuclear '"capons 
cannot be a substitute for rnanpm•er (a "stalwart non-nuclear defense") in 
a posture that provides adequate flexibility and that "we prefer to force a 
potential enemy to make" the decision to use nuclear weapons first. However, 
"given our doctrine of flexible response," he is at pains to emphasize to 
our allies as well as our adversaries "that the adoption of these and other 
programs does not signify any change in basic NATO strategy; nor does it 
preclude the use of nuclear weapons should a Pact assault prove of over
whelming weight and speed" (Ref 1, p. 89). 

Maintaining the Balance 

A third element of the dissatisfaction ,.,ith .the inherited strategic 
posture and doctrine is that the high-confidence stability 'that assured 
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destruction is believed to provide may be transitory if not illusory. In 
this area, the issues of Mr. Schlesinger' s "theology and philosophy," 
as Leslie Gelb has called them (Ref 9), are complicated by his appraisal 
of the nature of strategic equilibrium and by his assessment of recent 
Soviet developments in nuclear weapons and missile technology, production, and 
deployment. 

According to Mr. Schlesinger: 

"The Soviet Union now has the capability in its missile 
forces to undertake selective attacks against targets 
other than cities. This poses for us an obligation, if 
we are to ensure the credibility of our strategic dete.rrent, to be 
certain that we have a comparable capability in our 
strategic systems and in our targeting doctrine,. and 
to be certain that the USSR has no misunderstanding on this 
point ...... ........... ~ Through possession of such a visible capa-
bility, we hope to reinforce deterrence by removing the temptntion 
for an adversary to consider any kind of nuclear attack. Therefore, 
the changes we nre making in our strategic p lanni.ng this year are 
specifically intended to shore up deterrence across the entire 
spectrum of risk. He believe that by improving deterrence across 
the broad spectrum, we will reduce to an even lower point the 
probability of a nuclear clash bet\veen ourselves and other 
major p01vers." (Ref 1, p. 4,5) 

I have quoted Mr. Schlesinger' s words at such length both because 
of the prominence he gi.ves to the question of the strategic balance 
and because this is, perhaps, the most controversial point in his approach 
from the point of view of de'tente diplomacy and the negotiation of further 
strategic arms limitations. 

There is evidently a larger area of disagreeri1ent between Mr. Kissinger 
and Mr. Schlesinger on the question of the present balance than in any of 
the foregoing. It is impossible and would be premature in view of the· 
scheduled hearings ·before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on de'tente 
to attempt in this paper to go very deeply into this aspect of the new American 
strategic debate. HO\vever, it is clear that Mr. Kissinger places a very 
high value on achievement of a replacement agreement on offensive strategic 
arms by 1977 <Vhen the interim agreement of 1972 expires. To him, this is 
the only way to preserve the present stability. As he said at his press 
conference on July 3 following the last Moscow Su~mit meeting: 
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"If we have not reached an agreement well before 1977, then 
I believe you will see an explosion of technoloro• and an explosion 
of numbers at the end of which we Hill be lucky if we have the 
present. stability, in Hhich it will be impossible to describe what 
strategic superiority means. And one of the questions which we 
have to ask ourselves as a country is what in the name of God is 
strategic superiority? \\'hat is the significance of it, politically, 
militarily, operationally, at these levels of numbers? \-.'hat do you 
do with it?" (Reprinted in Ref 10, p. 42). 

Mr. Schlesinger's approach is not that of advocating a fruitless 
search for "strategic superiority," although Mr. Kissinger appeared to imply 
this when he suggested "that both sides have to convince their military 
establishments of the benefits of restraint and that is not a thought that 
comes naturally to military people on either side" (Ref 10, p. 41). Hr. 
Schlesinger has called the concept that guides both his approach to "'hat 
would be ~~ acceptable strategic arms limitation in the long run and his 
approach to certain ne1~ weapons procurement and research and development a 
concept of 11 parity" or of "essential equivalence 11 (the term used in the 
congressional resolution approving the 1972 SALT agreements). 
In his view: 

•• , "we are· eager to begin a reduction of the strategic 
forces by mutual agreement and on terms of parity. That 
is our first preference. We would be quite content if both the 
United States and the Soviet Union avoided the acquisition 
of major counterforce capabilities. But we are troubled by 
Soviet weapons momentwu, and we simply cannot ignore· the prospect 
of a growing disparity betHeen the two major nuclear powers" 
(Ref 1, P• 42). 

Paul Nitze, former Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for 
SALT, is pessimistic about Mr. Schlesinger's first preference and the Soviet 
weapons momentum. As he recently testified to the House Armed Services 
Committee: "I believe it is not possible at this time to negotiate a per
manent agreement to replace the interim agreement Hhich would be balanced, 
contribute to maintaining crisis stability and lay a basis for reducing the 
strategic arms competition ••• " (Reprinted in Ref 10, p. 43). 

The Soviet weapons momentum that principally troubles men like 
Hr. Schlesinger and Hr. Nitze is the "massive effort" to develop four new rem! 
systems with "new bus-type dispensing systems, new MIRVed payloads, new 
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guidance, new-type silos, new launch techniques, and probably new 
warheads," - all under the terms of the 19 72 interim SALT accords. 
According to Hr. Schlesinger: "This very impressive program appears to have 
three main objectives - expanded target coverage (particularly countermilitary) 
with HIRVs, improved pre-launch survivability with the neH hard silo 
designs, and the attainment of a significant hard target kill capability" 
(Ref 1, p. 46). Mr. Schlesinger estimates that the ICBN programs alone could 
increase overall Soviet throw-weight (not limited by the interim agreement) 
from the current level of 6-7 million pounds to 10-12 million pounds and 
increase the number of their ICBN warheads to about 7,000 one-to-two 
megaton 'mrheads. Combined with other improvements in SLB}! forces, 
development of a new strategic bomber, and modernization of Soviet air 
defenses, the ICE}) programs give little reason to be sanguine about either 
the durability of the present balance or present Soviet intentions to nego
tiate an .overall agreement on anything like 11 essential equivalence. 11 

In the absence of these Soviet developments, a new targeting 
doctrine to emphasize military targets, improved accuracies and yield-to
weight ratios to improve our capacity to strike military targets with 
reduction in collateral civiliat1 deaths, and certain i·mprovements in corrrrnand 
and control of strategic forces would evidently still be justifiable jn 
Hr. Schle.singer' s view to provide tl;e selectivity and flexibility required 
to reduce our dependence on an all-out retaliatory response. The Soviet 
weapons development, hmvever, evokes additional programs - in Nr. Schlesinger's 
view - "to hedge against foreseeable and unforseeable risks" (Ref 1, p. 49). 
Several of these additional programs, though they would reinforce the other 
changes regarded by Mr. Schlesinger as presently required, are regarded as 
negotiable if the Soviets could be persuaded to enter an overall agreement 
that provided essential equivalence. These programs are mostly long-term 
developmental programs and include research on an entirely ne" ICBN, on a 
cruise miss.ile for airborne launch, on a mobile ICBH, and on an advanced ABH 
system. 

In a recent and very thoughtful article on "Changes in American 
Strategic Doctrine - An Initial Interpretation," Professor Laurence Hartin 
analyzes two strands in Mr. Schlesinger' s thinking which he identifies as 
the problem of "sizing" strategic forces and ·the problem of dealing ~o~;_th the 
deficiencies "in the concept of assured destruction itself" (Ref l 1). 
Under the "sizing" problem, Professor Martin discusses those neso~:i.able 
modifications to the present US strategic posture that I have her''' attributed 
to the desire "to shore up" the deterrence for the "long haul." Under the 
problem of inherited deficiencies, Professor Hart in examines the non
negotiable changes required in the Schlesinger rationale for moving more 
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decisively from primary reliance on assured destruction to a selective 
response.doctrine. 

A sympathetic critic, Professor Hartin is quite correct in pointing 
out the difficulties in maintaining the separability of the two strands 
that he sees Mr. Schlesinger ·as desiring to maintain. Harsher critics do 
not even grant him a sincere desire to make the separation and see 
selective targeting as simply the public rationale for acquiring a hard-
target kill capability just because the Soviets appear to be pursuing this 
capability or because there is an autonomous military urge to acquire any 
capability that is technologicall)• feasible (see, for example, John C. Baker's 
article on "Flexibility: the Imminent Debate" in Arms C_ontrol Today -
Ref 12). 

The separability of "sizing" and doctrine may not. be as clear in 
Mr. Schlesinger' s own thinking as Professor Hart in avers. 1:.r. Schles inger 
may be partly caught between his mm two desires to limit the grmcth 
of nuclear arsenals and to achieve a more rational and stable posture. It 
may in fact be harder, politically, to achieve a comprehensive arms control 
limitation providing for nessential equivalence 11 and selective response 
options than it is to achieve an agreement in 1chich we reconciled ourselves 
fully to mutual assured destruction "hether or not the other side did. 
It may only be far. more desirable from the point of view of long-term stability 
and raU onality to achieve an agreement that steers away from mutual assured 
destruction and provides for hedges against "foreseen and unforeseen risks." 

Strategic Pm•er and Political Purpose 

I have intentionally borrmced a heading from Professor Martin's 
paper to discuss the fourth and last major reason for dissatisfaction 
with the present balance and the inherited strategic posture and doctrin". 

Throughout me>st of his explanations of the need to maintain a parity 
of forces and not.merely a mutuality of assured destruction, Mr. Schlesinger 
stresses that this parity must be visible and be perceived by our allies, our 
adversaries, and ourselves to represent at least an essential equiValence of 
strategic forces between the Superpm•ers. As Leslie Gelb has pointed out, 
Mr. Schlesinger has alHays displayed an interest in the political implications 
of strategic forces ,that almost matches his interest in their technical 
aspects (Ref 9). 

The purposes of "shoring up" deterrence to a wide variety of threats 
go Hell beyond the need tO provide hedges against foreseen and unforeseen 
technical risks. Mr. Schlesi.nger is unwilling· to· a'ccept the. severe limitation 
of nuclear weapons solely to the deterrence of nuclear ~<ar that Hr. Scoville 
and other partisans of mutual assured destruction advocate. In an able and 
enthusiastic dcfense of the ne\\T doctrinal challenge to mutual assured 
destruction, a fresh strategic analyst (Hho happens to be cm Israeli living 
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and teaching in the United States), Edward N. Luttt;ak, has stressed the 
inherent political significance of strategic power (Ref. 13). Along with 
the other noted and notable deficiencies of mutual assured destruction, 
Mr. Luttwak notes its political uselessness: "As we have seen, the basic 
axiom of the 'mutual' version of the doctrine is that strategic power cannot 
be applied. usefully to political purpose's" (Ref 13, p. 58). 

For those like Hr. Kissinger who ask plaintively and rhetorically 
"what in the name of God is strategic superiority? Hhat is the significance 
of it, politically, mili tarily, operationally, at these levels of numbers? 
h'hat do you do with it?" - Hr. LuttHak believes the Soviets may be better 
prepared to answer than the advocates of mutual assured destruction. He 
writes: "It takes intellectual arrogance on a truly global scale to 
assert that the Russians must be tHong in believing that more weapons, and 
100re powerful weapons, are politically more useful than fe>~er and less 
powerful ones. In dealing tdth a troublesome Israel, the Soviet Union has 
already resorted to the direct nuclear threat on more than one occasion -
usually successfully" (emphasis his, Ref 13, p. 58). 

The differences between the original doctrine of massive retaliation 
and the doctrine of assured destruction are striking in relation to tbc auestion 
of political purpose. The original doctrine - enl!nciated in 1954 when the 
US enjoyed almost total strategic superiority - was intended to have more 
political significance than military significance. It was a warning to the 
">~hole Communist world" that we I'Ould brook no aggression· (especially in 
Southeast Asia) with our nuclear harids tied. The reality of the rough 
nuclear parity of the late 1960s and early 1970s, perhaps as much as the 
doctrine of mutual assured destruction, eroded that initial link (which was 
even then tenuous) between strategic pm;er and political purpose. 

The Cuba missile crisis of 1962 and the Vietnam Har dealt the final 
blows to the doctrine of massive. retaliation and its easy linkage of 
strategic pmver and political purpose: The first, by the apparent, immediate 
success of the application of the doctrine and its stimulabon to Soviet 
weapons· development as well as to a stark American awareness of the dangers 
of invoking the doctrine; the latter, by the apparent (and probably wise) 
unwillingness of the US seriously to invoke the doctrine and its tacit 
1dllingness to accept its irrelevance. 

Professor Hartin is again correct in pointing out that there are 
presently very many difficulties in reestablishing a clear linkage bett•een 
the strategic posture and doctrine that Hr. Schlesinger now advocates and 
political purpose (Ref 11, pp. 163, 164). The least that can be said, 
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however, is that the Soviets do appear to believe there is a link and that 
link must exist in their minds between our strategic power and political 
purpose as well as betwe.en their strategic power and political purpose. 
Also, in the minds of America's allies there. must be some kind of link 
between America's strategic power and· political purpose - especially within 
NATO. It seems reasonable to sugg<est that Nr. Schlesinger firmly believes 
this, but that the exact nature of this linkage cannot be spelled out 
in detail. Surely this is an area "'here the call for wider public dis
cussion and public debate is mast urgent and genuine. The new Anieric<m 
strategic posture and doctrine need most help from America's allies and 
friends on this score because they are the ones who will be most affected. 

CONCLUDING UNSCIENTIFIC POSTSCRIPT 

It must be eVident that I am mostly sympathetic with the dissatisfaction 
,.,ith the inherited strategic posture and doctrine and would support most of 
the modifications to primary reliance on assured destruction that the ne<> 
Schlesinger emphases have introduced. That is not the point I would wish 
to Jeave here, however. 

The main point I '·JOuld wish to leave, rather, is one made by Mr. 
Luttwak. Th2t is that '"For ouce., then, a doct·J~in.::~l controversy is. really 
about doctrine" (Ref 13, p. 53). Hr. SchlesingEr has outlined his approach 
in remarkable candor, developed real doctrinal guidelines and announced the 
programs for carrying them out, at!mi tted the incompleteness of his mm 
thinking, and asked for a morally and intellectually rigorous debate. He 
has shown, perhaps more clearly than any other American official that, not 
only are strategic doctrinal issues serious, they are fraught with moral 
and political significance as well as strategic and operational si~1ificance. 

The question to which CCADD was initially addressed - lfuat should 
we do with military poHer? - is still open and has been fully joined in the 
new American strategic debate. The critical, unsettled areas of this debate 
must, however, be larger than an American debate. In particular, the issue 
of the linkage between strategic pm;er and political purpose requires at 
least Alliance debate and wisdom if not also the participation of Soviet 
debate and wisdom. 

•. 
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INTRODUCTION 

NATO's THEATER NUCLEAR POSTURE: 
A REAPPRAISAL AND A PROPOSAL* 

by 
Robert A. Gessert OSA 

15 August 1976 

NATO's theater nuclear force posture, its composition and deploy

ments, and the concept and rationale for employment of theater nuclear 

forces have been subjects of great concern and reexamination on·both 

sides of the Atlantic within the past two years. It is difficult to 

single out a primary cause or event that precipitated this concern 

and reexamination. However, former Secretary James R. Schlesinger's 

seminal annual report to the· US Congress of February 1974 (discussed 

at length in this forum two years ago) may be taken as a benchmark 

that brought into a new public focus many causes and stimulated a new 

nuclear debate (Ref. 1). Dealing largely with the US strategic nuclear 

force posture and its modernization and modifications, that report 

gave rise to extended hearings in the US Congress in the spring of 1974 

in which, i~ alia, the theater nuclear posture came under critical 

review along with the strategic posture (see excerpt in Ref. 2). These 

hearings, in turn, ).ed to the so-called Nunn Amendment (after Senator 

Sam Nunn, of Georgia,, author of the amendment) to US Public Law 93-365, 

passed in August 1974, which directed the US Secretary of Defense to: 

study the overall concept for use of tactical nuclear 
weapons in Europe; how the use of such weapons relates to 
deterrence and to a strong conventional defense; reductions 
in the number and type of nuclear warheads which are not 
essential in the defense structure for Western Europe; 

*Prepared for the Fourteenth Annual Conference of the Council on 

Christian Approaches to Defense and Disarmament, The Netherlands, 

3-7 September 1976. 
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and the steps that can be taken to develop a rational 
and coordinated nuclear posture by the NATO Alliance that 
is consistent with proper emphasis on conventional defense 
forces (Ref. 3). 

Mr. Schlesinger!s report required under that amendment was issued in an 

unclassified as well as classified version in the spring of 1975 and 

became a key document in the current NATO reexamination of the theater 

nuclear force posture (Ref. 4). 

Despite such benchmarks, it would be myopic to suggest that concern 

with NATOs theater nuclear force posture is confined to the last two 

years and to the US side of the Atlantic. Richard Shearer, Director 

for Nuclear Planning on the NATO International Staff, in a succinct, 

thoughtful review of this subject has pointed out that in 1962 Henry 

Kissinger, then a young Harvard professor, argued that: 

The Presid.ent has spoken of the need for alternatives 
between surrender and general nuclear war. To provide 
these, a capability for tactical nuclear operations would 
seem to be essential. Indeed, it is the most useful -
perhaps the only meaningful - role for the nuclear weapons 
based on the Continent. ----In current thinking, a tactical 
nuclear war is distinguishable from a general nuclear 
war primarily by its geographic limitation - a consideration 
which can be of no interest to the potential victim. 
----[However,] the choice between conventional and 
nuclear defense is not entirely the West's to make. 
Thus, it is extremely dangerous to reject the notion 
of tactical nuclear defense as rigorously as we 
appear to have done (quoted in Ref. 5). 

That Europeans recognize they have a vital - life and death, if 

you will - interest in NATO's theater nuclear force posture, including 

suggestions for modernization and employment concepts emanating from 

the US, is amply demonstrated in a sampling of published articles 

and official statements on the subject (Ref. 6-20). Official, classified 

discussions have, of course, focussed in the forum of the NATO Nuclear 

Planning Group (NPG). Since its establishment in 1966 at the suggestion 

of then Secretary of Defense McNamara after the abandonment of the 

US proposal for a multilateral nuclear force (MLF) for NATO, the NPG 

has accomplished a great deal in accommodating if not reconciling US 

and European views and interests especially on the contribution of the 
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theater nuclear force posture to deterrence and in developing guidelines 

for the initial use of nuclear weapons by NATO if deterrence failed and· 

the Warsaw Pact launched an attack on the territory of any NATO partner. 

General Ulrich de Maiziere has described the critical importance of 
11 

this forum to the development of alliance policy in his book Fuhren 

im Frieden (see pp. 25-32 in Ref. 21). Responding largely to US 

initiatives, but with autonomous European views and interests very much 

in evidence, the NPG has given concentrated attention during the last 

two years to improving and rationalizing NATO's theater nuclear force 

posture. 

At the NPG meeting in Oslo in May 1976, 

the Ministers agreed on the need.to improve the effectiveness 
of NATO's theater nuclear forces, including their surviv
ability. They emphastzed their continued support for broad 
Allied participation in nuclear planning and in NATO's nuclear 
defence posture. 

Against this background the subject of improving the 
effectiveness of NATO's theatre nuclear forces was high
lighted in a paper forwarded by the United States and in 
related national comments and assessments from the NATO 
Military Authorities. Ministers took note with interest 
of programmes already underway for this purpose and in 
particular development programmes described by the United 
States Secretary of Defense relatingto various areas, 
including improvements in nuclear artillery capabilities. 
They encouraged continued improvements in supporting 
fields such as security of nuclear weapons and communica
tions as an integral part of the contribution of theater 
nuclear forces to the overall posture of the Alliance. 
Ministers gave directions for further studies, and agreed 
to continue their discussion on the theatre nuclear force 
posture at their next meeting. These studies and dis
cussions will contribute to the ongoing work on the 
consolidated statement of NATO policy for the possible 
use of theatre nuclear forces and the study of the poli
tical and military implications of modern weapons technology 
(Re£. 22) •. 

THE NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT 

Lawrence Martin has argued that the current theater nuclear force 

posture developed without benefit of a coherent rationale and doctrine 

for employment of nuclear forces in war in Europe (Ref. 11). Jeffrey 

Record (now a staff aid to Senator Nunn) argued similarly in his study 
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at the Brookings Institution (Ref. 23). Implicitly conceding a better 

and more balanced judgment to Martin's analysis and arguments, Richard 

Shearer suggests that there may have been more rationality and coherence -

particularly in light of severe political and military dilemmas - to the 

evolution of the current posture than either of these commentators 

acknowledge. All three appear to agree that the current posture needs 

improvement - albeit for d.ifference reasons. 

In my own view, the current theater nuclear posture evolved over 

the past two and a half decades as a function of many complex factors 

that could be grouped under four broad headings. These include: the 

changing NATO-Warsaw Pact balance, divergent US and European interests, 

th.e deterrence/defens.e dilemma, and the evolving technology of modern 

weapons. 

The Changing NATO~Pact Balance 

For brevity, I have tried to capture the essence of the changing 

balance in the chart shown on the following page. In that chart I 

have somewhat arbitrarily, if conveniently, tried to highlight trends 

and changes in terms of the decades of the fifties, the sixties, and 

the seventies. For each of these not-entirely-arbitrary periods, certain 

characteristics and trends stand out in four interrelated aspects of 

NATO's overall posture and in perceptions of the dominant features of 

the threat in the theater - particularly on the Central Front. 

It is common now to speak (sometimes ambiguously) of the NATO 

triad of forces: strategic nuclear forces, theater (sometimes called 

tactical) nuclear forces, and conventional forces. The second and third 

rows in my matrix constitute one view the second element of that triad 

and, as I have tried to show, consist of theater deployed or commanded 

nuclear forces that are strategic (capable of long-range missions 

against the Pact's·war-making potential) as well as tactical (capable 

of battlefield and shallow interdiction missions against engaged 

forces and their support and immediate theater reserve). Other uses 

of the expression, "NATO triad", have combined the first and second 

rows as the first element of "strategic forces" and confined the second 

element to "tactical forces". It is perhaps indicative of evolving 
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trends that in the seventies, the broader meaning of the second element 

(that is, theater strategic and tactical forces) and the narrower meaning 

of the first element (that is, intercontinental or extra-theater strategic 

forces) have become more common than before. 

The reader is urged to examine the chart in detail. Only a few 

discursive comments will supplement the changes portrayed therein. With 

respect to the intercontinental strategic forces the changes since the 

fifties are well known. We have moved dramatically from US strategic 

superiority, first in long-range bombers and then in ICBMs into a period 

of approximate overall parity in numbers of strategic delivery vehicles. 

This approximate parity in delivery vehicles is commonly regarded as 

establishing a rough equivalence in mutual assured destruction capability. 

Within that framework resort to first use of strategic nuclear weapons 

by either side appears to Westerners to be irrational, although there 

are grounds for believing that. the Soviets -desire at least a politically 

usable superiority in throwweight, perhaps including the appearance of 

a first-strike capability. On the other hand, the modifications intro

duced in the US posture by former Secretary Schlesinger to provide limited, 

selective nuclear options against military targets have also been inter

preted by some as a nascent attempt at a first-strike capability (Ref. 

24). 

At the theater strategic force level, there has been little change 

since the late fifties in the overall balance in capability to deliver 

sheer destruction, although on the Western side there have been significant 

changes in the components of such capability. The dominant shift has 

been from heavy reliance on forward-based medium range US bombers to

gether with vulnerable, land-based and somewhat provocative IRBMs (Thor 

and Jupiter) to much greater reliance on relatively invulnerable US 

Poseidon missiles _allocated to SACEUR. Although the Soviet IR/MRBMs 

deployed in the Western Military Districts of the USSR continue to "hold 

Europe hostage", much less is made of that in Soviet propaganda since 

the Soviets have achieved approximate parity in intercontinental systems 

and since the French have developed and the UK maintained a significant, 

if not balancing, strategic retaliatory capability. 
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At the theater tactical level, differences and trends in NATO and 

Warsaw Pact capabilities can be accounted for largely by differences in 

technology and in the defensive and offensive orientations of the two 

alliance systems. US technology gave, and US "doctrine" and policy 

supported, an early emphasis on artillery and ADM systems with low yields 

to defeat armored penetrations at the forward edge of the battle area 

(FEBA) - quite probably on NATO territory. Similarly, nuclear arming 

of air defense (AD) missiles was feasible and judged desirable against 

the threat of surprise attack from the air •. Consistent with the with

drawal of forward-based US IRBMs, US forward-based bombers wer.e assigned 

more tactical missions of deep interdictiol'l within non-Soviet Pact 

territory to give them a less threatening or provocative role. While 

the US was thus giving its nuclear weapons deployed on the Continent 

a distinctive defensive character, it was also emphasizing conventional 

defense and the criticality of the "firebreak" between conventional and 

nuclear defense. Simultaneously, Soviet and Pact doctrine and force 

reorganization were moving during the sixties in quite a different direc

tion. With more limited technological nuclear options, the Soviets none

theless emphasized the centrality of nuclear technology to all forms 

of war (Ref. 25-27). Though much Soviet military literature could be 

interpreted as aimed at developing Western inhibitions to conduct any 

form of war, it seems evident from the massive Soviet literature, including 

training manuals, from their force reorganization, from their exercises, 

and from the place given to mobile, theater-tactical rockets and missiles 

that the Soviet nuclear emphasis was more than a propaganda ploy. The 

consensus of Soviet military thought appeared to be that the best Soviet 

"defense" against a presumptive attack from NATO was a nuclear-prepared 

offense - probably preemptive. 

Analyses and debates concerning NATO's conventional defense capability 

are too familiar and too complex to warrant any detailed recounting here. 

The principal point I would want to make for this discussion is that 

these analyses, debates, and resulting conventional adjustments have been 

greatly influenced by the intercontinental and theater strategic nuclear 

balances and by the theater tactical nuclear balance and perceptions of 
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them. For example, in the mid and late fifties when the US enjoyed 

intercontinental strategic superiority and no one in the West wanted to 

fight a conventional war in Europe, the conventional asymmetry between 

the Pact and NATO was probably exaggerated in order to justify and sup

port reliance on an early resort to nuclear weapons by NATO as the 

principal deterrent to a Pact conventional aggression. If the worse 

came to worse and war broke out, NATO's superiority in types and numbers 

of tactical nuclear systems seemed also to provide the basis for success

ful defensive operations without the high cost of conventional defense 

in depth. The emergent Soviet IR/MRBM threat to Europe hung like a 

black cloud on the horizon, but it had a more convincing potential as 

a deterrent to a presumptive US strategic aggression than as a deterrent 

to a NATO nuclear augmentation of a theater defense against a Pact con

ventional aggression. As the US particularly began to doubt whether 

tactical and strategic uses of nuclear weapons could be kept separated 

in face of a growing Soviet intercontinental strategic nuclear capability 

and a theater tactical nuclear capability, US political leaders began also 

to doubt the military validity of reliance on tactical nuclear weapons 

to augment conventional defense (even when the forward deployed warheads 

had reached the famous "7000" level). Thus some argued that conventional 

parity was attainable if the Europeans and the Americans were willing 

to commit sufficient resources to this goal and could rationalize their 

national efforts into a more integrated and militarily effective force 

·system for the Alliance (Ref. 28). Under those circumstances of the 

middle and late sixties, the forward deployed US nuclear systems came to 

be regarded by many analysts and some key policy makers as primarily a 

link to the US strategic nuclear forces that would serve to "deter" 

escalation of war from the conventional to the nuclear level and, hope

fully, by extrapolation to contribute to deterrence of conventional 

aggression (Ref. 29). However, the troublesome apparent self-contradiction 

(partly resolved by making a deterrent virtue out of the uncertainty 

that would confront the Pact) was that if a conventional aggression did 

occur, such analysis and the resulting "policy" tended to make the use of 

theater nuclear forces a last resort and to confine initial use to the 

lowest tactical level on NATO territory to stave off an imminent conven

tional defeat. 
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Efforts by the US during the sixties to develop a credible (that 

is, deterring and war fighting) conventional defense capability and posture 

in Central Europe were frustrated by many factors including: (1) the 

US involvement in Vietnam, (2) reluctance of Europeans to appear to be 

preparing for an equally catastrophic World War II type of future war 

in Europe, (3) the strong nuclear emphasis in Soviet doctrine and force 

development, and (4) the now evident Soviet conventional force moderni

zation and expansion. 

In short, NATO entered the seventies - as the Nunn Amendment cited 

above recognizes - with new dilenunas in Europe concerning the relation 

of the theater nuclear forces to overall deterrence that previously relied 

on US strategic superiority or a presumptive mutual abhorrence of any 

war that might involve nuclear weapons and to conventional forces in 

actual war-fighting op.~rations if deterrence of aggression should fail 

and Western Europe be confronted either by an attack that included nuclear 

preparatory fires from the beginning or began at the conventional level 

and forced the decision to resort to nuclear ·weapons on NATO. The theater 

nuclear force posture and its associated policy (or guidelines) for usage 

had been developed under significantly different conditions of the overall 

force balance. 

Divergent US and European Interests 

I do not need to belabor a point about divergent US and European 

interests in the the.ater nuclear force posture and concepts for its 

employment and how they must be continuously compromised and harmonized. 

Neither the US nor West Europeans want to fight a nuclear war of any sort. 

However, as Henry Kissinger and many others have long since pointed out, 

the choice may not be entirely the West's to make -whether the choice 

is forced on the West by a Pact attack that begins with combined nuclear~ 

conventional operations or by a massive Pact non-nuclear attack that 

seeks to exploit the Pact numerical superiority in artillery and armor 

to defeat the West with surprise, shock, and deep armored penetrations 

before nuclear weapons could be usefully employed or on a Soviet assump

tion that Western inhibitions about crossing the nuclear threshhold would 

paralyze NATO's theater nuclear forces. 
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Faced with such a Soviet/Pact capability (if not necessarily any 

such intention), West Europeans count heavily on the inseparability of 

any use of nuclear weapons in Europe from a virtual certainty of inter

continental exchanges to deter the Soviets from any initiative. Recognizing 

the possibility - however remote - of an aggression against West Europe, 

Americans naturally would wish to find means of containing it and termi

nating it before intercontinental exchanges became inevitable. To some 

Europeans the American point of view seems to weaken deterrence by raising 

the specter of a weakened American strategic guarantee. To some Americans 

the European point of view seems to foreclose all options between surrender 

and all out nuclear war in the face of a massive conventional attack 

and thus in a different way to weaken deterrence also. Much has been 

attempted in the last several years to assure Europeans of the credibility 

of the continuing American strategic nuclear guarantee - particularly 

through changes in the strategic posture introduced to provide limited, 

selective strategic nuclear options. On the European side, the EUROGROUP 

and its European Defense Improvement Program have attempted to assure 

Americans by strengthening the credibility and the capability of the 

forward defense posture on the Central Front. Moving both the US and 

West Europe away from sole reliance on a doctrine of mutual assured 

destruction, these programs and activities have significantly reduced 

the divergence in US and European interest and views. 

The point where the natural, geo-political divergence comes most 

sharply into focus, however, is in the theater nuclear force posture 

and the concepts for its employment. If theater nuclear forces are 

only a link to the US strategic deterrent that would automatically 

trigger massive intercontinental exchanges, then Americans have cause 

to worry. If theater nuclear forces are only an augmentation to or 

replacement for conventional forces in the forward defense area providing 

for a war of attrition to be confined to the European theater, then 

Europeans have cause to worry. At the inter-governmental, policy levels 

such divergences have - sometimes painfully, sometimes slowly, sometimes 

too vaguely but nonetheless advantageously - been compromised and har

monized in such key documents as NATO's basic "doctrinal" statement, 

MC 14/3, "Overall Strategic Concept for the Defense of the NATO Area", 

adopted in 1967, and subsequent ministerial guidance. 
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It is quite possible to argue - as Richard Hart Sinnreich, an Assistant 

Professor at the US Military Academy, has lucidly done - that MC 14/3 

and subsequent ministerial guidance have not really resolved but only 

contained NATO's "doctrinal dilennna" (Ref. 30). As Capt. Sinnreich 

points out: 

MC 14/3 commits NATO to (1) meet initially any aggression 
short of general nuclear attack with a direct defense at 
the level - conventional or nuclear - chosen by the aggres
sor; (2) conduct a deliberate escalation if aggression 
cannot be contained and the situation restored by direct 
defense; and (3) initiate an appropriate general nuclear 
response to a maj.or nuclear attack. (Ref. 30, p. 461). 

Sinnreich argues that by such formulation, 

adoption was achieved by framing the doctr:Lne~-i:fi~te'tlil!r-·----------~------
sufficiently ambiguous to enable all parties to interpret 
it as they pleased. The extent of this ambiguity was 
nowhere more marked than in the role accorded so-called 
tactical nuclear weapons. Both the United States and 
the allies agreed on their importance, but for precisely 
opposite reasons - the allies because tactical nuclear 
weapons represented the best assurance that a European 
war would threaten the USSR with general nuclear war 
by escalation, and the United States because they offered 
the best hope of limiting a land war short of that catas
trophe. MC 14/3 and subsequent NATO nuclear guidelines 
could readily accommodate either view: needless to say, 
however, the inherent contradiction effectively fore
closed any attempt to derive from declaratory doctrine 
precise guidance concerning the way in which theater 
nuclear weapons might ultimately be employed (Ref. 30, 
p. 463). 

In his paper Sinnreich goes on - as I have done - to applaud the 

political achievements of revising the US strategic doctrine to reinstate 

deterrence of aggression and not merely prevention of nuclear war (Ref. 

31) and of the European Defense Improvement Program to revitalize NATO. 

He also takes note of the current efforts focussed in the NPG to develop 

improvements in the theater nuclear posture. With respect to the latter, 

Sinnreich is exceedingly cautious if not pessimistic because he has 

found no convincing military utility for tactical nuclear weapons or 

willingness to address "the nuclear issue directly" and thus concludes 

that "a basic rethinking of NATO's defense concept is o-:erdue" (Ref. 

30, p. 476). 
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The Deterrence/Defense Dilemma 

While sharing much of the interpretation of commentators like Capt. 

Sinnreich, I would be neither so pessimistic about NATO's achievements 

in harmonizing US and European interests nor so sweeping in my prescription 

for what is required. Moreover, I acknowledge that there is and has been 

an important military "nuclear-conventional dilemma" in NATO strategy -

certainly in contrast to the apparent resolution of such a dilemma at 

both the political and the military level in Soviet writings (Ref. 27). 

However, I think it puts the focus in the wrong place both politically 

and militarily to assert as Capt. Sinnreich does that "The failure to 

resolve the nuclear-conventional dilemma constitutes the greatest present 

danger to the success of an otherwise impressive US effort to rationalize 

NATO' s defense posture" (Ref. 30, p. 476) .. 

To put the issue in terms of the nuclear-conventional dilemma almost 

inevitably restricts thinking about tactical nuclear weapons. to an inter

mediate role between conventional operations and (all-out) strategic 

nuclear operations. In that context, Americans will naturally want to 

hold off using them until a conventional defense is failing and then 

use them only to hold at the next "level" of violence with strategic 

nuclear weapons reserved to a last resort only when it is clear that the 

violence cannot be contained. Europeans will just as naturally want them 

to be perceived at least to be introduced early in a conflict with no 

evident way of stopping an escalation to the intercontinental use after 

an initial use that reveals NATO's resolve, if that has not succeeded in 

stopping the conflict. 

A corollary of thinking in terms of a nuclear-conventional dilemma 

is to conceive of strategic nuclear weapons as having solely a deterrent 

function and conventional weapons as solely a war-fighting function. 

Again - if this reasoning is followed - Americans will naturally conceive 

of tactical or forward-deployed nuclear weapons almost solely in a war

fighting role as an augmentation of conventional capabilities. Europeans 

will just as naturally think of them almost solely in a deterrent role 

as an extension of (the link to) the American strategic deterrent. To be 

sure, some Americans may think of tactical nuclear weapons in the "Euro

pean way" either because they are primarily concerned with the political 
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cohesion of the Alliance (of Ref. 23 and 29) or because they have an 

almost total abhorrence of any nuclear usage (of Ref. 28). The logical 

conclusion of the latter reason is, as Alain Enthoven has suggested, to 

abandon the search for a role for tactical nuclear weapons and probably 

eliminate the "middle" element of the NATO triad (Ref. 32). 

One obvious difficulty with Enthoven's view is that the choice to 

use nuclear weapons may not be the West's to make. Mr. Enthoven's solu

tion will also be of little comfort to Europeans who do not want to con

template a conventional war of attrition on the Continent or to rely solely 

on a remote - however repeatedly declared - American strategic guarantee 

for deterrence of aggression against Europe. One often-examined solution 

to the unpleasant alternatives Enthoven's position leaves Europe in would 

be the development of an independent, integrated European strategic 

nuclear deterrent. The Netherlands Institute for Peace Questions has 

recently re-examined this "solution" in detail and with forceful logical 

analysis and found it wanting, preferring to live with present ambiguities 

so long as (I assume) neither Enthoven nor his most ardent American critics 

win the debate in the US about the role of tactical nuclear weapons (Ref. 

10). The Dutch study reminds us that there currently exist substantial 

European (UK and French) strategic nuclear forces as well as theater

oriented US strategic forces that provide some of the deterrent value 

of an independent, integrated European strategic nuclear force and avert 

the many Alliance political problems that an attempt to create such a 

European force would entail or the nuclear proliferation that would be 

involved if European states separately sought s.trategic nuclear deterrence. 

Among the most ardent critics of Enthoven-type thinking in America 

are atomic scientists and military analysts who would appear to wish to 

establish the firebreak between tactical usage of nuclear weapons and 

strategic usage. In an exchange of correspondence with Messrs Bennett, 

Sandoval, and Shreffler of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in the 

July 1975 issue of Foreign Affairs, Enthoven accuses such critics of 

doing just that (Ref. 32). With emphasis on nuclear miniaturization 

and the lowest and almost immediate use of such "mininucs", these men 

believe a massive Pact attack can be stopped in its tracks without massive 

exchanges of nuclear weapons deep into Pact territory inviting response 
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in kind and, thus, leading to holocaust. This type of approach to tactical 

nuclear usage has been developed by one of Enthoven's correspondents 

(Sandoval) and other scientists who see the advent of precision guided 

munitions (PGM) together with miniaturization as providing the right 

combination for a totally new approach to defeating a massive Pact land 

attack (Ref. 33). In a similar veiw, the French analyst, Marc Geneste, 

also sees possibilities for a credible nuclear defense force. (Ref. 17). 

Thus this approach cannot be dismissed merely as American protectionism. 

The Sandoval et al approach suffers the same difficulty as the 

Enthoven approach in not taking adequate account that a Pact attack might 

be nuclear from the beginning and not merely conventional. Also as in the 

Enthoven approach strategic nuclear forces tend to be viewed only in a 

deterrent role before war occurs and conventional forces in a defense 

role ortly if deterrence fails. Between these poles, Enthoven would con

cede at best a dubious contribution to deterrence from the tactical nuclear 

forces that vitiates against providing adequate conventional forces. 

Sandoval et al would prefer a primary defensive role for tactical nuclear 

weapons to supplant as much as supplement reliance on expensive and 

inadequate conventional forces if deterrence should fail. 

When nuclear and conventional forces are polarized between deterrence 

(at the general war level) on the one hand and war-fighting (in the 

theater) on the other hand, forward-deployed nuclear forces (particularly 

tactical-battlefield forces) will be a focus of sharp contention, if 

not irreconciable views. It is perhaps more valid as well as far more 

useful to recognize that each element of NATO's triad has both a deterrent 

and a defensive role - prewar and within war. If deterrence is conceived 

of as deterrence of aggression rather than as "deterrence of war" (a 

semantic confusion), it should be made to be as relevant in wartime as 

in peacetime even though our ultimate hope is that it will need to be 

relevant only in peacetime. Deterrence in this sense is properly a 

matter of affecting an enemy's will to initiate or to continue an aggres

sion. It is common to conceive of deterrence, especially in peacetime, 

as largely a function of a credible capability to punish an enemy for 

any aggression. In wartime as distinct from peacetime - in my view -
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deterrence continues to work so long as this capability to punish is 

reserved in some significant degree, while relevant military forces 

(including nuclear weapons) are employed to deny specific enemy objec

tives. The basic objectives of defensive operations are also to deny 

specific enemy objectives with decisiveness. Thus, in wartime, defense 

and "intra-war deterrence" are always supplemental. Conversely, a credible 

capability and concept for conducting effective defensive operations in 

wartime is a necessary element in establishing the peacetime credibility 

of deterrence. 

For Europeans especially - and in my view also for Americans -

theater nuclear forces (both strategic and tactical) must be conceived 

of as having,and given in policy and force posture as well as in concepts 

of operations,both deterring (peacetime and wartime) and defense roles. 

I would go further and argue that the other two elements of the NATO 

triad - strategic nuclear forces and deployed conventional forces - should 

be conceived in the same way; ·but it is vital that theater nuclear forces, 

occupying a pivotal position, be so conceived and so structured. 

The Technology of Modern Weapons 

Our habits of thinking about deterrence and defense are partly, at 

least, influenced by what technology has offered in weaponry. There 

was a time when feasible yields, relative vulnerability of delivery 

vehicles, poor target acquisition capabilities and accuracies of delivery 

all seemed to confirm that nuclear weapons of any sort had only a punishing 

capability and one that had to be employed fully and immediately at the 

first failure of peacetime deterrence if it was to be effective at all. 

Obversely, poor target acquisition capabilities and delivery accuracies 

also limited the defensive capabilities of conventional munitions, 

making their augmentation by tactical nuclear weapons appear highly 

desirable if not necessary against the Pact conventional threat. Tech

nologies of surveillance and guidance now have advanced so rapidly as 

to appear to challenge some notions that had almost become metaphysical 

about what is strategic and what is tactical, about what can provide 

a deterring (punishing) and what a defensive (objective-denying) capa

bility, about what can destroy specific war-making or war-supporting 
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capabilities. Time and space do not permit a discussion of these 

technologies here. James Digby's Adelphi Paper on precision-guided 

weapons is an excellent source for some of the technical possibilities 

and their doctrinal and strategy implications (Ref. 34). Suffice to 

say here that this advanced technology should be capitalized on to free 

us from previous concepts of deterrence and defense that derived more 

from technological limitations on what was feasible than from carefully 

thought out and preferred political-military approaches to what is 

desirable. If the "basic rethinking of NATO's defense concept" is as 

overdue as men like Capt. Sinnreich argue, we should be sure we engage 

in that rethinking on political-military (and morel) grounds rather 

than on~~ groundS--of--technological--~limitations or (perhaps- worse-}-~ of 

technological opportunism to seize upon the latest gimmick. 

A PROPOSAL 

As a step in the direction of rethinking NATO's defense concept -

especially concerning the initial employment of theater nuclear weapons 

if confronted by a Pact attack of the conventional level - I would con

clude by proposing for discussion a shift in emphasis in current NATO 

guidance and policy. 

Current Guidance 

Current NATO Ministerial Guidance (appended to the Communique of 

the NATO Defence Planning Committee, Brussels, May 23, 1975) states that 

The aim of NATO's strategy and military planning is to 
ensure security through deterrence. The primary aim is 
to deter an attack before it is launched, by making it 
clear to any aggressor that any attack on NATO would be 
met by a strong defence and might initiate a sequence of 
events which cannot be calculated in advance, involving 
risks to the aggressor out of all proportion to any 
advantages he might hope to gain. Should aggression 
occur, the military aim is to prepare or restore the 
integrity and security of the NATO area by employing such 
forces as may be necessary within the concept of forward 
defence and flexibility in response. NATO forces must be 
prepared to use any capabilities at their disposal (including 
nuclear weapons) for this purpose. This determination must 
be evident to the aggressor (Ref. 35). 

The Ministerial Guidance also indicates that, in order to implement 

the strategy of deterrence and defense, NATO needs a triad of forces 
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consisting of "conventional land, sea and air forces, a capability for 

the effective use of nuclear weapons for tactical purposes, and strategic 

nuclear forces. ·These elements of NATO forces should each possess a 

credibility of their own, and should combine to produce an interlocking 

system of deterrence and defence." 

In further elaboration, the Guidance states: 

The purpose of the tactical nuclear capability is to enhance 
the deterrent and defensive effect of NATO's forces against 
large-scale conventional attack, and to provide a deterrent 
against the expansion of limited conventional attacks and 
the possible use of tactical nuclear weapons by the aggressor. 
Its aim is to convince the aggressor that any form of attack 
on NATO could result in very serious damage to his own forces, 
and to emphasize the dangers implicit in the continuance of 
a conflict by presenting him with the risk that such a 
situation could escalate beyond his control up to all-out 
nuclear war. Conversely, this capability should be of such 
a nature that control of the situation would remain in NATO 
hands (Ref. 35) • 

In conformity with the concept of flexibility in response, the 

current NATO Ministerial Guidance is deliberately vague concerning the 

tactical use of nuclear weapons by NATO, particularly in terms of the 

nature, timing and locale of first use. This is consistent with the 

emphasis in the Guidance on the deterrent function of the NATO tactical 

nuclear capability, whose efficacy as a deterrent is strengthened if a 

potential aggressor is unable to predict in advance the circumstances 

under which NATO might employ the capability and is thereby unable to 

assess with any assurance the balance of risk and gain. 

In theory, first NATO use could be on NATO territory, on Pact 

territory, on both simultaneously, or on neither. In reality, however, 

a number of factors appear to have converged that probably provide a 

convincing basis for a strong presumption on the part of NATO policy

makers, the general public, and the potential aggressors that the first 

tactical use of nuclear weapons by NATO would take place on NATO territory. 

Among the factors that tend to lead to a presumption that initial 

tactical use of nuclear weapons by NATO would take place on NATO territory 

are the following: 
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(1) Emphasis in the Ministerial Guidance that the military 
aim is to "preserve or restore the integrity and security 
of the NATO area by employing such forces as may be 
necessary within the concept of forward defence and flex
ibility in response." The statement stresses the defensive 
character of NATO in the face of an implied penetration 
of NATO territory by an aggressor. Forward defence involves 
the protection of NATO territory contiguous to Pact terri
tory. 

(2) Reference in the Ministerial Guidance to the need for con
ventional forces strong enough to "resist and repel" a 
limited conventional attack and, in the case of large-scale 
conventional aggression, to sustain "a conventional defence 
in the forward areas sufficient to inflict serious losses 
on the aggressor. . . " The clear implication is that 
conventional fighting would be defensive in nature and 
would take place on NATO territory. 

(3) Lack of comment in the Ministerial Guidance, in public 
statements by NATO officials and national spokesmen of 
NATO countries or in other policy documents about the 
precise character of NATO's initial tactical use of 
nuclear weapons. In the absence of such comment, it 
would not be unreasonable to conclude that NATO's first 
use would also be defensive in nature and probably in 
direct support of NATO conventional forces fighting on 
NATO territory. Such a conclusion would be supported by 
NATO's emphasis (official and public) on controlled, 
discriminating use on a modest scale against military 
elements clearly engaged in the aggression, partly for 
its military (tactical) effect but primarily for its 
value as a signal to the aggressor of NATO's determination 
to resist. Furthermore, NATO's public concern about 
minimizing collateral effects on the NATO civilian 
population and urban areas is certainly not incompatible 
with a presumption that first tactical use of nuclear 
weapons by NATO might occur on NATO territory. 

(4) The pattern of NATO exercise scenarios together with 
the availability of deployed nuclear delivery means 
capable of supporting such scenarios (large numbers of 
short range delivery systems with low yield weapons). 
The typical exercise pattern reinforces a presumption 
that initial tactical use of nuclear weapons by NATO 
would take place on NATO territory, even though most 
exercises go on to include follow-on tactical use on 
Pact territory and a subsequent general nuclear exchange. 

Reasons for a New Approach 

If the existence of a presumption that NATO first use would take 

place on NATO territory is a reasonable possibility, the deterrent value 
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of the NATO tactical nuclear capability may have been seriously undercut. 

Pact leadership may question whether NATO would ever take the decision 

to resort to tactical use of nuclear weapons if the collateral effects 

are to be confined solely or even mainly to NATO populace and infra

structure. Even if the Pact leaders should concede that NATO would use 

nuclear weapons, they might well conclude that the likely scale of NATO 

first use on NATO territory would inflict less damage on their military 

forces than the damage that might be anticipated from an initial NATO 

tactical use on Pact territory, or on the territory of both alliances. 

In any event, such a shift in the pre-attack assessment of relative costs 

and gains could tip the Pact leadership in the direction of committing 

aggression, clearly reflecting a reduction in the deterrent value of the 

NATO tactical nuclear capability. 

In a similar but perhaps less obvious way, the war-fighting and war 

termination roles of NATO's tactical nuclear capability are likely to be 

adversely affected if a presumption that initial tactical use by NATO 

would occur on NATO territory goes unchallenged. For example,. the 

military effectiveness of initial tactical use could differ significantly 

depending on whether use is on NATO or Pact territory. If weapons are 

employed on NATO territory, restrictions on locale, timing, type of 

delivery system, scale of use and perhaps other parameters are likely 

to result in reduced military effectiveness. Other complicating factors 

would be the increased complexities of political decision-making and the 

requirements for warning and protecting the local population. With 

respect to war termination, one might question whether initial NATO use 

on NATO territory would provide as strong an inducement as use on Pact 

territory for_ the Pact leadership to decide to stop its aggression. 

The foregoing suggests the need to consider alternatives to the 

current NATO Ministerial Guidance regarding the NATO tactical nuclear 

capability. One alternative that warrants close inspection would be adoption 

of a policy by NATO that initial NATO tactical use of nuclear weapons 

would take place only on Pact territory. Simply stated, the proposed 

policy would stipulate that NATO, if forced to resort to tactical use 

of nuclear weapons to stem Pact aggression, would confine its initial 

use to military targets on Pact territory. Since there are advantages 
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to stating prescriptions rather than prescriptions, however, the proposed 

policy might be labelled "No First Use on NATO Territory," indicating 

only that initial NATO use of nuclear weapons for tactical purposes 

would not take place on NATO territory. 

Elements to Consider 

The feasibility and desirability of adopting such a policy would 

depend on such considerations as the following: 

(1) Policy definition. What points, specifically, would the 
proposed policy include? What weapons systems should be 
covered? What modes of employment? What about ADMs, air 
defense weapons, weapons for maritime use? What area 
limitations, if any, should be specified? What about 
non-US (i.e., British and French) tactical nuclear 
capabilities in NATO? 

(2) Impact of the proposed policy on the deterrent value of the 
NATO tactical nuclear capability. How would the deterrent 
value against Pact conventional attack be changed? How 
would the intra-war deterrent value against Pact tactical 
nuclear use be changed? Would the intra-war deterrent 
value against escalation by the Pact be changed? 

(3) Impact on the war-fighting aspect of the NATO tactical 
nuclear capability. How would the proposed policy affect 
NATO's ability to deal with the tactical situation at 
the FEBA? NATO's ability to disrupt the attack and the 
aggressor's reinforcement and logistic support? How would 
the proposed policy affect criteria for target selection, 
area coverage, depth and intensity of first use employment? 
What effect, if any, would the proposed policy have on 
escalation tendencies? 

(4) Impact on the war termination value of the NATO tactical 
nuclear capability. How would the proposed policy affect 
the utility of NATO's tactical nuclear capability to induce 
the Pact leadership to decide to stop its aggression? 
What would be the impact on the political and military 
situation that might obtain when the fighting terminates? 

(5) Impact on alliance cohesion. Would the proposed policy 
affect solidarity and cohesion in NATO or the Warsaw Pact 
and, if so, how? If there are changes in alliance cohesion 
on either side, would this strengthen or weaken or leave 
unaffected the current .and projected threat posed by the 
Pact to NATO security? How would the changes, if any, 
affect the consultation and decision-making processes in 
NATO? 
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(6) Impact on NATO force structure and deployments. Is the 
current and projected force basis compatible with the 
proposed policy? Can current and planned deployments 
support the proposed policy? What are the implications 
of the proposed policy for such matters as command and 
control, target acquisition, attack evaluation, and 
damage assessment? What changes (improvements), if any, 
would be required in conventional forces to enable NATO 
to deal effectively with aggressor forces that have 
penetrated NATO territory if first use on NATO territory 
is precluded? 

(7) Policy implementation. How could or should the proposed 
policy be effectively implemented as a declaratory policy? 
What are the arms control/arms limitation implications 
of the proposed policy? Would they create difficulties 
in implementing the proposed policy as a declaratory 

~~~~~~~-.p=oncyr--How would the policy be executed-in wartime and 
what steps, if any, could be taken now to facilitate its 
effective wartime execution? 

Utility of the Policy Shift 

Such a policy shift is not proposed because I believe it will solve 

all of NATO's dilemmas concerning the theater nuclear force posture, let 

alone other nuclear-conventional or deterrence/defense dilemmas. It is 

proposed seriously, however, as a meaningful clue as to where to place 

the emphasis that should guide our efforts to improve NATO's theater 

nuclear force posture. It would put Western Europe and the US on more 

equal footing concerning both the deterrent and defensive uses of nuclear 

weapons. It would also clearly have the advantage of removing the notion 

from anyone's mind that NATO's first resort to nuclear weapons, if 

compelled by a Pact attack, would be to attempt to deter the Pact from 

continuing its aggression by punishing NATO civilians, industry, and 

territory while denying the Pact its objectives within NATO territory -

a motion that surely looks like destroying NATO interests in order to 

save them. 
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THE REDEi-lPTION OF PRUDENCE: 

AN ETHICAL ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL SELF-INTEREST 

Alan Geyer 
Colgate University 

A delightfully cynical remark once escaped the lips of Count Cavour, a prime 
minister of the 1850s: "What sc.o•.mdrels ><~e would be if we did for oursalves what 
wo are reacly to do for Italy 111 

This paper concerns the dialectic betMeCJn personal and national morality. But, 
scoon or late, a discussicm of ethics a~<:'. t.he national ihterest will also pit individ
ua::.:u~·.n vs. collectiviGm, idealism vs. realism, ideology vs. pragmatism, principles 
VtJ, o::Uuationism, and -- if theologians or ecclesiastical functionaries are permitted 
t•J join in religion vs, politics, 

It is my prFJmise that su~h dialectics may be useful up to a point,, provi_ded 
t)ooy f~H short of' shattering the crmv:l.ct.ion t.hat the many dimensions of truth do 
QOt uLi.mately contradict one another, l~e must constantly keep working at t.he tasks 
of rc,conciliation, not cnly to overcome estrangements among groups and nations, but 
else to overcome the partitions of. our mm Falkanized minds, 

So: religious ethi~s and political reality cannot, and must not, be sundered 
:tnto ·'_:,~.;-o S'~I=aratG, sov.:J!'i[~n d:,;:r:-~ln3, \oiith only irreg'Jlar- courier service be tHe en 
t.!•.S:"., Ny rcCJtio:1 is th.at ethins and politics must be brought into a kind of federal 

"• i.'elr;';:10:lship in whi·:!1 each accepts the legitimacy of the other, there is the fullest 
possibls i!l'tercourse bet·ween them, and both ackno~1J.edge a transcendent humanist f~.ith. 

T., N';TJON,\L INTEREST AHD NATIONAL STYLE 

Hhatever the dia~.ec,~:~.~s of a general discussion of ethics and national inter'Jst, 
t.te Am-:rr:i.cars br5.ng a pec:a1iar due.lis!':l tc j_t, -- a c~~~talism virtually arnou'Jt:ix'!g to 
cultn:."'2..l sch:L~::.or;llrenia., Hhilo our official rh8tor~'J~ ccncerning the Ind.;-:-:e:h:i.na 'dar 
J;~.D bc;:m J.n-3,d'J~:l ~-iith exnressions ')f this 2chj __ 7.onhre 11ia (as ~;e sha.11 see) 1 lot us 

·firs-::, :rcpai.r to mo::e an~ient rhetoric for evid.e~lC(3. ' 

In h:i.s incmgural addres3 in 1845, ,just a year before the expansioni~t Hexican 
H2~r_, Pr8si~}?nt Folk prv--..rid~~d one of the t,ruly-.c:iassic affirmations of the Amerj.can 
char?.c~t~r · u.:1de.r God;, in all of its provic!cr:J.:l.al t1eneficence: 

Foreign po;,ters do not seem to annre'"!iC~.te the true character 
of o~.r~· ~Jo~.re:cnmsntv Our Un:l.on ·1.8·· ~1. confed~r"3.tion of indcpenc!snt 
s~.atss, Hhose po.licy is pe2.ce -:.·;ith oac.h other and all th::; world11 
t.o f::n.large its limit.s is to ex'..:,encl t.ho dom.ini.ons of peace ovc:o:· 
:_,_;Jr).:!:i;:L.onal tel'l:..j_t.ories and increasing mi.ll.ionso The t-1orld hr.:~~ 
·,:'J·:/-::l_l!C to .fear from military axnbi.tion in n1x-r gcverErnent. 

T:td.s jn 0.::. ~.n:r.io~ial p!'ojection of national interest Hhlch asks tt:3 t-:0r1d ·Go bel!.etre 
:tn t,h:-J d:l :Ji.nt/3!'8::-:~ed benevolcrice of cur peaceful intent:Lcnso J 
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My alltime favorite in this genre came from President Theodore Roosevelt in the 
midst of another controversy over imperialism -- and that concerning a nation with 
whom we have yet to develop a relationship founded upon either a reasonable view of 
national interest or a mature ethical perspective: Cuba, TR said 70 years agos 

I urge the adoption of reciprocity with Cuba, not only because 
it is &ninently for our own interests to control the Cuban market 
and by every means to foster our supremacy in the .tropical lands 
and ;;aters south of us, but also because we • , • should make our 
sister nations of the American continent feel • , , that we desire 
to show ourselves disinterestedly and effectively their friend, 

In such ut.terances a!J these (and there are many of them), blatant moralism combines 
with aggressive declarations of self-interest, 

It is perhaps too simple, if not altogether unfair, to put this dualism down as 
a shameful display of hypocrisy, There are very deep cultural roots of this moral-. 
political schizophrenia, The philosopher Santayana once said-that the American 
nation had been launched with a certain "metaphysical passinn" which issued in a 
sense of moral apartness from other nations. This spiritual isolation is a compound 
of at least four things: (a) Puritan certitude in being a Chosen People; (b) a 
"psychic necessitr" to reject .the Europe of our fathers (Max Lerner) J · (c) long 
absorption in our internal and material development; and (d) the experience of geo
graphical and cultural isolation prior to the communications and transportation 
revolutions. 

These roots nurtured a national style of the most p~radoxical traits: 
I. 

America fostered the most messianic pretensions alongside a special brand of 
.._tolerance: the 11mel ting pot, 11 

America became the most conspicuously religious nation and the most grossly 
materialistic nation. 

America mixed the most intense moralism ·and idealism with a native genius of 
pragmatism, 

America exhibited a fervent legalism ("There ought to be a law'") and an 
enthusiastic voluntarism. ·• 

America encouraged the most generous humanitarianism but is still unable to 
accept the welfare state. 

America unleashed the most notorious individualism but is almost uniquely 
burdened. with social pressures to c·onform. 

America was· a revolutionary nation which has become counter-revolutionary in 
order to protect its own vision and interests. 

America has a singular "Founding Father complex" even while sloughing off any 
serious or continuing sense of history. 

These unresolved paradoxes have enormous implications for our attempts to grasp 
the relationship between ethics and national self-interest in this country. They 
suggest that we are in deep trouble on both counts, We do not have a very wide
spread or ~Ature ethic to guide and chasten our notions of national interest, On 
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the other hand, we do not seem to have very clear or cogent conceptions of national 
interest to temper our moral dispositions, Underlying both deficiencies is what I 
believe to be an absolutely dangerous ident:i;$y crisis about our own pationhood -- to 
which I shall return near the end of .this paper. 

There is a severe dissociation of vital elements in our cultural herita~e which 
makes our subject a peculiarly vexing one. At the risk of exaggerating this dis
sociation, let me propose the following: 

(1) Both our intellectual and our domestic political traditions are largely prag
matic and non-ideological, 

(2) However, there is a strong anti-political bias in the intellectual community, 
matched by an equally strong anti-intellectual animus in the political com
munity. 

(3) Our most characteristic moral tradition, especially in the religious community, 
is both anti-intellectual and anti-political, 

(u) Our diplomatic tradition is messianic and moralistic, not least because of 
religious conditioning, but it also partakes of the anti-rolitical biases of 
the religious and intellectual communities and the anti-intellectual biases of 
the religious and political communities. 

He do not have an integrated humanist perspective on either politics or foreign 
policy, nor do either our politicians or scholars have an integrated humanist per
spective on religion. By "integrated humanist perspective," I mean to suggest a 
wholistic outlook in which disparate disciplines and vocations accept one another as 
natural, necessary, and legitimate partners in the development of personal and 

~.social life. In America, however, clergy are anxious and insecure in the company of 
.scholars and politicians. Politicians are embarrassed, uncomfortable, and/or re
sentful when confronted by clergy on other than ritual occasions; politicians are 
suspicious of scholars and they are inhospitable and contemptuous toward diplomats. 
Diplomats regularly curse politicians for obstructing the arts of diplomacy, scorn 
c:J.ergy. for their moralism and missionary zeal, and discount the relevance. of 
ochoJ.ars. Scholars disdain both politicians and clergy, 

These well-developed antipathies are undercurrents, if not surface waves, in 
most discussions of the national interest. Occupational aggressiveness and de-
fensiveness substitute for authentic dial~gue, ' 

It is a symptom of this dissociation that the concept of national interest 
should so often have been advanced and attacked in either/or debates between self
styled "realists" and so-called "idealists. 11 In such debates, we have usually been 
asked to choose between two mutually exclusive constructs: (a) the national interest, 
which is said to be rational, modest, clearsighted, responsible; and (b) a universal 
ethic Hhich claims to transcend nationalism and vthich has a Vision Of a just and 
humane world order, 

These are false and self-defeating polarities. It is only when each of these 
ideas is interpreted in terms of the other that a fully responsible foreign policy 
becomes, possible. 

II. THE VIRTUES OF NATIONAL INTEREST 

An ethical appraisal of the national interest requires some kind of balance 
sheet in uhich the virturrn and the vices of the concept are tallied, 
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The realist-idealist debate has illumined significant ethicaL questions even i! 
it has tended to force false choices upon us. The "realists" -- such as \'/alter 
Lippman 1 Reinhold Nieb~ George Kennan, Hans Morgenthau -- have regularly in
veighed against "moralism" in defending the doctrine of national interest. But the 
"realists," 1dthout always making their own moral r.oncerns explicit 

1 
have brought 

certain basically ethical matters to the fore. 

1. National self-interest is stressed as a civilized alternative to the fanaticism 
of arrogant crusaders and ideologues. As such, national interest is held to be the 
ally of nonviolence, or at least restrained violence: it mitigates the extremities 
of human suffering because it is a rational· check on the otherwise uncontrollable 
passi?ns of moral indignation. "It is a curious thing," Kennan once wrote, that 
morah.sm, "rooted as it unquestionabl.v is in a desire to do away with war and vio
lence, makes violence more enduring, more terrible, and more destructive to political 
stability than did the older motives of national interest. A war fought in the name 
of high moral principle finds no earlyc.ahd short of some form of total domination." 
Hhile "realists" have been wont to stress the lack of pretension in such self-interest 
ra·~her than any positive virtues, this is obviously an appeal for humility, tolerance, 
anc! civHl:!:l in relations among nations. And that•s good! And quite ethi.cal --but 
hardly a non-moral approach to foreign policy. It is a preference for one set of 
morals over another. 

2. National self-interest is billed as a more ob,iective approach to the real problems 
and actual situations which governments confront in Horld politics than is the pur
portedly utopian, visionary style of the idealists. This billing is backed with the 
claim that nation-states remain the. major actors in the world arena -- the United 
Nations, international law, Spaceship Earth, and Global Vil:t.age notl,rithstanding. 
The concept of "interest defined in terms of pm16r 11 is, for Norgenthau, the "main 
signpost that helps political realism to find its way through the landscape of inter
national politics;" Such an assumption allol'ls us to think as the statesman does, 
and as "disinterested observers we understand his thoughts and actions perhaps better 
than he, the actor on the political scene, does himself·" Perceiving these realities 
of interests in action makes for more responsible attitudes tol'lard the capacities and 
limitations of government. Such an appeal is not necessarily a-moral: it character
istically springs from a commitment to relevant and responsible service in meeting 
the security and welfare needs of people. 

3. The national interest is exalted as a demand that the nation as a whole be served, 
above and beyond any partial, private, or petty interests. As such it is a community 
imperative, not simply a selfish or greedy claim. So• here, too, there is ethical 
content in the doctrine. Citizens, institutions, enterprises, associations are en
joined to be disinterested in serving the nation: 11Ask not what your country can do 
for you: ask ~1hat you can do for your country." 

l.1. The national interest is advanced as a principle of trusteeship which the gov
ernment assumes for the general welfare. This is the other side of the contract: 

·citizens serve the community, leaders serve the people. Trusteeship is not an a
moral idea: it is a lofty relationship of obligation to the people. To violate 
n&.tional interests may be to betray this trust. Alexander Hamilton wrote in 
Pacificus: "Existing millions, and for the most part future generations, are con
cerned in the present measures of a government; while the consequences of the private 
action of an individual ordinarily terminate "Hh himself, or are circumscribed 1-1ith 
a narrcn1 compass·" From this trusteeship perspective, government leaders have no 
right to be "unselfish" with the interests of the people they are sworn to serve and 
protect. 'what may be condemned by idealists as national "selfishness" often turns 
out to reflect a high standard of accountability for the survival and wellbeing of 
the citizens from whom leaders derive their power and their right to govern. 

I 
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5, Finally, national self-interest is featured .. a.a-the -empiri.cal-·principle which 
makes nations intelligible and trustworthy to each other. Governments depend on 
other governments. to behave more or less rationallt in meeting their bwn vital needs, 
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr,, a faithful student of "realism, n· puts it this ~my: "No 
nation that rejects national interest as the mainsprj.ng of its policy can survive; 
.nor, indeed, can any nation be relied upon that acts against its national interest, 
Without the magnetic compass of national interest there would be no regularity and 
predictability in international affairs." vJe are therefore urged to believe that a 
more or less dependable framework of expectations and understandin~s is made possible 
by the universal acceptance of the doctrine of national interest, 

These positive values --humility, objectivity, community, trusteeship, de
pendability -- add up to the observation that national self-interest is not so much 
an escape from ethics in world affairs as it 'is 2"\ alternative ethic, Too many 
persons tend to seek in this doctrine a refuge from the rigors of ethical analysis. 

They don't ~mnt to be caught sounding "utopian" or "moralistic , 11 National interest, 
standing alone, may not be a complete ethic -- but it is anything but a non-ethic. 

III. THE VICES OF NATIONAL INTEREST 

To make the concept of national interest a more complete ethic, we must identify 
a considerable list of ethical problems too frequently associated with the doctrine. 

1, National self-interest, in too many cases, simply becomes raison d 1etat -- that 
is, an unjustified, unsubstantiated claim which, far from being humble and tolerant, 
becomes as arroGant and oppressive as any moralism or ideology. Terrible things 
have been done in the name of "national interest" or "national security" or "military 
necessity" -- from concentration camps for Japanese-Americans to Hiroshima, from 
gobblingup "buffer states" to persecution of dissenters • 

. There is an unacknowledged contradiction in the realist analysis at just this 
point, First we are told that national interest is a restraining and civilizing in
fluence, in contrast with moral passion, But then we are told that national interest 
is a i:oncep+, Hhich illuminates the darkest, most demonic underside of a nation 'a 
st!'Uggle for power, Morgenthau asks: · · 

v/hy should we not admit that American foreign policy has been 
generally hardheaded and practical and at times ruthless? h~y 
should 1·1e deny Jefferson's cunning, say, in' the Puget Sound 
affair, the cruelty 1-1ith ~1hich the Indians 1;ere treated, and 
the faithlessness with which treaUes Hith the Indians were 
cast aside? \<Je lcno>I that this is the way all nations are when 
their interests are at stake -- so cruel, so faithless, so 
cunning. 

'Certainly there is something Hrong Hith'a doctrine.Hhich, proponents claim, is at 
once more htunane than idealism and the best clue to barbarism in foreign policy. 

2. National self-interest is as much of an abstraction as any more conspicuously 
ethical principle, Both the effort to give it content and putting it into practice 
are subject to unending controversy,· He may agree broadly that national interest 
involves such basics as the survival and welfare o.f the nation. ·But the require
ments of survival and the meaning of Helfare are seldom self-evident and indisputable, 
even at the most general policy levels. All moral invocations aside, every major 
foreign policy dispute in modern American history -- from the Spanish-American Vlar 
t,o the Indochina War, from Versailles to the SALT tallr.s, from HaHley-Smoot to the 
Kennedy Round -- has ooen beset with contrar,y- claims as to the content of the 
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national intex-est. Rationality and objectivity, <Ihile desirable features of policy 
analysis, can almost never be guaranteed simply by saying: "Let •s not be moralistic 
about this problem, Let's take a realistic view of ~/hat our national interest re
quires." The pretense of realism can be as arrogant and self-defeating as the 
protenae of ic~ealismo 

The ethically sensitive observer will therefore no~ that in international 
affairs there is not simply argument about. t-~hat ought to be: there is almost un
interrupted argument about what is, what has been, and ~;hat ~rill be. The facticity 
nf foreign policy is often more problematical than the cho:!.ce of ethical principles. 
For decision-makers, there is typically a moral void beyond all the iutelligence re
ports and all the available data: a void in >lhich one must select and give priority 
and meaning to t-~hat are presumed to be facts. 11'hether that process of selection, 
priority- and meaning- giving is seen as an ethical task or as a definition of the 
national interest may not matter too much: the requirements of imagination in coping 
uith factual claims are not radically different from those involved in coping t-~ith 
moral claims. The invocation of national interest does not necessarily tell us any
t,hing about what is really "realistic" in a situation. 

Two secretaries of state, John Foster Dulles and Dean R·.lSk, seemed to present 
marked contrasts in their diplomatic styles. Dulles was big on the rhetoric of 
ideology and moralism and on visible personal initiatives; Rusk was characteristically 
a soft-spoken proponent of the national interest Hho preferred to stay in the back
r;:cound. There Here certainly major differences in their approaches to administra
tion and the Foreign Service, But their •·rorld-vieHs, their priorities, their judg
ments about communism, China, and Vietnam were much the same. (Whether this has 
any relationship to the fact that both >m re, like vioodroH vlilson, the sons of 
Pi·esbyterian preachers is perhaps not for Lutherans to <;lecidel) 

3. National self-interest is a concept which ha:o seldom been geared in ;lith the 
6yna.'11ics of change in a HOrld racked ,,rith revolutions. The weight of realist anal
ysis is fraul')::l t ~rith notions of permanence and the status quo. Interests are to be 
protected -- but seldom overthro;m, transformed, or redirected, There is thus an 
establishmentarian bias: a preoccupation 1-1ith officialdom and its defenses, to the 
neglect of social and economic flux and the metamorphoses t-~rought by technology, 
'Ihere is also a tendency to view the behavior of smaller and younger states through 
the spectacles of greater and older states, especially nineteenth century spectacles. 

Stanley Hoffman, one of the more lucid theorists of 1-,'0rld politics, has written• 
11The conception of an objective and easily recognizable national interest i.s one 
which makes sense only in a stable period in 1-1hich the participants play for limited 
ends, 1-rith limited rr.eans, and without domestic kibi tzers to disrupt tl:e players 1 

moYes. 11 Sin:: e 1945, h01-rever, survival itself has almost ahrays been in question, 
and 11the most divergent courses of action can be recommended as choices for survival. 11 

Hoffll'.an believes that 11the realist analysis fails because it sees the world as a 
otatic field in 1-rhich pot-~er relations 1:eproduc e themselves in timeless monotony." 

l~. Tte appeal to national self-interest is also chronically short-sighted ;li th 
reference to the span of time. \1/hat seems to be in the national interest no1-1 tendn, 
1-rith depressing frequency, to be contrary to the longer range needs of the nation, 
On this score, the isolaUonist rejection of the League of Nations, protectionist 
tariffs, the dropping of atomic bombs, nuclear testing, the short-changing of social 
services for the salte of the uarfare stnte, exorbitant corporate profits at the 
exprcmse of helllthful air and Hater and public: safety, t'"o decades of trying to 
:l.soJ.ate China, unequal terms of trade vrith poor nations, a ·1;ar in Indocrrlna wh-!.ch 

L_ ____ _ 
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ripped apart the fabric of all our otm institutions even while devastating the 
people, institutions, an:J landscape of Indochina itself -- these policies and others 
must be accounted national disasters because of their long-ran!;€ consequences, even 
though they have all been defended in the name of national interest. 

There are moments when persons of the deepest ethical concern should set aside 
their theolcgical md moral language and meet the proponents of national interest 
squarely on those grounds of interest, On those grounds they must push hard for a 
wider ran~Se of data, for a projection of interests over years and generations to 
come, for a more aggressive inqu:iry into the ultimate ramifications an:J implications 
of present and proposed policies, Pragmatists forever fault moralists for not heed
ing consequences; we badly need persons of moral imagination vrho will forever push 
pragmatists to take a much larger view of the scope of consequences, In America, 
pragmatists and moralists alike have too short an attention span, Hard-core .devotees 
of the "now generation" are pathetically all-American in their lack of historical 
appreciation and anticipation, 

Edmund Burke (whose classic definition of a political party integrated 
"national interest" t<ith ''principle") may nm-r seem too mystical in his languar,e about 
the state and its interests, but he did have a time perspective which Americans, of 
all peoples, need, The state is rif;htly a ''partnership not only between those who 
are living, but bet;,een those who are living, those who are dead, and those vrho are 
to be born." Trusteeship for tre nation requires long-term vision, 

S. The claim that "national interest" has been effective in transcending "special 
interests" with:ln the nntiori is very difficult to sustain. Polit:!.cal factions, 
class elites, economic enterprises, ethnic groups, religious potentates have all 
pretended to identify the national interest ;rith the aggrandiz.ement and protection 
of their mm sub-national interests. Thus national interest is as subject to 
rationalization and manipulation as any more blatant ideolcgy or moral ism. 

Charles Beard's historical study, Tre Idea of tre National Interest, traced the 
·doctrine's ancestry to the 11uill of the prince" and "dynastic interests." Beard 
finally denounced Ame:rican versions of national interest as pious frauds which 
cloaked internal economic interests, notably in the struggle bet;reen trade-hungry 
merchants and land-hungry planters for control of U,S. foreign policy. 

The vulnerability of an idea to cynical manipulation does not invalidate tre 
idea itself. The history of public rhetoric consists largely of the exploitatjon 
of the noblest ideas by chauvltiists, couGvsrors, castes, rebels, and salesmen. If 
ue retain the idea of national i!1terest fo:r any legitinwte uses at all, \;e cannot 
very \vell demonstrate that it is more efficacious on this score than an ideolo
gical credo or a moral principle. And that is at least partly because, as we shall 
soon stress aga5.n, national interest cannot escape being an ideological and moral 
construct itself, 

6, One more problem wi.th the doctrine of national interest is that it tends to 
be extremely artificial in isolating national goals Gnd actions from the rest of 
the international scEne. The t-JOrld is more and more a single, shared biosphere, 
full of common threats and systems, ii:terlocking reso<:rces and nett-rorks of inter
dependence, transnational values and aspirations. Froponents of national. interest 
often .amend their concept to allow for "mutual interests 11 -- but, just as often, 
mutua1 interests are perceived as contin~ent and coincidental, not as common 
responses to transnational phenomena. Policy-makers are inc1·easingly confronted 
with urgent problems which require cooperative solutions internationally -- resource 
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d<:Jpletion and monetary instability, to ;n•>1tion ;just tl-10 of the most threatening. As 
the self-s~tfficiency of even tre most Healt.hy and militarily powerful states declines, 
the idea of national interest 1·2quircs an inel'easinr,ly cogent f:•·amework of intcr
nlltjonal concepts if it :l.s ·eo retain any utility, Certainly it can no longer be 
featured as "the main oignpost" on the "landscape of international politics." 

So the liabilities of the interest doctrine are at least as substantial as the 
assets: tendencies to k;rbarism, contentious abstl·actions, static bias, short 
time. span, ~~1Ploitability, domestication, · 

IV. VIE'INAI1 AND THE NATIONAL INTEREST 

The scheme of this paper has been to break dmm the old partition between 
urealists 11 and "idealists 11 Concerni~1g -'.:Le import.cncc of interests o One camp starts 
Nith pol·rer defined as interec;ts and discovers that interests cannot be perceived 
wlthout sorr.e scheme of ethical valua·don. The other camp starts ~rl.th ethical princi- · 
ples but is obliged to translate those principJ.es into policies which ;rl.ll serve the 
inter0sts of nations, Sometimes one wonderG Hhether it !ll3tters ;1hich starting-point, 
you take o 

T<ke Vir,tnam, U.S, prosecution of the war Fas rationalized on the grounds that 
Sou·~heast Asis lEd a vital strategic importance in the "forward defense" of the 
nation; tha (, the defeat of South Vietnam might result in a ''<mrld cut in two by 
Asian communism"; that the s·trugf'le was a ·•test case" for American capabilities in 
resisting 111-1ars of liberation" fomEnted by communists; that the prestige oft he 
U,S. uas at stake in !wnoring its commitments, that the· American stake in "organizing 
a durable peace" founded upon "rational rules of conduct" required our intervention --

• in these ancl other ways ~1as national self-interest invoked, 

But -- curious thing! -- the most celebrated protagonists of national self
interest opposed the war. Political "realists" Morgenthau, Kennan, Lippman, and 
Niebuhr {along ~1ith SEnators Fulbright, Hansfield, ~lcCarthy, and others) ~11 argued 
that the nation had no vital interest at stake in escalating or continuing the ;mr, 

As the ;1ar did escBlate, a no strategic doubts gre'", moralistic sanctions also 
escalated. President John3on, having already ccimc.enced the bombing and arrived· 
at the brink of committing massive gr01md forces, deolm·ed in his April 1965 address. 
at Johns Hopk:ins Universjty: '">re ~orant no·:;h).ng for .ourselves, only that the people 
of South Vietnam be allowed to guide their mm country in their mm way," This 
about-face frcm bald clCJ.imS of strategic self-interest to a pious disinterestedness 
was greeted by Edmur:d S~illman and vfilliam Pfaff thusly: 

There is entirely too much truth in the repeated American assertions 
that ;m seek no advantage, no territory, no bases, no clients, from 
this war, It might have been better if 1-1e did. Psi t .is, 1;e are 
left vrl. th a vJar of belief • • • • Terrible things are to be dcne 
in such a war. The enemy is uncompromising and brutal. Torture, 

. assassination, impalings, intimidation, and kidnaping are among 
his methods. He, in turn, are implicated in the clestruction of 
villages, in civilians killed because they cannot be distinguished 
from combatm1ts; we acquiesce in brutalities and torture by allies 
and mercenaries, in r free-zonet bombings. • • • It becomes hardly 
admissible to contemplate an alternative, since nOt,r our moral 
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investments are as large as our material and political commitments 
, , • , 'Me are morally committed because· all too deaths and an· 
the horror must be vindicated by an outcome that can conc~ivably 
justify too interpretations we h.<lve given this war, 

So: both national self-interest and moral absolutism' were sanctions for the war, 
And: national self-interest and the moral absolutism of the anti-war movement were 
sanctions for the opposition, 

· Arthur Schlesinger says that the war became a ''morality trip" and that moral 
absolutism was the fim 1 stop: 

The moralistic cant of Presidents Johnson and Nixon helped 
delude a lot of pilots into supposinr they were doing God's 
work, , • ; Unfortunately, instead of strengthening the 
nati onal-i.nterest wing of the opposition to the war, Vietnam 
seems to have incited an equally moralistic outburst on the 
part of the •rar 1 s most clamorous cri. tics, Too many people on 
both sides of the Indo-China debate feel they know exactly 
what the Lord would do if He only knew the facts i.n the case, 

I have some diffi.culty in translating Schlesinger•s "national-interest wing" into 
organi~ed political influence: factio11.s, movements, coalitions. I don't know 
whether, for example, religious opponents could have functioned more effectively by 
appealing to national interest instead of moral indignation. Religious leaders have 
a big credibility problem when they claim expertise in matters of expediency and 
neglect ethical imperatives, 

The main point of these paragraphs on Vietnam, however, is that we really don't 
have a very clear-cut choice behreen natioml self-interest and moral principles: 
neither one can save .us from folly or barbarism. Neither one saved us from a 
ghastly, grisly disaster in Vietnam, the consequences of which we cannot yet fully 
compute, 

V. ETHICIZING THE NATIONAL INTEREST 

More constructively, our task is to relate ethics to national self-interest in 
a thoroughly dialectical <Jay. It is both to politicize ethics and to ethicize 
interests, It is to understand that either principles or interests, standing alone, 
are abstractions 1-Tith a terrible capacity to dehumanize and destroy human life. 
There is no conceptual escape from the dilemmas of concrete responsibility for the' 
enhancement and liberation of life. Rartre once said: "The ultirrate evil is man's 
capacity to make· abstract th,a t which is concrete." 

Natiom 1 interests ought to concretize ethics into the particulars of power and 
conflict; ethics ought to concretize national interests into the particulars of 
persons and communities, 

Four propositions may help us to understand what it means to ethicize the 
national interest, 

(1) National self-interest is not only a :rational concept: it is an ethical 
• concept, 

National self-interest is meaning le ss .uithout sorre notion of the good of 
the nation, It is hardly a value-free, non-moral idea, If it is too often used 
to keep ethics out of international affairs, it ought to be seen as the vehicle 
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of bringing ethics into international affairs. Arthur Schlesinger, for all of his 
skepticism about morality in world affairs, recently wrote: 

I 

It is through the idea of national interest that moral values 
enter most effectively into the formation of foreign policy. 
Here the function of morality is to clarify and civilize con
ceptions of national interest, }!orality primarily inheres, in ... 
short, in the content a nation puts into its idea of national 
interest. 

William T, R. Fox of Columbia's War and Peace Institute makes much the same point, 
but from the reverse direction: 

National interest turns out to b8 another name for national 
security, and this in ·b:c·n is re'.'<oaled to mean the maint_enance 
of the state 1s te:·;·~. :-oJ:ial j.nt.ez.•·:L'Gy a:•:t its basic institutions. 
Now which in3tituticds a::-e b;;c;j.c? ea;-;- ;:·;,is question be answered 
except in the language of moral principle? 

Some notinn of the core values in a nation's identity is almost always contained in 
an invocation of vital interests. Some view of personhood, some definition of 
justice, some sense of participation in a morally significant community, some ideo
logy -- how0ver deficient these may be from other viewpoints -- almost always under
lie even the most "neutral" versions of interest and power, 

For Christians, at least a limited and provisional patriotism is an expression 
of love for the "nearer neighbors 11 and, as John Ben nett_ would have it, such a love 
may be a higher good than an abstract love for humanity or an ineffectual service to 
distant neighbors. The national interest, after all, turns out to be a social 
ethic -- not a complete social ethic, but a partial and necessary one, 

It was Dietrich Bonhoeffer 1s strong sense of nation&l identity and interest 
which caused him to return to Germany from America in the summer of 1939, even 
though he returned as a sworn enemy of Hational Socialism, He had to be with his 
own people 1.o1hen their best interests were being destroyed. He could have worked, for 
theological reconstruction or ecumenism or peace or racial justice in a number of 
other countries he had wide acquaintances and many opportunities -- but he felt 
the

1
moral force of a national imperative. 

(2) National self-interest includes a moral interest in both leaders and 
'i)9Qp.le • 
.;,:,_.~-·-

Persons with ethical concern should not only busy themselves with judg
ments about the material and military aspects of national life, They should es
pecially look to -~he moral health and vigor of the body politic. A country whoS.e 

· '"iti.7.'"l" can'!ot trust their ovm leaders, whose legislative processes have almost 
r.;cil·.>s': to i'unco cion, uhose political parties have become archaic and purposeless, 
\>hO'Je p:::ople do not feel inspir.ed by any common ventures, whose youth are turned 
f>om iciealism to disillusionment, 1.o1hose minorities feel oppressed, whose friends 
and allies <:round the world have lost confidence in her essential integrity, and 
whom still other peoples increasingly vieu with bitterness or contempt -- such a 
country (not to mention any names!) is destroying its own most vital interests. 
There is no escape from this destruction in either GNP or "assured destruction 
capability , 11 
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The renewal of moral interests in a nation is preeminently a responsibility of 
its most visible leadership. The leadership the American natiop needs -- and does 
not have in either politics or religion -·· is leadership capable of radiating common 
purposes which touch the "better angels of our nature"; courageol!ls enough to challenge 
the entrenchment of special interests in military budgets, trade policies, tax laws, 
transportation systems, and medical guilds; compassionate enough to identify un
equivocally and unrelentingly with the victims of racist oppression; imaginative 
enough to enlist Americans in cooperative transnational ventures,· It does not matter 
whether you call such leadership a national interest or a moral imperative: it is 
both, and it is absolutely essential, 

'!'here is one other aspect of moral interest which must be mentioned. It has to 
do with the motives we offer ourselves and other nations for our foreign policies, 
We have already noted the inconstancy of official motivation for the Vietnam War. 
There have been similar vacillations in justifying foreign aid. The self-interest 

.arguments for aid, especially concerning communist threats, have been mostly for 
congressional and domestic consumption, The "disinterested" humanitarian motives 
have been for export and propaganda purposes -- and also to enlist the support of 
clergy a:::td women's societies, Of course, the Capitol Hill rhetoric of self-'interest 
is heard and read abroad, thereby exposing the "hypocrisy" of humanitarian motives. 
Accordingly, it has been proposed that if we mean to continue economic and tech
nical assistance to poorer nations, we should no longer broadcast it as a philan
thropy; we should stick to the colder claims of self -interest. That, however, short
changes the ethical stakes really involved, depriving our own people of the impera
tives of social justice through their participation in development and.depriving 
recipient peoples of any sense that we do indeed care about them and their strugg)es 
for nationhood, That is to squander moral interests very badly. Better it is to be 
candid about the mixture of self-interest and other-interest in helping poor nations; 
this mixture might be characterized as "reciprochy," a rather moral concept after 
all, Senator Fulbright has given this felicitously balanced rationale for develop
ment assistance: 

The continuing need for the rich countries to assist the poor 
countries is a matter of both political and moral compulsion. 
It is difficult to see how the 1-10rld 1s less developed countries 
can overcome their enormous social and economic problems 
without generous assistance from the more favored nations, and 
it is difficult to see hm• the rich countries can expect to be 
secure in their affluence as islands in a'· global sea of misery. 
But beyond the social and economic and political and strategic 
reasons for the rich aiding the poor is the simple motive of 
humanitarian conscience, 

Unfortunately, present amounts and terms of aid are more cause for shame than for 
.... celebrating our humanitai'ian conscien.ce, 

(3) Prudence is an ethical virtue. 

Discussions of national interest regularly result in a silly and unneces
sary hiatus over the political reqo1iroment of prudence. 11Healists 1.1 like to claim a 
monopoly on the concern for prudence but tend t.o "de-moralize" their notions of pru
dence; "idealists" are usually only too willing to acquiesce in that monopoly 1 viml
ing prudence as expediency (suggesting cold, calculating, ruthless, altogether 
amoral), 

I ., 
I 
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The humanist stream of classical ethics from the ancient Greeks through St, 
Thomas to at least a few moderns will not permit such a hiatus. It is not only 
justice which is an ethical virtue: prudence is a cardinal virtue'itself. So to be 
rational in estimating the requirements of the national good and in applying policies 
designed to serve that good is anything but an unworthy exercise, It is a moral 
mandate, Once again, we must reunite interests with ethics, And, again, Morgenthaua 

The contest between utopianism and realism is not· tantamount to a 
contest between principle and expediency, morality and immorality, 
although some spokesmen for the former would like to have it that 
way, The contest is rather between one type of political morality 
and another type of political morality, one taking as its standard 
universal moral principles abstractly formulated, the other weigh
ing these principles against the moral requirements of concrete 
political action, their relative merits to be decided by a prudent 
evaluation of the political consequences to which they are likely to 
lead, 

That 1s a somewhat self-serving \;ay of putting the matter to the advantage of 
"realists, 11 it fails to ackno<lledge their own problem wit.h abstraction in the con
cept of interests, and it seems at odds with much of llorgenthau •s early writings -
but it clearly makes prudence an intrinsic part of moral judgment and not a matter 
of amoral expediency, 

(4) Perception of true self-interest requires ethical perspectives, 

Self-knowledge, for individuals and for nations, is an unending, difficult, 
dynamic quest, At the interpersonal level, our very sense of self, from early 
socialization to old age,· is critically dependent on the quality of our interaction 
with other selves. Similarly, nations depend upon the quality of their interaction 
with other nations to bring their o>m identities, needs, and deficiencies more 
clearly into focus, This interdependence of selfhood among nations is too infre-

' quently acknowledged by national leaders, even '"hen they have private intimations of 
what is at stake, Occasionally, ho>mver, the need to reaffirm the national self in 
the mirror of other nations' esteem is almost pathetic, The most obvious American 
version of this is in our periodic obsessions >Jith prestige and popularity abroad: 

' moments when both our vanity and our insecurity are painfully exposed, This is not 
a constant preoccupation, however, for we can also be astonishingly disrespectful 
of the opinions of mankind, ' 

The ability to perceive our true national self-interests depends, in large part, 
upon our valuation of the perceptions and interssts of other nations, Unfortunately, 
most of us don •t have the habits of attention and communication which 1-JOUld enable 
us to view int.erests in this interactionist perspective, We need not only to con
sider the immediate and palpable notions of national interest; 1·18 need the in- · 

·sistent claims of a prophetic faith wl1ich will stretch our moral imagination to the 
remotest. limits of the human family, to Pope John's celebrated doctrine of the inter
national common good, to the vision of an incipient world community which is finally 
the gift of One Hho holds all men and nations under judgment. Without such imagi
nation and vision we will not know ~>ho we really are and where our true interests 
lie,, Religious persons should not forever set themselves against the national 
interest: they should redeem that interest by the humanism of their transcendent 
faith. 
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Perhaps no more pertinent or inspired description of these requirements has been '· 
given than John Bennett•s: 

We are not likely to see the degree to which there is m111tuality · 
of interests among n&tions nor will we continue. to have the 
pervasive national conscience of a humane nation unless many 
people, including many leaders in government and agents of 
govenment abroad, care in their hearts about much more than 
national interest, unless they care about what happ•ms to people 
in other.countries. Even to have an enlightened view of 
national interest on the part ·of a nation as a whole depends 
upon there being within the r.atiQn many gene:!'ous and committed 
people who see beyond the boundaries of national interest, 
however it may be defined. The role of the churches is 
obvious in nourishing this way of feeling and thinking. 

Surely this is not the loHliest task for the churches of our times: to nourish such 
a Hay of feeling and thinking that nations may come to themselves because they have 
come to care about the needs and interests of other·nations, 

. ' 

I 
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COUNCIL ON CHRISTIAN APPROACHES TO DEFENCE AHD DISAffi.V\HENT 

LEIDEN, NETHERLANDS, 3 - 7 SEPTEHBER 1976 

Arms Transfers: Some Observations on Recent Church Initiatives 

Arthur Hockaday G.~ 

The title of the third theme of this Conference, "Transfers 

of Arms", at once permits the bounds of discussion to be defined 

more closely than in the less precise but more emotive expression, 

"The Arms Trade". I propose to confine discussion still more 

closely to transfers of conventional weapons and weapon systems 

or their associated technology. It is in this area that 

particular concern has most recently been expressed in a number 

of Christian circles, perhaps because there has be.en little 

secular consideration of limitation of conventional arms 

transfers compC<rable with the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 

or the forma,tion of the "club" of suppliers of nuclear p01rer 

or technology. Some of the ethical considerations raised by 

the efforts of nations to limit the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons are, however, relevant also to the possible limitation .. 
of transfers of conventional arms. 

2. Christian concern over the moral, political, and economic 

implications of ,arms transfers has been voiced in the United 

Kingdom by the Catholic Institute for International Relations 

in a pamphlet entitled "Arms and the Third ~·lorld" (Novecber 1974), 

by the Commission for International Justice and Peace of the 

(Roman Catholic) Bishops' Conference of England and ':lales in a 

pamphlet entitled "Christians and tte'Arms Trade" (1975), and 

by a group of bodies dedic,lted to tJ1e relief of poverty and 



hunc;er (including Christian Aid, \•/ar on \-iant, and Oxfam) in 

a pamphlet entitled "Poverty and the Arms Trade" (1975); and 

also in France by the Permanent French Episcopal Council and 

the Council of the Protestant Federation of France in a pamphlet 
/ . 

entitled "Note de Reflexion sur le Commerce des Armes" (April 1973.). 
_··~· 

3. The approaches adopted in these documents have much in 

common. They deplore the continuing growth of military 

expenditure throughout the lvorld, particularly in developing 

countries where they note that it has increased substantially 

more rapidly than national >Teal th as a ••hole or expenditure upon 

social services such as education and health. They suzgest that 

military expenditure consumes resources which could be put to 

better use; in the developin,::; countries for the relief of poverty 

and the improvement of social conditions, and in developed 

countries for the provision of development ai~. vlhile they 

admit a rL:h;f; to provide for national security and self-defence, 

and recocnise that the economic livelihood of many people depends 

upon the successful operation of national arms industries, 

they believe that the purposes for w:ich arms are manufactured 

make their manufacture and their possessio~, or their transfer 

to others, incompatible with the sense of human brotherhood 

and the value and dignity of human life that flows from an 

acceptance of the lovin~ purposes of Gad. They therefore call 

for a renewed effort to restrict the arms race and the arms 

trade. Specific proposals to this end include the registration 

and publication of all international arms t.r~der the 

auspices of the United nations; ar:;reement amone; develo:ped 

countries to re:-rulate and restrict the export of vteapons; the 
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encouragement of an improved system of 1'10rld security based 

on international peace-keeping; and study of.the potentialities 

of non-violent means of defence. 

4. Although the argument is concentrated to· a considerable 

degree against the build-up of arms in develo1Jing countries 

without heavy industries of their own, several of the elements 

common to these approaches apply as much to the domestic 

manufacture, possess.ion, or use of arms as to their transfer. 

The economic argument about the extent to •~hich military 

expenditure pre-empts resources v(:icl: might be used elsew~'ere, 

and the mor-al problem of reconciling such ex]Jendi ture 1vi th the 

basic principles of the C!hri::;tian fait~, call in lUestion our 

total attitude towards questions of defence and disarmament. 

This can be seen from the cl'.allenge of "Povecy and the Arms 

Trade" to "the enormous ~rorld waste every yec;.r on arms 

Expenditure 11 (
1 ); from the conclusion of "Christians and the 

Arms Trade" that "it cannot be too strongly emphasised that 

the natu:ce, qu:::mtity, and quality of modern armaments present 

a threat not only to millions of lives but to life itself 11 (
2 ); or 

from the assertion of the French churchmen that Christians "reject 

the inevitability of the arms race"( 3 ), their positing of 1). need 

"to awaken consciences about the problems surrounding the arms 

race and the arms trade"( 4 ), and their recognition that "any 

decision on limiting the arms trade and reducing the arms 

industry affects economic structures"(5). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Poverty and the Arms Trade, paragraph 1 

Christians and the Arms Trade, paragraph 29 

The Arms Trade (English version published by Pax Christi, 
Jaduary 1974), page 15 

ibid; page 17 

ibid, page 18 

- 3 -
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5. It is entirely proper to link the questions raised by 

transfers of arms with wider questions. This .is not so much 

because, ·as sugc:ested by the French churchmen,. "a limitation 

of ar:narne!lts l·roul'd bring, ipso· fa c. to, a lesse~ing of pressures 

foy- their.sale, and would make control of the arms trade posrdble"(G) 

a proposition lrhos.e self~evident truth I question later in this 

paper; or l;ecause of the. association between the acquisition of 

arms a!Hl the dovelopnent of international tension, a relationship 

whicrc ·I beli.eve ·to ~cave more of a chicken~and~egg character 

than is acJ.:no;rlecl.r,ed in the pamphlets I have cited. It is 

ra the::- because, as I also suggest belo1v, our et' .. ical approach 

to the qu.estion of arms trans.fers cannot be Hholly isolated from, 

and must to some extent be influenced by, our ethical approach 

to the possession and use of military.pm1er generary. Before 

consiaerin,': ":;he se. relationships~, hcnrever, we must analyse, more 

carefu.ll;y them I llelieve the documents "'''ich I have cited have 

ana:Lysed, those respects in wi''.ich the transfer of arms raises 

issues disti!lct from those inherent in their manufacture, 

posses--ion, or use. 

6. 'fhc manufactm·e and possession of arms, and their use 

either for deterrence or in war, are matters on wr.ich a single 

national government can if it 1-iishes take its ovm decisions 

unilaterally .. 'l'he transfer of arms, on the other hand, necessarily 

involv'as decisj.or:s by two parties. Since transfers of arms 

noroally b.ke the. form of sale, even if on specially favourable 

terms in respect of price or credit, I shall for convenience 

refer to the tvro parties as the vendor and the purchaser. 

(6) .ibid, page 22 
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And."ili?if~efer:!'ing to these two parties I am referring essentially 
_,- ;·~;))~~(~>-
tb";[;qvernments in view of the extent of their involvement either 

'.· •. :;:; ;., . 

directly or throue;h the granting or vTithholding of licences. 

7. l<'or an ':rms transaction to take place, not only must the 

vendor l·rish to sell, but the purchaser must decide to acquire. 

The vendor has no cluty to respond to the purchaser's vrish, but 

he :lB.s a rie;i1t to do so if there are no overridine; leeal or moral 

oblic;ations in the ~my. He may perhaps go further and claim 

that D.e is doing no more than supplying a want of the purchaser; 

tha.t if he did not do so someone else lvould; and that he 

t~erefore sees no reason to forgo the benefits that the transaction 

•,rj,ll confer upon !· .. is ba.1 :::mce of payments and upon his arms industry. 

i'hese are, of course, the arguments that may 

pimp or the drU[!-p\J.sher. But our abhorrence 

. the drug-pusher is COYldi tioned b.Y our belief 

be used by the 

of th~~and 
that prostitution 

and druc;-t'l.kin,•; -:1re in themselves evil, or at least degrading. 

~he Ciu·istian pz.ci!'ist, who regards the possession of military 

forces by a nation-state as evil or at least degradinc;, can . ( 

with consistency eqy.ate the seller of arms lvith the pimp or 

the dru.•::-pusher. ''ihether the generality of Christians can do 

so, ~10\·;ever, m"J.st depend first upon whether they regc'lrd the 

possession and use of arms as necessarily vrrone in all 

circill:lstances; and t',_en if, as with the majority of Christians 

~1ho are not p:lcifiE:ts, they regard the possession and use of 

arms as more justifiable in some circumstances than in others, 

upon whether they regnrd the transfer of arms as nevertheless 

evil or det::radinc at all times, or vrhether they think it reason

able to apply a simil."Lr process of distinction in respect of 

circumstances. It does not necessarily follow that the recognition 
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• of some wars as legitimate entails legitimising,~rms transfers 
-" .. .. . 

also. For example, it has been regarded as easier in the jU.St 

' war tradition to justify military action in response·to an 

immediate and pressing emergency tJ::an to justi:ty tho'se military 

preparations~ for .the indefinite future'-which are the essence 

of military planning in peacetime. Arma' transfers are in part 

a matter of assisting others to plan in military terms for the 

indefinite future; and as such may present problems for some 

Christians 11ho stop short of absolute pacifisc. But just as 

the evolution of deterrence as a price objective of defence 

policy has overthrown much of the traditional 1iisdom of defence 

"establishments", it may be that its implications for the doctrine 

of the .just· war require a fuller and fresher analysis than they 

have to my knowledee received. It would certainly seem to 

reinforce the proposition that the prevention of war represents 

a higher moral priority even than the mitigation of its horrors 

or the determination of its leci tim:lcy. 

8. In attem?ting to discern the possibility of a clear ethical 

view, it may be useful to distinguish the political and security 

elements of arms transfers fron their economic and industrial 

aspects, and to consider each from the viewpoint of the 

purchaser and the vendor separately. 

9. In making his decision to acnuire c:.rms, the purchaser can 

legitimately claim to be influenc·ed by his right of· self-defence, 
I 

his conc·ern :'or the security of his o1m cou.11.try or the stability 

of the area of which it forms part, the nature of the threats to 

se9uri ty and stability lvhich he perceives his neighbours to 

presen\ and the importance which he attaches to deterring 
I 

~ 

those threats. His judgement of these factors may be erratic, 



or his assessment of their permanence may be at fault; but 
. 

it is his duty to take his decisions in the best posGible faith 

on the basis of the best information available. ~qually, 

but less le~itimately from an ethic~l viewpoint, his pur~ose in 

ac1uiring arns may be to preserve his ovm p01-1er, to keep up ~li th 

the neighbouring Joneses, or even to endow himself with a 

capability for aegression. 

10. Economically, it is manifestly true not only that so~e 

developing countries are poor, but also that the c-reat \'lealth 

which others have recently acquired is still disfigured by 

much poverty. But it is less easy to discern hov1 far this is 

true simply because insufficient financial resources have been 
•" 

assigned to the relief of poverty, or how far it may also be due 

to an insufficiency of h~~an resources in either quuntitative 

or qualitative terms. It cannot ·c.e asserted purely as a matter 

of logic that social conditions- can!'lot in one or t\'10 decades • 
undergo a step-chance comp··:rable to the evolution of several 

centUries elsewhere; for the application of technoloGY in 

.other areas has produced the rapid progresnion (if that is 

the word) from the camel to the Cadillac and from the falcon 

to the fichter-bomber. But a basic military capability can 

be imported more easily and comprehensively, and requires less 

development of highly trained indigenous manpower, than is the 

case Hith a comparable provisio:1 of health or educat·:on services. 

As with the inport of manuf2.ctured :_::ooci:J ;;enc rally, it does not 

necessarily follm'l that, if funds presently spent on the purchase 

of arms ,.,ere not so allocated, they could or ,.,ould be spent 

on social purposes; and if Yestrictions on ·2rms transfers led 

developine countries to pay greater attention to the development 

of indigenous arms industries, the claims upon t;,eir total 
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economic and manpOi·rer resources might well be ;:;reater in the 

long run than those involved in the purchas~ of arms for cash 

or comnodities. The extent to which they could do this for 

sophisticated iieapons would, hOivever, de••end on ~rhether 

restrictions were placed on the export of technology as lvell 

as hardware. 

11. In considerine. the political and security factors th:lt 

will motivate the vendor, the acquisit!.on of political influence 

must be regarded as uncertain. He may seek to acquire such 

influence by the provision of arms, or at least to deny his 

riv•:ls a similar opportunity. But gratitude in international 

politics has no long life; and the future attitudes of the 

purchaser will be affected by his perceptions of the developing 

political scene, or perhaps even by '.he arrogant behn.viour of 

~he vendor's agents. The opportunities for success or failure 

are illustrated by the history of transactions between the 

Soviet ·bloc and Egypt over the past tuenty ye:1rs. Can we 

suppose that the Soviet government foresaw the events that 

would flow from their decision in 1955 to initiate a supply 

of arms from C3echoslovakia to 3Gypt, or the implications of 

those events ~·or the relationship beti·reen Egypt and the West 

and for the Jlliddle East as a whole? ~'lhen the Soviet government 

decided upon massive support for the re-equipment of the 

Egyptian armed forces after the Six Day ',var of 1967, did they 

foresee that Egypt would within .. fe1v years eject Russian· 

technicians, turn to the '.-lest for military support, and engage 

with the United States and Israel in trilateral necotiations 

in which the Soviet Union had no part?, 

,.~i't:<,?;)-;,....:. 
.·-;-
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12. The responsible vendor vrill do better to perceive his 

interests in terns of security and stability, and the balance 

of forces lfi thin an area. \·li thin an area of tension this may 

lead him to eschel·l transG.ctions w·hich vrill cre:lte or accentuate 

an ir~ba1o.nce of fo1•ces. He may also be influenced by explicit 

or im0licit lioitation agreements into vrhich he has entered (such 

as tho COCOT,·I regule.tions covering trade ui th the Soviet Union, China, 

or specified countries li~ked vli th one or other of them), United 

Nations resolutions (such as those pert9.ining to South Africa), or 

hilJ assessment of the: political accepb.bili ty ·of a particular 

foreie:n gov~crnsent. Gone prospective vendors vrill look at these 

v2.riou.s factors nore ·conscientiously, others oore cynically; but 

the more conscientim:.S the vendor's ap'Jroach, the closer he comes to 

the et;·,ical diler.cc.a of' hOi·r far he is justified in refusing to 

others the :t'rcedon o:f choice 1·rhich he may assert in his own 

decisions upo:'C the types of weapon systems vri th •·rhich he equips 

• • ..D '- p l t' flHl mm 1.0rces. _.,_ notnble feature of the Non- ro ifera :Lon 

Treaty Revie1·1 Conference of 1975 was the dissatisfaction voiced 

by !::.any non-nuclear po1·1ers v1ho accused the nuclear po.-rers of 

cper~~t:L:'lS a "do:...ble standard" in their hard line aeainst 

proliferc·>tion and theil· slovr progress to;mrds any limitation 

o:~ the:i.r mm nuclear forces. A similar reaction against 

"paternalism" might be expected if supnlier countries attempted 

too obviously '~o im::ose restrictions upon transfers of 

conventior'.al a:::-ms. A responsible case-by-case approach may be 

more fruitful unless and until purc!lasinc; countries openly 

accept limitations u,Jon their 01-m acquisitions. 

13. But the vendo1· uill also be greatly influenced by economic 

consider:1.tio~1s. ?or c8untries such as Britain and France, the 

sale of arr.1s in reg:J.rc1ed as conferri!w a subst'antial benefit upon 
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the balance of payments( 7 ) and as assisting the maintenance of a 

<:lUCcessful and prosperous domestic armament industry. This latter is in 

turn regarded both as an essential part of the defence effort to be 

expected from a major European country not in the super-power range and, 

particularly in the case of Britain, as a means of expanding production 
. 

requirements and thus reducing the unit cost of equipment for their o~m 

armed forces. 

14. r~oreover the questions raised earlier about the proposition that 

resources allocated to military expenditure could or would, if not so 

allocated, be used for other social purposes are perhaps even more applic-

able to developed than to developing countries. \•!here as it is possible to 

imagine a bag. of gold containing the proceeds of sales of oil, and to 

envisage the allocation of particul2.r pieces of gold either to military 

expenditure or to the.relief of poverty, the gross domestic product of 

a developed country cannot be regarded as a bag of gold in anything 

like the same sense. S'he goods and services purchased out of a defence 

budget are themselves part of the total qua~tum of goods and services 

wc1ich constitutes the gross domestic product. The economic argument for 
• 

the diversion of defence resources to other purposes therefore depends 

crucially upon the assurance that a similar input of manpower and materials 

could be employed elsewhe~·e in the economy to produce an .output of e;oods 

and services that would represent a comparable accretion to the wealth of 

the country. Nor should we ignore the ethical.dilemma presented by the 

claims of a moral attitude whose practical application may affect the 

livinG standards or livelihood of large numbers of people ·employed in 

the industries concerned. 

15. Nor, with particular reference to arms 

necessarily follm-r that, as sugcested by the 

transfers, does it 

French churchmen (8 ), a 

limitation of armaments 1'lOUld of itself bring a lessening of pressures 

for their sale. It is at least possible that the economic 

considerations mentioned above might lead to greater 

(7) 

(8) 

In the ca!:fe of the United Kingdom, the Statement on the 
Defence Estimates 1976 (Cmnd 6432, page 84) foresees an 
income of some £700 million from so1les of arms.l976/77 
The Arms Trade, page 22 (see note. (6) above) 

1{\._ 
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competition and greater pressure for business in a contracting 

market. 

16. The documents to which I have made reference have been 

written in vendor countries (Britain and I•'rance); they address 

their strictures primarily to vendor governments; and they 

demonstrate some Uc'easiness of conscience among Christians in 

vendor states. But just as Christians must be careful and 

responsible in considering, in the light of conscience, 

questions of defence and disarmament generally, and just as 

there is room for the •ride range of approaches to these questions 

recoenised by CC ADD and epitomised in its ti tlc, so it is vri th 

transfers of arms. The factors to be taken into account are so 

numerous that it is prudent, I believe, to avoid generalisations 

of too pejorative a character about "the arms trade". This is 

not to say that "the arms trade" is a good thir{g in itself, 

but simply td sugc;est that "the arms trade" may be too facile 

an abstraction. Unless we believe, as some among us do, that any 

possession or use of arms is incompatible with the Christian 

· faith, it •rould seem difficult to condemn all transfers of arms 

indiscriminately without falline into the dilemma of denying to 

those countries vrho do not t!:e!:lselves manufacture arms a freedom 

of decision which we claim for ourselves. It is perhaps more 

practical for the non-pacifist Christian to adopt the position 

that transfers of arms are as such neither morally objectionable 

nor unobjectionable; that some particular transfers of arms 

are unobjectionable while others are open to objection; and that a 

judgement concerninc each individual transaction can be made 

on ethical as well as political, military, and economic groQ~ds. 
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17. The vendor should accordingly look with care at the relevance 

of a particular ~reapon system to defence or deterrence against 

realistically perceived threats to the purchaser; at the 

likely effect of the supply of a particular >ieapon system 

upon the bala~ce of military force within an area and upon 

its political stability; and at the relationship of the cost 

cf the ~ceapon system to the purchaser's economic resources. 

·In short, he should ·consider as objectively as possible 1·1hether 

the purchas.; v;ill re:;>resent a responsible expense for the 

purchaser to incur. He will also have regard to existing 

international oblic;ations restraining supnlies of arms to 

particular countries or regions. 

18. ~~t domestic· economic and industrial considerations 

will place li:uits u-:1on the altruism of even the best-intentioned 

vendor. If, therefore, there is to be any significant reduction 

in the grouipc vclu:ne of arms transfers, there must be restraint 

on the part of the purchasers also. It is more realistic to 

expec~ this to be effective if it is generated from below than 

if it is im~Josed :from above. It is pe''haps most likely to 

be generated. frc:n bel01-r as a self-denyine; ordinance on the 

nart of a nar::ber of countries forminc; a regional group. A 

potential example of this type of restriction is the Declaration 

of .~yacucho issued in December 1974 by eight Latin American 

countries (9). The si;:;natories undertook "to foster and support 

the building of a permanent order of internat.'onal peace and 

co~operation and to create conditions permitting the effective 

limitation of arm:o:men~s and puttin: an end to their ac::~_uisition 

for offensive military purposes, in order to devote all the 

(9) Arze·.·,tina, Bolivia, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, Panama, 
Peru, Vene;-:uela 
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resources uossible to the economic and social development 

of each one of the countries of Latin America".C 10) It is 

not yet clear how, if at all, the signatories intend to proceed 

to the conclusion of a Convention in definitive treaty form. 

A Irr3etine; o:f e:':pcrts in September 1975 made recommendations 

for the ban:1ing of nuclear and toxic weapons, weapons which 

threaten the ecoloey, and sophisticated offensive weapons not 

yet existi:'lt; in the region; · and suggested that their governments 

shculd study the possibility of setting ceilings or maximum 

limits for some (unspecified) types of weapons. 'dhile, hmqever, 

this declarcttion r.:ay develop into a valuable complement to the 

Treaty of TL.telol::::o, which established a nuclear •reapon-free 

zone in I,atin America, its implementation in respect of 

conver. tionccl :J.rms may be more difficult that Tlatelolco to 

acco::u:odate 1vi ti1in the national policies of the signatory states, 
' 

''rho ca:EJ.Ot b•c unav:a?e that Peru, the convenor of the Lima Conference 

t~hich is,oue:i '~he declaration, is herself relatively heavily armed. 

19. Tl'lis pa,>:c:r has found no easy answer to the ethical questions 

v<hich should influ2nce the Christian approach to transfers of 

arnfl; out I do not believe that there is one. Christian bodies 

shou.ld indeed be concerned with these questions, and some of 

the suggcsti•ns ir.. the documents to YThich I have referred are 

constructive. :'.u-::. as ui th defence and disarmament questions 

generally, so 1-rith transfers of arms; the influence of Christian 

bodi•?S is most likely to make itself felt gradually and in a 

lor:.e;er ter.::, vrhil·::: governments have to grap:>le with innediate 

practical dilem:nas posed by existing political and economic 

(10) Translation !Jy lJicholas A Sims in "The Ayacucho Declaration 
and the 1'rade in .".rms with Andean :Jouth America" 
(The Pacifist, 'Tol 14, No.2 (1975)) 
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factors, \vhat is beyond doubt is that Christi~n influence 

can be brought to bear with relevQnce and effect only if it 

is based upon a clear and rigorous analysis of the issues and 

a recognition of their complexity. 

Note:-
' ' 

This paper may not be quoted or reproduced in 
\rhole or in part without the permission of the 
author. Although the author is a member both 
of the United Kingdom Civil Service and of the 
British Council on Christian Anoroaches to 
Defence and Disarmament (CCADD)~ the views 
expressed are entirely personal and do not 
necessarily reflect those of either the British 
Goven1ment or British CCADD. The author is, 
however, indebted to a number of fellow
members of CCADD for helpful insichts obtained 
in discussion •. 

• • 
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AROUND FREEDOM AND TOLERANCE IN 1500 WORDS 

·"Sir, you are talking about freedom for these 
Africans in these Portuguese colonies, but why 
are vie discussing this here, in our church ? 
The. freedom of which the Bible speaks is a 
totally different kind of freedom ' " 

(somebody at a local parish-meeting, 
somewhere in Holland, 1974}. 

Many individual christians have an understanding of concepts like 
."freedom" and "tolerance" which is-not christian •. Nevertheless, 
their serious intention to be christians and to act and think as 
such cannot be questioned. They are fully prepared to apply the moral 
implications of their faith to the reality in \vhich they .live. The 
claim of their faith_that it should rule their total daily life 
is indeed total. In this respect, they must be credited with applying 
a principle which is crucial for the christian faith, and vlhich liberal 
christianity tends to neglect. The intolerance of many orthodox/pietist 
chris.tians to opinions different from their m:m is in principle in 
accordance with the christian faith, while the tolerance of many 
liberal christians is not. · 

However, the t~tality of .the-claim that faith sho~ld rule total 
reality is achieved at ·a very high price: the reduction of reality 
to the world of direct personal relations only. Or rather: in the 
orthodox/pietist conc~ption, reality is split up into a relevant part 
and an irrelevant part. The consequence for approaching the issues of 
defense and disarmament is evident. These issues belong to the rea~ 
of "politics", and that is another world. One is not personnaly · 
responsible for it. Freedom for Africans has nothing to do 'frith christia 
freedom. Peace in ~ur heart/ Nuclear weapons are a tragic necessity of 
this world, but fortunately they need little attention, because Gods 
Kingdom is not of this earth. · 
Reconciliation between East and West is quite something else than the 
reconciliation which is given in Jesus Christ. 'The church should ring 
a prophetic voice about the killing of unborn children {abortion is 
micro-ethics) , certainly, but '<That does the church have to do with 

·the killing of born children in Vietnam ?(That is macro-ethics= 
1 . t. ) 1 . po 1 1CS • · -~ . . 

Splitting up r_eality in this way'·leads to po].itical conservatism. The. 
:'st<~.tus quo gets pas::::ive support - in the form of indiffere.nce - or acth 
support. The man from the local parish quoted above de-fended at the sarnE 
meeting the Portuguese colonialist position: When people say that the 
church should have nothing to do with politics, they always mean left
wing politics, never right-wing politics. Romans13 is still a mighty 
weapon in the hands of the status quo. It is indicative that one hears 
less of it .-..1hen a sod al democratic government is in power than with a 
conservative/liberal government. 

It is tragic that popular ·theology, as represented by countless ordinar~ 
and devoted church members, is often so un.,-chr.istian. The subservience 
of 'the official church to the state and its interests, since Constantine 
doubtlessly has been a major cause. A major tar.·: of theology today is tc 
clear a\vay the many theological barriers to political education of the 
local congregation. {This topic cannot be elaborated in this paper. It 
should be clear, however, that I do not advocate theological soul-washil 

_.,. __ - as a prelude to 

·;-: is mo're important 
. · · are a· ·str~n-:Jer) • ·· 

than peace in the vrorld {in which, after all, you 
. ' .. ' 
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political brain-washing. In my opinion, indoctrination and 
education are mutually exclusive). 

·, ::··;. 

.. ,·· 

"In the fabric of international life 
there are a great many questions 
which have no certain christian 
significance at all ••• 
I do not think we can conclude that 
it matters greatly to God >vhether 
the free trade area or the. Common 
Harket prevails in Europe, whethar 
the British fish. or do not fish in 
Icelandic territorial waters, or 
even whether Indians or Pakistani 
run Kashmir. It might matter, but 
it is-hard.for us, with our limited 
vi·sion, to know" •. 

(George Kennan, 1959) 

The division of labour.between God and government, as 1.s·often 
found implicitly in popular orthodox theology, has become 

. a system in socalleC! "christian realism", the political . 

•: 

i 
I 

··l 
-I 

.. ·. !1. 

·.:: <·.:.:·.· . 
.. : ~. .• I . ' 

offspring of American (predominantly) liberal. theology. There _._. 
is one marked difference: here the seperation betv1een . 
international politics and christian ethics is only partiaL 
Ethics remains relevant in two respects. First, moral 
considerations are relevant for "the main lines", the general 
design. Second, moral considerations are relevant for the 
·individual behaviour of christian politicians,. statesmen Cllld 
others, within the limited room which the "laws" of political 

· beh·aviour ·can tolerate. 

An example of the first is George Kennan's remark, quoted above~· 
I remember my astonishment as I read this, some years ago.. . . ·, 

, 
< 

. ... • ·.· .. ·•.· ... . • l : .; .. 

Wh'at k1.nd of God is the renowned diplomat 'talking about_ '? It certainly 
is not the God to which the Icelandic fisherman kneels down before 
going to sleep. It is not the God to which Indian and Pakistani christi<' 
pray. It looks like a· typically American God, seen through the eyes of ,, 
super-powe!: ("with our limited vision", as Kennari correctly says)~ 
It certainly is not the God of the Old and the Ne\'7 Testament without·· 
Whom not a single sparrm·l shall fall to the ground (Hatt. 10: 29}. :. 
As an example of the second I remember the "christianrealist" Kenneth 
W. Thompson who among his "relevant norms for the Cold War" mentioned 
the following: Americans working in foreign aid projects ab.road should 
be' a>vare that the· choice of these projects is of course a political-one· 
but that (given that choice) religion and ethics come in as relevant 
for. the human relations resulting from this choice. i · 

. i .. . : . 

"Christian realism" in America must, of course,: ba understood as a-'. 
correction of 19th century optimistic liberalisiftnof the habit of . · 
mixing political, military and economic interests with moral principles 
to such a degree that compromises bctweE:!n conflicting interests become 
unthinkable. As a ph:\.losophy itinay be."realism", in the sense that it 
adequately describes the way in which people aPn peoples tend to behave. 
But it certainly is not christian. For christians, that means that it. 
isn't realism either.2 

: .. ' 

... - ... 
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I am Jahweh, your God, who has brought you 
out of Egypt, out of the house of slavery. 
You shall have no other gods before me . 

"Exodus 20:2,3. 

A. blend of pietism and christian realism is not rare among 
christian politicians, statesmen and ordinary citizens., It should 
be said,· of cours~~·'both pietism and christian realism contain 
elements which are essential for tne christian faith. But their 
mistake is that they both are splitting ·UP reality into. two 
"realities". This is unchristian. It leads to a division of 
labour between God and government. The long tradition in· chri'stian 
theology of "two realms" (and of also "body" and "soul" as two 

·separate· entities) is .incompatible with the biblical message. 
There is only One God. God and Government are not "co-ordinated" 
but "sub-ordinated". Romans 13 is not primarily a call for 
obedience to the government but an incitement to freedom - the 
freedom of the christian community to do its only duty: to love, -
a freedom which it must and can enjoy even can in the Roman 
empire, because'the government is put at its proper place: 
sub-o'rdinatedto.God • 

. Biblical terms are always derived from the reality of daily life.l( 
We try to refer them to "another" reality, they lose their critical 
impact on the reality they stem· from. ·The word "covenant" (berit} · 
which is used to describe the relation between God and man is · 

... the .same. word as is used .to describe a political covenant or 
treaty or alliance among peoples (cf. 1 Kings 15:19). The word 
"kingdom" (or "kingship": malkut, basileia) is both used to . 
describe the kingship of God and the kingdom or kingship of 
any human king. · 

Also biblical key words such as "reconciliation", "grace", "Lord'', 
"jUStice" 1 · 

01 lOVe" 1 .and u freedOm" are WOrdS Which are deriVed frOm 
daily social and political reality. Their christianmeaning ! 

does not lift· them a~~ay from this reality. Their critical impact is I 
aimed at a transformation of reality. 

For .example: The theme of the 1975 Assemblee of the Wo.t;ld Council 
of Churches "I'Till be "Jesus Christ frees and united". If the meeting 
indeed will be held in Jakarta, what "I'Till be the meanin

1
g of . . 

this message to the thousands of political prisoners in Indonesia, 
who are longing to be freed from their concentration camps and to b• 
united with their families "? . . . . . . 
Christian freedom can not be fully absorbed in a certain measure 
of social and political freedom. But neither does it stand.aloof. 

4. "Within the Atlantic Alliance fifteen soverei 
nations "1'/0rk together to preserve peace and 
uphold the democratic rights and freedom of 
their citizens". 

(A wellknown ad by the Atlanti 
Treaty Association) . 

The quotation about "freedom" at the beginning of par. 1 was from 
an ordinary church-member, who kne•,T very lit.tle. about international 
affairs. His understanding of "freedom'' in the christian sense · 
gave me, as a theologian, a feeling of guilt. If popular theology 
is so bad, the blame should first of all be put on many generations 
of professional theologians, inclpding my own. But "\'That about the 

Atlantic Treaty Association ? 
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Reading this advertisement has always made me mad. Are these 
people stupid or are they immoral.? In the latter case, do 

.they think that I amso stupid? "Peace" has always been the 
official reason why wars are waged. If"freedom"is the reason 
why the dictatorshipscr NATO-members like Portugal and Greece 
are to be ignor~d, what kind of freedom is this ? 
It seems that here we have already our third· kind of "freedom"-. 
The freedom which 'the somevlhat pietist parish member in Holland 
believes to have received in Christ is, in his opinion, 

. 

- ~ -- . 

totally different from the freedom for Vlhich African freedom
fighters (among whom christians) are fighting. The freedom for 
>vhich, according to the Atlantic Treaty Association, 15 NATO-members 
are 'lvorking together, . does not include the freedom of the citizens 
of at least two of these members, nor does it include the freedom 
of the Africans. · 
I .can only understand. the text of this advertisement if it means: 
"Withi·n the Atlantic Al·ll.ance fifteen sovereign nations \'lork together 
to be powerful, so that thei:zr power is superior or at 1east.equal· 
tci thE!. power of the ~iarschau Pact". If that is '"'hat it means, it 
can be explained why the lack of freedom in some Nato-members 
is tolerated or even actively supported. For power is not the 
same as freedom. But is that so ? In my opinion, the relation 
betv1een pmver and freedom as understood by the Atlantic Treaty· 
Association· (and by most of us_, including often myself, I should 
confess) is the opposite of the· relation as understood by the 
Bible .. All of us - either permanently·; or at some moments -
are tempted to see power as a prerequisite for freedom. The Bible 
~eems to see pow·er as the result of fr<?edom. · 
The christian concept of poV~er, indeedtscompletely'different from 
what tends to be ours. Perhaps >Ve should even say: according to 
the bible, the pm-1er of those who follov1 Jesus Christ is their 
freedom. 

5. 
-- ' .;_,_ 
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"You know that those who· seem to rule. the. 
people exercise Lordship over them and their 
great men exercise power over them •. It is ~ 
not so among you. . · · . _ · · _· · 
Whoever among you wants to be great must-be 
your servant; and whoever among you wants 
to be first must be the slave of all. For 
even the Son of Man did not come to be served 
but to serve and to give his life.as-a · 
ransom for many". .. · · 

Mark 10: 42-45~ 

. Usually t~e relation between power and freedom is seen at follov1s: 
Power is constituted by elements such as: wealth,· v1eapons, knowledge·. 
These are means to influence other people's beh o..v iour and thinking·. 
Who possesses power can enforce obedience. Po0er in itself is 
mo"rally neutral. It can be used for good things_and for bad things~ 
If used for a good thing (e.g. freedom), it .is good. If used for 
a bad thing (e.g. slavery), it is bad. 

The sequence is: po.,.rer . b d. · ,freedom _ ___,>,. o e l.ence:;;. slavery 
.-

In this understanding of pOVIer, it is logical that power is used 
for assemb~ing more poV!er. Povrer is a means vlhich almost automati
cally becomes a goal in itself. And it is logical that the NATO must 
support or tolerate unfreedom (Greece, Portugal), so that its pov1er 
may not be V!eakened, while at the same time this power is legitimate<.~ 
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The biblical concept of pmver, however, reminds us that the 
.sequence, described above, is not realistic, It is not so 
that povrer (consisting of arms, money, knovTledge) constitutes 
obedience. Obedience constitutes power. For power is a 
rela:tion between (~roups of) people. If somebody's "power" is 
not obeyed, he has no pmver. He can try to restore his power 
by employing his soldiers (or his money, or his knov1ledge) , 
but if the other prove.s to be immune (non-obedient) for this 
·"power" ·(by not· fe·aring death, ·or by not caring fo:~;: money T or 
by not being impressed by knowledge), it does not exist. 
The sequence is: obedience~ power. The kind of "po'I·Ter" which 
consis~of arms, money and knowledge is rejected by Jesus in 
the very beginning of his journey, in the desert. He rejects the 
offer of all the kingdoms of the world with the words: "Go 
away, Satan·:. The Scripture ·says:.Worship the.Lord your God and 
serve only Him !" (Matthew 4: 10. Jesus quotes Deut. 6:13, a text 

· which is. a reminder of Ex. 20, cf. the . quotation above, par. 3.) • 

At a crucial moment on his journey, on his way to Jerusalem, Jesus 
. . . explains what th7 power whi~h is consti~uted by the obed~ence{',J H. 

· ~o the One Lord ~s. It cons~sts of servrce (ef: 'ol a <!f:lt:; babe!! . 7 · " 
to:qz-'f~ t'be-l3i!JgiJ" i1 5 ilE His pa 1 ~zapl4. The. disciples, who still 

.think in terms of traditional power politicS (cf Luke 9: 46; 
22:24; Matth. 18:1, 20: 20,24; Mark. 9:3·4; 10:35-45) have 

' - ; 

difficulty in understanding this :•um\vertung". They have . 
,:,doubts about their own.ability t:o follow this· line (cf John· 14) •· - . . . . . 

At the end of his journey Jesus can say: I have been given 
·all power in heaven and on earth" (Mat the \V 2 8 : 18) • This povrer 
is· constituted by his life of strict obedience to the \·rill of 
God only, a life of "powerlessness" which to outsiders seems 
to have ended with a complete failure (the victory of the religiou! 
and civil authorities) :S · .. . . · 
l'lliat .:is the relation bet'\veen power and freedom ? Jesus .does not 
assemble "power" (in the traditional sense) in order to "liberate' 
his fellowmen. ·The obedience. which constitutes his power is· 
freedom. For obedience to the One Lord implies in principle 
.disobedience to all other "powers" - and a "power" vrhich is no.t 
obeyed is not a power. · · · 

so, the christian understanding of the genealogy of power seems 
to be: . · 
Obedience to God (= service)....:,. power (= freedom). 

. . . . . 

Is this difference betvreen .two· -concepts· of power basically a • · 
difference between theology and sociology, be.tvreen religion and 
science, between faith and reality' (or; betv1een the "reality 
of faith" and the "real reality•; cf. par. 1 and 2) ? Not at all. 
Both sociology and theology understand pmver to be the pos.sibility 
to change or control behaviour. The difference is between christia 
faith and, say, fascism. In the christian faith, power is constitu 
by. justice (which is the content of obedience to Gods vrill), cf 
Jesaja 9:6. In fascism, "povrer" constitutes "justice" (VIhoever 
has the "pov1er" determines \'lhat is the "lav;"). 
Unfortunately, the fascist vie\<1 is 'IVidespread, both in theology 
(cf. Calvin) and iri sociolc9y(cf Marx).~ 

And most think<i>ng about international affairs comes· close to it,. b 
fully identifying. "pov;er" with "na.t.ii:ma-1·.· interes-t-'' .. T.ha.t. it. m;Lgh-~. 
in the national interest to have less "power" is, in this thinking 
illogical. One needs ''power'' for everything, for justice, for peac 
even for getting rid of "poVTer" (more arms are needed, to enhance 
the chances for arms contro1 ... ). 5 
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6. You "'ill note that it is hoped that 
your delegation will·( •.. ) produce 
and introduce a paper of not more than 
1500 words for discussion in session 9 
on the theme of Christian conceptions 
of tolerance and freedom (not only in 
our common political and social life, but 
also at the international level). 

Peter Storrs, 1974. 

< • 

··.:_ 

What does this freedom from all 
international relations ? 

(5-.. ~"-1 "~'.re., b>,·t.-.~ ~1/',......,~N, 
~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~ 

\<TOrldly "pm-1ers" imply for Cc)! op 

The question is important, because international ·relations 
are part of the totality of human behaviour to which christi~m 
etl).ics applies. . ~ · 
They·are not "a11other reality". 'But to-answer the question 
is very difficult. The Dutch theologian Ernst Stern·, to whose. 

·'dissertation··on .. power and obedience I am indebted for the fore
going paragraph, is in Holland wellknown for his concerri\ for . .,:, .. 
international affairs. But the exumples in his book are from 
the sphere of private or local affairs. He admits that the 
crisis of the traditional "po .... Ters" and "authorities", whose 
"power'' and "authority" .is ·being challenged. (= .is being replaced), 
is most difficult to illustrate in international politics. So, 
the answers are necessarily rather personal. International 
politics is always to be submitted to the same test of Gods will 
as any other kind of human behaviour. But the Bible gives no 
guarantees of the correctness of human decisions - including 
human interpretations of what in'a given situation is Gods will -
and international politics tends to be very complicated. 

Of course, that "power" is not what it is supposed to be can 
also be seen on the international scene. The lack of power 
of the supposedly immensely superior armed forces of- the United.· 
States inindochina was evident; The lack of power·of the Soviet> 
Union is clearly demonstrated by· the difficulties· in which its"· . 
regime runs, both in its domestic affairs and abroad~ The absence 
of power (= the possibility of changing behaviour,. if wanted) is 
most evident in superpo .... Ter confrontations such as the arms race. 
So, reality seems o:frolto confirm the christian insight that more 
"power" (in the traditional sense) does not lead to rriore freedom.· 
But what are the policy consequences ? Let me try to formulate 
three. 

- Personally, I am convinced that ~ securi tY,system which is based 
on the mutual preparedness to total destruction cannot be .in .. 

. accordance with the will of God. Therefore, it is a task for 
christians to help to find a "'ay out of this system. Perhaps 
the most ominous aspect of the deterrence system is that, by 
nature, it does not give any way out. SALT, HBFR and CSCE, rema: 
system-immanent, whatever their results may be. So, more is 
needed. One can only find a \vay out by means of steps_ which are 
not in accordance with the unwritten ·la .... Ts of the logic of the 
system. One of these la .... ,s is that measures of disarmament shoul< 
not be unilateral. Christian freedom implies the freedom to 
break such laws. The freedom of christian monotheism (cf Par.3. 
implies that "one must obey God rather. than men" (Acts 5:29). T: 
freedom also implies, for instance, that for Christians there 
are no "NATO-commitments", unless there is reason to believe th 

: :.: . 
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respecting them is more in accordance ~1ith the will of God 
than not respecting them. . ... 

- In the present ecumenical discussion on the international ills 
of racial and economic injustice, redistribution of po1-1er is 
considered the cure . But.what kind of power ? '.{'he kind of 
-power v1hich the_ poor (rightly) want is the same· kind of power 
which the rich (wrongly) refuse to share. It is; arms, money, 
kno\'Tledge. tt seems to me that it is indeed necessary to 
share this kind of "power" and that christian freedom.means 
that \'le. are indeed able to do so. If not, it is an indication 
that we are not free. The rich young man of Matth. 19. vias 
unable to be obedient "because·· he was very rj,ch". But can

·"power" iead to justice ? No. Sharing mon~y; ~rms (in so~e 
cases, destruction should be preferred), and knowledge should 
be considered a means to do a\.;ay with this kind of . "power". 
(Wealth which is equally distributed. is no wealth). But 
if we assume _that there is an abundance of ''power" on the 
one side, which corresponds ~o . a lack of. pov1er on the other 
side, because the totality of "pm·1er" in the \·Torld is 
unequally distributed, we are working'with the wrong under-

··standing of power. At best, this can bring about that the 
oppressors become the oppressed. The. lack of freedom will be 
tl)e . same. · · .. . - · '· ·· 

v'hat about the.church? In international politics, the church 
now often tries to function as a lobby for good things, such 
as human rights, development cooperation and arms control. 
But in doing so, it still plays the traditional power game 
(be it for better goals than in the past when it used to play 
this game on behalf of its own interests). That the church 
as a povmr block in society is crumbling is. something which_ 
I personnally welcome. It frees the church of many interests 
which in. the past have hampered it in its mission to proclaim 
the gospel. Church history shows that churches should not fear 
to be small. The voice of minor group_s has often in the 
long run provedmore powerful than the·"power" of established 

.·. churches which in the long run proved to be like the emperor's 
'clothes. With the church, its power is based on its weakness, 
for-it has no other interest to protect than its only duty: 
to be free to love. Its transformation from a power-block into 
a small minority means that \ve must shift our emphasis from pla: 
ing the traditional pov1er-game to political education of the • 
local parish. I must add that ~n this res~ect I am rather 
pessimistic. "If you continue in my v1ord, then you are really 
my disciples; and you shall know the truth, and the truth 
will set you free " (John 8: 31,32) -yes, but meam1hile 
there is a crust of nearly 20 centuries of misunderstanding 
the message. 

Finally, if, because in the last resort christians knov1 only 
one loyalty: the lqalty to the One Lord,· christian freedom 
implies in principle disobedience to all other "pov1ers", 
christians must reckon \<Ti th sanctions. The "powers" have dreadful 
means available to restore their "pov1er." ~ I. hesitate to discuss.,. 

-. . ·: ;.. . -: .. ~ ' .. ~-. 
. . ... 
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this, because such things are so easily said in countries like 
ours, where the sanctions are mostly not of a physical nature. 
But who does not fear death is free from the threat of execution 
and murder. It has no power over him • .Weapons can kill, but 
they have no power of their ovm. (ruling a realm of dead 
is not ruling). Examples are Jesus of Nazareth, and the blood o"f 
martyrs, from the early days of the church until the days of 
Bonhoeffer and of today. 

. : .-> 
··.·.- ... 

- ;. -_ :. _(:.: 
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The truth ·would certainly do well enough 
if she were once left to shift for herself. 
She has not received, and never will receive, 
much ass·istance from· the power of great men, 
w~o do not always recognize or welcome her. 
She does not·need force ·to find entrance 
into men's minds, nor is she taught by 
the mouthpiece of laws. It is errors that. 
prevail by means of .borrowed and iurei<;J"~ ~i~. 
If truth does not capture the understanding 
for herself by her own light, she cannot do 
so .by any_ extraneous strength. .. . ·. 

. . · ·- . ; -·-
(John Locke, A letter 
on Toleration,. 1689) : .. 

That ch•.1rch can have no right to ·be tolerated 
by the magistrate which is so constituted 
that. all .v1ho enter it ipso facto pass into . . 
the allegiance and service of another prince~. 

. ·.::· :.:_-.' 
' .,-. ,., -' - . ... - ·--.' .• -~ . 

:. '_; .. (John Locke, ib) . 

. Lastly, those ~ho de~y the. existence of 
Deity are not to be tolerated at all • 

. ~- .·; .. .---, c_; _. .:·- . 

-·. -· .. ·. . ' (John Locke, ib) . 

.. - - . '• . 

The relation between freedom and tolerance seems sufficiently 
adequately described in Article 18 of the Universal Declaration· 
of Human Rights (1948): 

. "Everyone .has the right to freedom of thought, conscience ·and . 
religion; this right included freedom to change his religion or 
belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others 
and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in 
teaching, practice, worship and observance" •. 

But this of course, does not settle the prob"lem of intolerance. · 
Where and when. is intolerance needed; and how much"? 11ithin the. 
context of this paper, I can only superficially touch on one aspect 
of this problem. 

It is interesting to see how often in our time democracy is claimed 
by Christian writers as a typically christi~n achievement. Not 
only is this historically questionable, it also tends to neglect 
the question of theocracy. The point is that the christian faith 

.. 
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is monotheistic. Christians, as said earlier, haYe only one 
loyalty: obedience to the v7ill of God; otherwise they are no 
christians. So, in the christian faith_there is no room for 
tolerance of anything v7hich is believed to be conflicting v7ith 
Gods will. (And, considering the present international scene, 
it is probable that christians should be highly intolerant). 
The claim of christian faith is total. It claims to be relevant 
for the totality of human existence. This means that the church 
cannot leave internation~l affairs to the state. Let me conclude 
with two remarks on this, realizing how many questions should be raise< 

(as the quotations from Locke illustrate in spite of their Q.ifferent. 
context). · 

·The thurch can never impose its message on the state. Although 
it would be nai.ve. to assume that parliamentary democrazy is the 
final stage of political history, and although theocracy is the 
real focus of christian faith~ theocracy always remains a prophetic 
concept, not a. political r·eality. "My kingdom is not of this 
world" (John.l8:36). Indeed: when all people and peoples will be 
living in accordance. with Gods ~vill ~ ·that means that· God rules· 
·and that his kingship is manifes_t; the bible calls this: kingdom of G 
·-, this will not be thanks to police and army, but because in the 
new covenant "I will put my la>v inside them and write it on their 
hearts" (Jeremiah 31:33) ._ John 18:36 goes on: "If my kingdom were 
of this world my assistants wou;Ld be.fighting to save me from arrest 
by the Jews. No, my kingdom it

0
'from here ~". No system of goverru-uent 

can do without (the availability of) some form of coercion. This 
means that whoever tries to make theocracy a political reality, 
immediately is subject to the prophetic judgment of theocracy. 

The church cannot impose its message on the state, but neither can 
it claim room ("tolerance") for its message. 
Socalled freedom of religion~ guaranteed by the state, is sel-f
contradictory. Or rather: freedom of religio~, guaranteed by the 
state, _is contradictory to christian freedom. It makes the church int 
a sub-system within the state. The price is the loss of foreedom, beca 
the church gets a vested interest in recognizing the authority of 
the "authorities" v7hich provide it with shelter, protection and 
room. 
This doesn't mean that christian freedom exists nowhere . where there 
is freedom. of religion. But in principlechristian freedom can onl'y 
be guaranteed by obedience to Gcids will. This is the message of the 
church and this is it only legitimate kind of power. _ 
The number of its membership, the level of its income, and other 
worldly indicators of pm1er are irrellevant. The only thing that 
counts is that it speaks the truth. The truth makes_free. 

My conclusion here is the same as at the end of par. 1 and par. 6. 
For the church, its most important task a~head with regard to the 
issues of defense and disarmament is the political education of 
its ovm constituency. The Dutch theologian prof. Johannes de Graaf 
has said: in order to see the political content of the Gospel we 
should not put on political glasses. We should take off our pietist-
individualistic glasses. 

. ; . 
- ~ :__: _· .:. 
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Notes·· 

1) A very well-organized action, supported by the Synod in my church 
to protest against the U.S. Christmas-bombings in Vietnam resulted 
in 150.000 signatures. But a much less publicized actionfto make 
sure that the Dutch borders would be closed for a Danish movie 
about "the love life of Jesus" - a movie •.vhich ye!:: . had to be made!..: 
resulted in 250.000 signatures of \-IOrried christians. 

2) The difference between christian faith and" realism" is not only 
that "realism" claims politics as a rather autonomous area, \-lhe>:"e · 
moral conside~ationshave only limited significance - a reduction 
which christian faith can never tolerate. The difference is also 
that "realism" uses anthropology (the selfishness of human nature)· 
as an excuse for sheer political utilitarianism. 

3) The conceptual differences between· "power" and "a!lthority" ·- both 
words can be used to transla'te the greek "exousia" - are complicated 
but seem to me rather irrelevant for the purpose of this paper. 
The difference is greater in Dutch than in English. The reader 
should also be aware that, for instance, the differences in meaning 
between the English \-mrds "power", "force", "violence", and 
"authority" are not at all parallel with the differences bebl!;!en 
the German words'" Hacht", "Kr~ft", "Gewalt" and "Autoritat" • 

. 4) I belong to a calvinist church and in my political convictions I alsc 
feel indebted to the marxist analysis. ButiOCalvin's teaching on Civi 
Government (Institution, Book IV, eh. XX) there is a fascist element. 
"Power" automatically gives the right to obedience. Whoever comes 
to power, in \·lhatever way, can claim this·right. Resistance to him 
is resistance to God. Yes, nobody should dare to do anything, unless 
under orders.· (Fortunately,· there are other elements in Calvin' s : · 
teaching which have inspired those who struggled for liberation) • · 
Harx' analysis of morality as reflecting and supporting the interest~ 
of the dominant class. "'as (and is) , generally spoken, correct (preset 

. day soviet Russia included) • But fascism looms whert;ever mo+al .... 
principles are' made subordinate to the. struggle for "power", and ... 
Harx made an adequate description (of the relation between "power". 
and morality in the bourgeois class) into a prescription (for the. 
proletarian class}. Reinhold Niebuhr \vas right in saying that ~'!arx 
was a "realist" when dealing with the bourgeoisie but an "idealist'' 
when dealing with the proletariat. · 

5) This identification of "power" with "national interest" is understan
dable, ·because the general reasoning is: you need "power" to pursue · 
your "interest"; "power" can. be defined in terms of measurable · 
quantities; .. and so more . "pm.,rer" is always in _your "interest".- It 
cannot be' denied, of course, that nations indeed are pursuing ·their 
interest. According to "realism" they do so by nature. That seems 

·true enough, e~pecially \vhen t.h~ir sti:::vival as C: nation is c;.t stc;.ke_.
1

1 

BUt what does ~t mean ? If "nat~onal ~nterest" ~s to be def~ned ~n · 
terms of whatever a particular nation happet:ts to \•:J'\nt in a given si
tuation, the "realist" doctrine that nations necessarily pursue thei 
own interest is true, simply because· it 'is a tautology: nations want 
\-/hat they want. The concept of "national interest" is an empty shell 
always ready to be filled by each power-eli~e according to its own 
(presumed) interests • 
It also should· be noted that "realists", with all the understanding 
they show for politics as the struggle for ·power and with all the~r. 
sympathy for the tragi·c but inevitable consequences of the peren~~c;.
conflicts of interests (due to human nature) , tend to shm.,r surpr~s~l 

. ly li tte understanding for "radicals" \'lho try to come to new pmver 
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6.·Cf. the present economic dependence on the U.S.: the Soviet authorities 
.couldn't even afford to tell their people the truth about Watergate. 
What-a powerful regime ! The lack of power of hated regimes always 
becomes manifest at some time. Especially in Eastern Europe 1 \·There 

. Soviet influence is supposed to be biggest, hatred and contempt among 
ordin~ry people tmvards the Russians seem more widespread than anywhefe 
else, except perhaps in China. 

7) Some CADD-participants will remember the paper on "The Future of Europe" 
\ which the Dutch delegation presented . tv1o years ago. In follm-1ing 

discussions in Holland it has appeared that the "small steps'', prop6sed 
. in this paper, are .considered dangerous, not bee; a use· of their· military . 
impa~t as such. - they hardly touch the balance of. power . - but because • 
of tl;'le direction in which they point. The risks of the present direction 
are rlways mentioned in government statements about defense, but never 1 
to any change. Even the recent Defense Statement by the new Dutch . 
gove[nment,;in which now the Labour Party and the more left-wing 
"rad.ical" party take part, fully remains within the traditional frame
work' .. On p.' 1 it says that· it sees a double task: security and detente. 
Is ft just a matter of semantics that apparently these are consideJ:ed 

"· two 'different things ? ·It is taken for granted that security comes 
first; then comes detente. My personal feeling is that this order is 
not 1conduciye to sec;uJ::i.tyj,. I .don't feeL secure in it~ 

. i 

., 
i 
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Un point de vue· frant;ais sur la reglementation du commerce in

ternational des armes. 

En condamnant, dans son homelie du lljanvier 1976, 

les exportations d 1 armes fran;sises et leurw motivations econo

miques, le cardinal Marty a attire l'attention sur un phenomena 

majeur de notre temps et suacite quelques controverses. L 1 oppo

sition s'est dep3chee de tirer parti de cette prise de position 

pour embarasser le gouvernement, mais sans se soucier des moy

ens a mettre en oeu..-re- pour reduire le volume des ventes d•ar

mes. Lee dirigeants politiques ont conteste le bien-fonde de 1 1 

intervention de 1 1 arche..-3que de Paris en arguant des exigences 

d'une defense et d'une diplomatie independantes, mais sans con

vaincre ceuz qui voient dans le rencherissement du patrols le 

principal ••~••xx*••xexpmz~•~••z• facteur de la croissance des. 

exportations d'armes.• Quant aux Frsnt;ais, ils s'accommodent 

pour la plupart du recours a !'exportation de material de guer

re pour equilibrer la balance dee paiements et OD COD<;Oit qu 1 il: 

ne se scient guere emus de cette querelle. En definitive, la 

par.le de Monseigneur Marty n'a eu qu'un faible echo et le de

bat qu'elle aurait d~ amorcer a tourne court~~l est a craindre 

que si lea Eglises persistent a aborder ce sujet delicat sur 

un ton "prophetique" en om~ett~nt de donner un fondement soli

de a leurs jugements et d 1 indiquer la voie a suivre pour reme

dier au mal disgnostique, elles ne contribuent a demobiliser 1: 
esprits et a perpetuer le•desordre etabli~ 

S'agissant du commerce des armes, il imports de mar

quer en premier lieu son lien avec la securite des Etats dans 

un monde o' le glaive demeure toujours le garant de la justice 

et de la paiz et o' le desarmement unilateral equivfludrait sa

lon _le pape Paul VI a un "delit de manque de defense":) Par 

aill•urs, si la France occupe actuellement le 3eme rang au pal

mares des vendeurs d'armes, ells est nettement devancee par lee 

deux superpuissances - Etats-Unis et Union soviatique- et, in

depe·.ndamment de la Grande-Bretagne qui la talonne dans cet•e 

1) Dan4 son message pour la gems journee mondiale de la paix 

(ler janvier 1976) 
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comp~tition, elle subit la concurrence de nombreux Etats, petit! 

moyens, qui se sont r~v~l~s au cours des dernieres ann~es comma 

des rivauz redoutables dans la prospection des march~s. Dans un 

avenir previsible, la Chine, 1 1 Inde et le Japon sont appel~s 

a jouer un rOle croissan* dans l'approvisionnement en mat~riel 

de guerre des pays asiatiques\ Enfin, ~n observe que de no~b

reux pays du Tiers-Monde veulent se doter des armes les plus 

sophistiqu~es au risque de compromettre leur d~veloppement ~co

nomique et social et que certains se sont ~galement engag~s danf 

la voie de la constitution d'industries locales pour reduire 

leur dependance vis-a-vis des fournisseurs traditionnels ou 

pour participer a la division internationals du travail dans le 

domains de la production d'armements. Si cette tendance se Aon

firmait la competition des producteurs ne ferait que s'exacer

ber et le coD-trOle des fluz d'armements vers les zones de ten

sion se heurterait a des obstacles quasiment insurmontables, 

C'est en ten~nt compte de ces donnees ainsi que des motivation& 

des pays acheteurs et vendeurs, qu'il convient d'ezaminer lea 

chances ~une reglementation internationals susceptible de r~dui

re les inconv~nients d'une proliferation anarchique des arme-

menta de type classique a travers le monde, 
2) 

Le rOle, reel ou presume, jou~ par lea trafiquants 

d'armes d~ns !'exploitation des crises internationales'et la 

prolongation des conflits avant la premiere guerre mondiale 

avait conduit les puissances de l'Entente a inserer dans le 

Pacts de la S,D,N, des dispositions destinees a contrOler 1 1 

activit~ des commer9ants priv~s et a organiser la publicite des 

programmes militaires et des ventes d'armes. Cet objectif avait 

~te partiellement atteint a la veille de la seconds guerre mon

diale puisque dans la plupart dea Etats industrialises lea pou

voirs publics contrOlaient la fabrication et le commerce des 

armes et qu'une certaine publicit~ etait donn~e aux transaction• 

notamment dans lRAnnuair~ statistique du commerce des armes et 

'des munitinns• publie sous 1 1 ~gide de la s.D.N •• Cartes, ces 

2) Nous n'envisagerons pas le cas des armes nucl~aires qui ne 
font pas l'objet d'un commerce. Leurs d~tenteurs ont d 1 ailleurs 
pris des mesures pour emp3cher leur prolif~ration a la favsur 
du d~veloppement des applications pacifiquea de l'~nergie ato
mique. 

' . 
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meaures n'ont pas empAch' la course auz armements qui a pr,lu

de au declenchement du second conflit mondial, mais il n'en res 

te pas mains que 1 1 emprise de l•Etat sur les industries de guer· 

re a facilite l'effort dll rearmament des pays e>urope•ns menaces 

par le nazisme·. En tout cas la llu'bstit,t'ution progressive des 

personnes publiquea aux trafiquants prives pour la conclusion 

des grands m4rches d'armement annon9ait !'evolution qui s 1 est 

dessinee entre-temps : lea societas privees sont releguees a 1 1 

arriere-plan alors que lea "industriels-commeryants• etatiques 

occupent le devant de la scene. 

\ 

C'est en vain que l'on chercherait dans la Charte 

des Nations Unies une allusion au commerce des armes. Lea deuz 

articles qui visent la reglementation des armaments et le desar. 

mement (11 et 26) n'en font pas etat et lea commentateurs s'ac

cordent a reconnattre que sur ce point la Charte est en retrait 

par rapport au Pacte de la S.D.N •• Cette omission s'e·xplique 

par l'etat d 1 esprit qui prevalait au terme du second conflit 

mondial et par le discredit dont souffrait a 1 1 epoque le paci

fism& de style vilsonien. En outre, le probleme ne se posait 

pas avec la m8me acuite puisque le commerce des armes etait 

reglemente dans le cadre des lagistations nationales et que le 

maintien et le re.tablisBeiJI'Ilnt de la pai:z: incombaient a titre 

principal aux cinq membres permanents du Conseil de securite. 

Enfin il etait legitime de speculer sur le succes d 1 un systeme 

de securite collective qui aurait permis de reduire au minimum 

lea depenses militaires et d'evitev la competition des ~ rchandl 

d'armes. Toutefois, le "grand schisme" et la guerre froide ont 

sape lea fondements de cette construction rationnelle et de puis 

lore on assiste a une course auz armaments dont le rythme ne a' 

eat pas ralenti et qui affects par contagion tous les Etats, y 

comprie ceux du Tiers-Monde. 

Durant lea dix premieres annees de l'apree-guerre, 

lea deux Grands se sont consacres en priorite au rearmement{de 

leurs allies euro.peens, tandis que les marches du Tiere-Xonde 

etaient dominae par lea Etats-Unis et la Grande-Bretagne qui s 1 

entendaient pour maintenir lea armaments a un niveau "raisonnab· 

le" et ne vendre que du materiel •rustique". La vente d 1 armes ,. 
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sovietiques a l'Egypte en septembre 1955 et !'entree en scene de 

la France marquent un tournant dans l'histoire du commerce des 

armes. L'accession des Etats colonises a l'independance accroft 

le nombre des demandeurs3 )tandis que lea pays producteurs se liv 

rent a une concurrence severe pour arracher des contrats. L'U.R. 

s. s. et end son influence au Moyen-CTrient et penetre en Asie et 

en Amerique latine; l 1 Italie et la France rivalisent avec la 

Grande-Bretagne et lea Etats-Unis sur tous lea continents; enfin 

a partir de 1965, de nouveaur fournisseurs se presentent sur le 

march6 : Republique federale d'Allemagne, Suede, Canada, Suisse, 

Belgique, Isra§l, Afrique du Sud, •••• La conjonction de toua 

ces facteurs s'est traduite par une formidable expansion du com

merce des a~mes et la cristsllisation d'inter~ts acquis qui ran

dent tree difficile· une inwersion de la tendance. 4 ) 

En depit de la reserve des services officials sur lea 

modalites d 1 erecution des contrats et sur l 1 identite des pays 

destinatairee, il eat possible de se faire une opinion sur le 

volume des transactions d'armements, de determiner lea princi

psux courants d'echange et de percevoir lea motivations des par

ties contractantes. Des Institute internationaur tela que le 

S.I.P.R.I. (Stockholm Internationa1 Peace Research Institute) 

et l'I.I.s.s. (International Institute for Strategic Studies) de 

Londres publient regulierement des informations sur le commerce 

des armes et, dans lea Etats a regime pluralists, !'Administra

tion divulgue le chiffre global des commandes et des livraisons. 

En revanche, dans de nombreur Etats, une conception extensive 

du secret s'oppose a la publicite des transactions et on en est 

reduit a des conjectures fondees sur ~s estimations souvent 

divergentes des •experts•. c•est pourquoi, des initiatives com

me celles prises par Xalte en 1965 et le Danemark en 1968 en v~ 

3f"De 1945 a 1965, le nombre des Etats independants est passe de 
so a 120. 

4) On a estime le montant global des ventes d'armes dans le mon
de en 1974 a 18 milliards de dollars, ce qui represents une aug

\mentation de plus de 550% par rapport au chiffre de 1964. La 
part des grands pays exportateurs s'etablissait approximative
ment comme suit : Etats-fi~is (43%), U.R.s.s. (30%) France (9%) 
Grande-Bretagne (8%), autres pays (10%) 
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de 1 1 enregistrement de "toutes les importations et exportations 

d'armes, de munitions et de mstariel de guerre" et de la diffu

sion des informatioas ainsi recueillies par le Secretariat gena 

ral dea Nations Unies, meritent d 1 ~tre encouragaes. L'adoption 

de ces mesures dissiperait lea obscuritas entretenues autour 

des transactions d 1 armes, contr~buerait • reduire les tensions 

ganaratrices de courses regionales aux armaments et favoriserait 

la prise de conscience des risques inherents l yne competition 

sans frein dans ce domains. Toutefois, le debat qui s 1 est ins

taure aux Nations Uniee sur ce th~me a fait apparattre que lea 

Etats ne sont pas disposes l accorder l la communaute interna

tionals un droit de regard sur le commerce des armes. Lea ven

deurs veulent conserver leur liberte d 1 action pour promouvoir 

leurs inter~ts economiques et politiques et les acheteurs crai

gnent qu 1 un syst~me d'obse!vation international ne scelle leur 

dependance via-l-vis des pays producteurs d 1 armements. De nom

breux pays du Tiers-Monde ont fait observer l cette occasion 

que la publicite des ventes d'armes n'etait acceptable que si 

elle comportait des obligations egales pour tous et s'inscri

vai t dans la perspective d 1 une limitation genlirale des srmemenh 

En revanche, lea risques de conflit rasultant de 1 1 

accumulati~n d'armes dans des •zones de tension• ont inspire 

des tentatives de re,glementation regionale du commerce des ar

mea. La •••• zone geographique qui a surtout retenu ita~~~••*z 

l'attention est le Moyen-Orient et,en 1950, lea Etats-Unis, la 

France et la Grande-Bretagne ont proclame leur intention de con. 

tenir la course aux armaments entre lea Etats arabes et Isra~l 

dans des limites correspondent auz exigences de la securite in

terieure et de la legitime defense des parties interessees. Cet 

accord trips rt i te, qui s 1 a pparen tai t davan tage l un partage des 

marches qu 1 l une limitation des ventes d 1 armes aux pays •de la 

region, edt pu produire des effete moderateurs si l'irruption 

de l'Union ~ovietique dans cette region n 1 avait mis en caus~e 

lea bases de l'equilibre recherche. Depuis lors, lea armes n•ol· 

cease d 1 sffluer au Moyen-Orient et les engagements militaires 

de se multiplier; quant aux tentatives de reglementation des 

envois d'armes dans la ragion, elles se sont heurtees jusqu'l 

present kxita~aiaaia au praalable d 1 un r~glement politique. 
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Cartes, il n'est pas interdit de penser que le reglement du cont. 

lit isra~lo-arabe serait facilit~ par un accord entre lea prin

cipaux fournisseurs d'armements; encore faudrait-il qu'ils soien· 

tous parties ~ l'accord et qu'un m6canisme international garan

tisse le respect des engagements pris. 

S'agissant de l'Am~rique latine, qui b~neficie depuia 

1951 d'une aide militaire importante des Et~ts-Unis, on a assis

t6 ~ des tentatives de limitation des livraisons de mat6riel mi

litaire sous !'Administration Kennedy, La s~curit6 des pays si

tues au sud du Rio Grande ~tant conditionnee avant tout par des 

facteurs economiques et sociauz, on avait estime ~ Washington 

que seules ~taient justifiees lea acquisitions d'•rmes n~cessai

res pour assurer l'ordre public et r6primer lee mouvements sub

versits. L 1 achat d'equipements modernes tela que des avions su

personiques ne pouvait @tr~ inspir~ que par des consid~rations 

de prestige parfaiteme~t illusoires et pr6sentait aux yeuz des 

promoteurs de !'•alliance pour le progr.s• !'inconvenient de 

d6tourner ~ des fins militaires des cr6dits susceptibles d'@tre 

attect6s ~ la satisfact.ion de besoins sociauz. Ce point de vue 

ne fut pas accepte par certains pays latino-americains qui d6ci

derent de s•adresser ~ d'autres fournisseurs et notsmment aux 

Europeans pour se doter des moyens militaires qu'ils jugeai•nt 

necessaires ~ !'affirmation de leur souverainete. Aussi, cette 

zone geographique, jusqu'alors "chasse gard6e am6ricaine" est

ells devenue le champ clos d'une comp~tition tres vive entre lea 

industrials de l'armement. 

Les recommendations de la conference de Punts del 

Eats d'avril 1967 relatives ~ une limitation des achats d'arme

ments par lea pays d'Amerique latine n 1 ont pas ete suivies d 1 ef

fet, mais lea inconvenients de la course regionale auz armaments 

ont conduit 8 pay• - lea 6 membres du groupe andin (Bolivia, 

Chili, Colombia, Equateur, Perou et Venezuela) ainsi que !'Ar

gentine et Pmanama- ~ signer la d~claration d'Ayacucho (9 de

cembre 1974) auz termes de laquelle ils s'engagent ~ ne pas sc

querir'd'arme·s sophistiquees ~ caractere offensit. On ne sait 

si cette d~claration annonce une concertation des pays acheteurs 

pour limiter le niveau des armaments dans la region ou si elle 

se borne ~ consigner des voeux pieux. Quoi qu'il en soit, une 
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reglementation regionale du commerce des armes n'a de signifi

cation que si tous les acheteurs potentiels s'y pr@tent, c& qui 

suppose qu'ils aient ajuste au prealable leura pza politiques de 

aecurite et de defense en fonction de criterea qui leur scient 

propres. Un syateme impose de 1 1 exteriewr par les vendeurs d' 

ar~es serait reasenti comma discriminatoire et paternaliste et, 

dans l'etat actuel de 1 1 organiaation de la societe internatio

nale, il serait relativement aise de le tourner en s'adressant 

a des fournisseurs qui auraient conse~ve leur liberte d'action. 

L'embargo sur lea armes a destination d'un pays dont 

la politique est condamnee par lea instances internationales ou 

qui se trouve dans une "zone de tension", n'apparatt pas comme 

un .systeme plus efficace de reglementation. Ainsi le conOlit 

indo-pakistanxais de 1965 a eclate en depit de 1 1 embargo decide 

par lea Etats-Unis et la Grande-Bretagne et lea mesures prises 

pour le limiter n'en ont gaere affecte le cours. Bien plus, lea 

belligeranta ont interprete !'attitude des Anglo-Saxons comme 

une trahison de leura interOta ce qui a conduit le Pakistan a 
s'adresser a la Chine et l'Inde a developper sa propre industria 

d'armements. Le cas de 1 1 Afrique du Sud illustre egalement lea 

carences d 1 une politique d'embargo qui est observee par certains 

Etata, mais permet surtout a ceux qui ne se sentent pas lies 

par lea decisions du Conseil de Securite de s'ouvrir de nouvesuz 

marches ou d'elargir leurs debauches. Il n'existe pas d'exemple 

d 1 embargo respecte par tous lea Etats, de sorte que cette mesure 

se traduit seulement par une redistribution des rOles, lea four

nisseurs traditionnels etant remplaces par des vendeurs moina 

acrupuleux sans que le vol~me global des ventes d'armes diminue. 

La m3le observation peut 3tre faite a propoa de 1' 

embargo sur lea armes fran9aises a destination des pays du 1 
"champ de bataille" au Moyen-Orient. Outre que la decision du 

gouvernement fran9ais n'a pas emp@che le rearmament a outrance· 

des parties su conflit par lea Etats-Unis, !'Union sovietique 

et la Grande-Bretagne, on a des raiaons de douter que !'embargo 

sit toujours ete applique p•z avec une rigueur extr3me par lea 

\&utorites chargee de le faire respecter. En tout cas, il etait 

clair, spree les revelltions du President Sadate, en ao~t 1974, 

sur la presence de "Mirage" libyens en Egypte pendant la guerre 
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d'octobr& J973, que la clause de non-reexportation des avione 

vendus.a la Libye n'avait pas ate respectee et que l'embargo 

avait perdu toute signification. Aussi le gouverneme~t en a-t

il tire les consequences lors du Conseil des Minis tree du 28 

aoQt 1974 et • decidf que la vente de materials militairee aui 

Etats du Moyen-Orient ieraient desormais autorieee apr~s un 

e:z•men cas par cas. Des contrats portant notamment sur la four

niture d'avions de type "Mirage F-1" ont eta conclue dfpuie 

lore avec l'Egypte et, en decembre 1975, le President de la Re

publique a indique que la France apporterait son concours a la 

constitution d'une industria de defenee arabe. 

En juillet 1975, l'aseoc iation internationale de 

recherche sur la paii ("International Peace Research As·eocia

tion" ou I.P.R.A.) a publia un manifeste en faveur du disarma

ment qui preconise entre autres mesures !'adoption d'un code 

de bonae· conduits pour le transfe·rt des materials de guerre' et 

un contrOls international du commerce des armee. 5 ) Or·les expe

r~nces du passe ont demontre la vanite de telles methodss en 

l'absenca d'une limitation generale des armemente. 

Aujourd'hui, lea Etats disposent des moyens juridi

ques qui leur permettraient de regler le flux international des 

armaments, maie etant a la fois jugee et parties ils repugne

ront le plus souvent a aacrifier des ventes qui contribuent a 
J!e qui li bre de leur balanCe des pB iements e·t a 1 1 e:ztens i OD de :1:•1 

leur influence chez lee Etate •clients•. En outre, la course 

aux armaments entre lee grandes puissances a favorise 1 1 accumu

lati&n des armaments dane lea secteurs geographiquem couverte 

par lea alliances militairse. Du fait de leur renouvellement 

constant, des stocks importants de material declasee sont dispo· 

niblee dans lea pays de 1 1 hemisph~re-nord qui preferent lee 

ecouler dane le Tiers-Monde plutOt que de lee "mettre a la fer

raille". Par ailleurs, la mise· au point des a·rmea mod ernes ent

raihe des investissemente coQteux dont l'amortissement req~iert 

une production en eerie et l'ouverture de marches exterieurs 

des lora que la satisfaction des besoins de la defense nations~ 

le n'offre pas des iebouchee auffieants. Enfin, le rencherieee

ment du petrole et le souci de r~duire le deficit concomitant 

de la balance des paiements ont conduit lea grande exportateure 

5) "B~een peace and war : the quest for disarmament• _ Bulle
tin of Peace proposals, Vol 6, No 3/1975 
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a prospecter la clientele des nouveaux riches de l'or noir et a 
satisfaire leurs demandes les plus extravagantes, 

Il ne faut pa~ davantage compter sur la sagesse des 

pays ach~teurs pour enrayer la proliferation des armes classi

quea, Lorsque la question d'une publicita des transactions d 1 ar

memeats a ete evoquee aux Nations Unies ce sont lea pays du 

Tiers-Monde qui ont oppose la resistance la plus vive a !'adop

tion d 1 une mesure pourtant modeste oh ils ne voyaient qu'un sub

terfuge destine l sceller leur dependance via-l-vis des ~rands, 

Le fait que la course aux armaments entrave leur developpememt 

economique et social ne lea dissuade pas d 'acqullrir 'lea appa

reila de destruction lea plus modernes pour affirmer leur sou

verainete dans le domains militaire et, loin de condemner la 

competition entre lee pays producteurs, ils considerent qu 1 elle 

leur offre la possibilite de diversifier leur approvisionnement 

et de reduire ainsi leur dependance par rapport l un fournis

seur unique ou prep•nderant, M~me s'il entre une part d'illusion 

dans cette. demarche, on ne saurait denier aux Etats du Tiers-
. -

Monde le droit de se doter des instruments de leur securite dans 

un monde oh la paix ae se maintient qu'armee et ce aerait ceder 

au paternalisme que de vouloir leur imposer nos modeles quells 

que soit la generosite de leur inspiration, 

Tout conspire done l la proliferation des armea clas

siques l travers le monde, mais les chretiens ne sauraient s'ac

comoder d'une situation oh le commerce d•s armes donne. trop so~

vent ~•* lieu l des pratiques cyniques, entratne des depenses de 

prestige ruineuses et cons~lide lea imperialismes en entravant 

le developpement des pays pauvree, Dans la mesure oh les ventes 

d'armea sur une grande echelle sont le sous-produit~ de la riva

lite techno-militaire ~ea Grands, on ne voit pas comment celles

ll pourraient ~tre limitees aussi longtemps que celle-ci se 

poursuivra, La reglementatitin du commerce des armes ne se con;oi 

d·onc que dans 1 'hypothese d 'un arr~t de la course aux armements 

Sinon d'un deaarmement general et elle suppose par consequent 

une mutation radicale dans !'organisation de la securite des 

Etats et du monde. Au demeurant, c'est la conclusion l laquelle 

aboutit le Sain•-Siege dans la declaration sur le desarmement 

general qu'~liw a transmis~aux Nations Unies en juin 1976. 

Jean Klein 
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POLICY CONCIDSIONS -·--··--
The MtP.nte between East and West, which has 

continued 'during. the J'B.st few years; has had little 
if any effect on the arms race. While it is true that 
th~:~ rapprochement between the B'reat powers, notably 
the ;3ovie·~ Union and the United States,. has greatly 
reduced thE! chances of a conflict being delibera·te
:Ly provok!.ld, the continuous stock-piling ofnuclea.r 
and conventional weapons means that the consequences of 
an accidental conflict which cann'ot be checked at 
an early stage can only be catastrophic. A conflict 
of this kind is not inconceivable, since there .are 
several trouble spots in.the world where fighting 
m:i.ght bl·~e.k out in which, in certain circumstances, 
the major powers might become involved. 

However much the undersigned welcome the d~tenta 
and the greater sense of reaponsiblity shown by the 
bi.g powers, they are deeply disturbed at the ever
risinz S.l"maments level, and they consider it essential 
that the d~tente should. be accompanied by substantial 
reductions in e·xisting anns systems, especially in the 
nuclear sector. For any large scale use of nuclear 
arms would have very grave consequences forhumanit:r 
as a whole. Moreover, these are the very weapons in 
:rtlllptHJt of whi.oh the rel~J!.tive stabiHty which D.a.s lleen 
1\0hieved could be ser:bously upset by technological 
brea.k:throu.ghe. It is therefore i.n respect of nuclear 
weapons that it is moat essential that effective 
meaeu:r•es should be taken for arms control and arms 

reduct.irm. Th:i.s should be feasible, since the present 
D'tate of equilib:r•ium pe:nni ts a coneiderable mutual 
reduot:l.on of nuclear stocks. Agreements to restrict 
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new developments ;i.n weaponry are also very important. 
For it is often the fear that the other side will 
achieve technolo~ical breakthrouc;hs which spurs on 
a country's own efforts in weapons technology. 

I 

There are three aspects to.nuclee.r problems 

whi.ch deserve special mention: 
An increase in the number of countries in 

Nnn-proll.t't~ration A. 1. 
possession of nuclear weapons would mean a serious 
threat to international peace and security. If one 
state acquir~s n.unlear weapons, other states feel 
threatened. and. insecure; thi.s may induce them in turn 

·to provide themselves with nuclear arms. Netherlands 
policy will therefore continue to aim at promoting 
that the Non-Proliferation Treaty be accepted as uni
vcr:3a.lly as 11ossible. The Conference held recently to 
review this 'rreaty has. opened up certain ways of 
bringing non-proliferation po.lj.cy up to date. Although 
disappointment is being felt, and justifiably, at the 
fa.i.lurr~ of the nuclear powers to fulfil their oblir,a-· 
tions arl.sing from the Treaty to impose restrictions on 
themselves, this must not be allowed to obscure the 
fact that it is of paramount importance for world se
curity that there should be no increase in the number 
of countries possessing nuclear arms. <mce the present 
psycholo~ical boundaries have been overstepped, it will 
be even more di ffi.cult, if not i.mpossi ble, to control 

the nuclear armament process. 

Therefore on<3 of our main policy o't,Jec-tivee 
is still to promote rat1fication of the Treaty by as 

- ma.ny -
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many states as possible, in particular those whose 
technological capacities mark them out as potential 
nuclear weapon states. The Netherlands will also.· 
make an active contribution to working out the 
details of the recommendations which were adopted 
at the Review Conference. 

A.2. The s~ccess of the non-proliferation policy 
will also be considerably promoted if nuclear-weapon 
fr.ee zones are set up in areas where nuclear weapons 
have not yet been introduced. •rhis is why the Nether
lands has taken a positive stand towards the creation 
of nuclear-weapon free zones in the Middle East and 
Southern Asia. In the latter region India's nuclear 
test in spring 1974 is a complicating factor. 
Although the Indian government has stated that this 
nuo:l.ear test was only being held for peaceful purposes, 
there is, technologically speaking, no distinction 
between nuclear explosive devices for peaceful and for 
armaments purposes. If non-nuclear-weapon states carry 
out nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, they 

may ·therefore be undermining the non-proliferation 
policy. For tlli.s reason the Netherlands has vigorously 
contributed to i.t that the .General Assembly of the·, · 
Uni'ted Nations asked several competent bodies, such 
as the Geneva Disarmament Committee and th$ International 
A·tomic Energy Agency, to continue studying the problem 
of peaceful nuclear explosions. 

A.). The preven-tion of the proliferation of 
nuclear arms should also be ensured by means of 
affective safeguards and reeulations regarding the 
flupply of fissionable material and nuclear equipment. 
The undersigned are therefore pleased that, after 

- prolonged -
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prolonged negotiations, a number of supplier states 
reached agreements last year on the subject, and 
they hope that these arrangements will be made more 
widely effective by the nieans recommended by the 

.Review Conference, 

A..4. It is-also essential that measures should 
be taken internationally to prevent fissionable 
material falling into the hands of private persons 
and groups. Now that the use of nuclear energy may 
be expected to expand and increase ·in importance, 
~1ng to recent events in the energy field, it is 
certainly most essential that effective and timely 
measures should be taken to ensure the physical 
security of nuclear materials, The Netherlands will 

' 

continue to draw attention to these problems in the 
relevant bodies. 

Thus the Non-Proliferation Treaty continues 
to be one of the touchstones of Netherlands disarmament 
policy. Though it is understandable that a number of 
countries should feel that the treaty's provisions 
are discriminatopy, international security would be 
seriously jeopardised if the number of nuclear-
weapon states increased; therefore this discriminatory 
element has to be accepted as the lesser evil, 

On the other hand, it should be pointed 
out that the discriminatory effect of the NPT will 
be the.more keenly felt, the longer the !luclear
weapon states delay in fulfilling their treaty 
obligations to reduce their riuc1ear arsenals. In this 
respect a is rer,rettable that China and France do 
not participate in the disarmament negotiations, but 

- it -
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it is no less regrettable that the results of 
the strategic arms limitation talks between the 
Soviet Union and the United States do not come up 
to expcctati.ons, 

B, 1 • It is necessary to curb and put an end 
to t.he qualitative arms race, notably between the 
t;wo m11j or nuclear powers, not only in order to 
ctrenrthon the non-proliferation policy, but Also 
to pro~Jervc international scc1;ri ty. As we have al
rnw~.;y c!b~Hn·verl., a t~1chnolor:ieal 1n·eakthrough could 
UJ.H'JO t th o eqtdli.brhun that hao been achieved, where
m; rJw p:r-esent. t'lta.te of equiva1€•11Ce seems to be the 
be::rt n;u.arant;ee at t.he moment f.J..~ai.tJst the outbreak 
of ll mu.11 ear wsr. At the same time and subsequently, 
t;~1lku cou.ld be held :.J.bout balcmced reductions of the 
r.: >:it.ltine: mtclear weapono arsenals, so that the 
oqutl.l.b:r:l.t<m could. function at a lower level. 

In the opinion of the tmdersi.,~ed, a 
comp1et(J ban on all nuclear tGets would be an 
:i.mportant co11tribution towards cmrbinr: the quali tati.ve 
arms race. Hitherto the obstacles to such a complete 
nuc:lnrt·R taet ban have been the l!J.Oh: of ac;reement as· 
to whether on-site inspection 3houlc. be pElrmitted, 
~ . : the fact that :i.t does not look ao if all nuclear-
weapon powero - at any rate ini.ttally - would accept 

such R ban (notably China and France, which did not 
participate in the 196.3 partial nuclear test ban 
treat,v oi ther). Howcvor, as the Netherlands has 

- pointed -
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. poi.nted out several times durinr: disarma.r.Jent dis
cuosions, these objections do not compare with the 
danr:crs of continuing the qualitative arms race. 
This is all the more so now that the increasing . . . 
perfection of national detection capacities has 
sharply reduced the chances of evasion of the ban 
goinc; unnoticed if· on-site i.nspec.tion were not 
allowed. The Netherlands will therefore continue 
to press for the conclusion as soon as possible 
of an arranc:ement bannin;2: all nuclear tests. 

B.2. Such a ban should preferably include 
nuclear tests which are aller;edly for peaceful 

·purposes, as lon,c; as it has not been demonstrated 
that such tests cen have a useful economic fUnction. 
Past optimistic expectations on this subject have 
not been fulfilled during recent years. 

If so-called peaceful nuclear tests were 
not included in a·comprehensive test ban, verifi
cation of such f1 ban would become much more difficult, 
unless on-site inspection were permitted each time. 
As no distinction is possibl• between explosive 
devices for military and for peaceful purposes, 
another consequence would be that some lmowledge 
mic;ht be acquired which could be usecl for armaments 
purposes. If it proves impossible to include peace
ful nuclear explooions in a comprehensive test .ban, 
there should be otrict safe:~uard.s to prevent pro
liferation creeping in under the r;uise of peaceful 

- nuclear -
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nuclear explosionn 

C.1. More c:encrally, the undersir:;ned believ-e 
that the role of nuclear arms should be pushed back 
wherever possi.hle, ~.n order to avoid military conflict 
developinc i~to a nuclear war. Puahin~ back the role 
of· nuclGar e:rms, it should be ·observed, is not only 
a matter of reducine the·numbers of nuclear weapons, 
but equally, if not more, a matter of creatin~ con
ditions in the international community which will 
reduce the likelihood of conflicts breaking out, par
ticularly conflicts whi.ch may assume nuclear pro
portions. Such conditions can be promoted by increasing 
mutual trust, c·onsolidating relations, and achieving 
greater interdependence, resul tin::>: in concrete agree
man to. For example, it can be sai.d. that the agreement 
~Jetween the Soviet Union and the Unl.ted 3tates of 22 
,June 1 'J7 3 confirmed and set a seal upon the l.r re
alisation that the massive use of nuclear arms in a 
conflict between the two world powers could only lead 
to mutual annihilation, and that consequently the 
role of nuclear arms in their relations with each 
other has been reduced. It is equally obvious, however, 
that ouch an ar.:reement does not remove the tensions 
which could cause thes0 arms to be actually used. Policy 
should therefore aim o.t removing the causes of tensions 
and disputes and at takinc; confidence-buildinr measures, 
but equally at achievinc; agreements on arms control 
and arms limitation, because this is the way to remove 
disparities in power which are felt to be threateninc;. 

a. For these reasons the ~reatest possible 
l.mportance should be attached to the success of the 
Mutual Balanced Forces Reductions n.e,sotiations in 
Vienna. If thes(' ne,:;otiations should result in ceneral 
conv-entional parity being accepted by both sides, 

- that -
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that alone would already reduce the risk of early 
use of nuclear weapons. 

b. At the same time the Netherlands believe 
·that tactical nuclear arms should. be included as soon 
as possible in the negotiations, because a quantitative 
reduction in nuclear arms can also be an impo~tant 
contribution to create normal relations within 
_Europe. Another reason why it is so important that 
the MBFR neGotiations should be successful is that 
in that case for the first time in history, groups 
of countries which have lo.ng regarded each other 
as potential enemies will have exchanged undertakings 
as regards the size of their armed forces, albeit 
only for a limited area. 

c.2. Besides these policies, all of which imply 
already a reduction of the role of nuclear weapons,· 
there should be the closest possible vigilance to 
prevent any developments that could result in iricrea-
aing the sir;nificance of nuclear weapons or accentuating 
their role in ensuring security. This means in concre•e 
terms: 

a. The formation of.a West European nuclear force 
must be regarded as a serious disturbance of the ,. . 

pcli"tical and military equilibrium which has been 
achieved, There must be continual checks to make 
sure that certain developments or measures cannot 
intensify a movement towards the formation of such . 
a force. 

b. If replacement or modernisa-tion of the existing 
arsenal of tactical nuclear weapons is beinc; con
sidered, ,the greatest care must be taken to ensure 
that this does not result in a greater nuclear 
potential, or in added significance of nuclear 
weapons in ,_na.intaining eecuri ty. In particular 
the modernisation process must not result in the 

, . 
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dividing line between nuclear and conventional 
weapons becoming blurred. 

Therefore the miniaturisation, as it is called, of 
nuclear arms is rejected. 

c. The .h ic:hly· 'structured deterrent system should be 
re~tricted to the area to which it now applies. There 
<1hould therefore be no extension of the treaty area 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation nor should 
any additional tasks be entrusted to it, if this should 
evF.lr be consi.dered in the future, Certainly it cannot 
be denied that the stratec:i. c balance between the two 
major nuclear powers also makes itself felt in other 
areas where their interests conflict, but if the spheres 
of action of. the two alliances were extended, this would 
only mRke·it the more difficult to find a solution for 
the present problems in these areas. 

d, Policy should continue to aim at d~tente between East 
and West by.means of arrancements and agreements whi.ch 
may rl'lsult in common interests beinr;: consolidated, 
trust being restored and differences solved in a peace
fuJ. and harmoniovs way. At the moment the negotiations 
of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
are particularly important for the achievement of these· 
objcctiven, 

Notably, these ·talks should enoure that the reco;:;.ni tio::l 
of the. diversity of' the politic Ill and socie-economic ' 
syatemn in the European countries doez not me?Jl that 
they are doomed to be divided. For if this were sow~ 
could never do more than freeze the status quo, wi.th
ou t, by.· doinr~ so, removinr.; the deeper reasons for 
distrust and lacl~ of understano.ing. In this 

- context -
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context it is essential to make it clear that it 
is not our intention to upset the present relations, 
oince this would seriously threaten our own. security. 

This is why the Gove~~ent is especially 
concerned that the rapprochement between Ea~t and 
'.Yec:t should not only be apparent from improved re
lations between governments, but also from more con
tact between the peoples. She is convinced that existing 
differences in the various systems do not rule out such 

·contact, but that a new security structure needs this 
better understanding if it is to be viable and proof 
ap;ainst unexpected setbaclce:, For one must try to cul-. . 

tivate such relationships that military confrontation 
can be :::rac'lually reduced, and to achieve a security 
struc·cure which requires a minimum of armed .force, 
because it has other means of settlinr. disputes and - . 
conflicts of interests. This is only feasible in a 
climate of mutual trust between ,[';overnrnents and peopleo. 

This approach, to.osether with successful MBFR 

talks for achieving general conventional parity, will 
lay the foundations for a European security structure, 
whose final shape cannot be predicted at the moment 
but which could move towards a balanced level of 
conventional armed forces based on mutual agreement; 
while nuclear arms, if they cannot be completely 
abolished, could serve as a guarantee that the other 
side Would not use th'em mvertheless at some -time 
or another. In this· context it could also' be con
sidered whether ae;reements could be made about· no.:. 
fj.rst-u.se of nuclear arms and about the establish
ment of certain areae:: within which these arms may 
not .be stored. It. iis; obviot:s, that(.\'te: are only--~j'ust 

settinG out ·on the. road which must lead· finally to 
( . : ~ 
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the security structure described above. The present 
stability, which should not be underestimated, re
quires us to consider carefully each further step 
to ascertain that it will not irresponsibly 
jeopardise this stability. Dis.'3atisfaction with 
the means by which this stability is maintained 
compels us, however, to search enerr;etically and 
persistently for ways and means of establishing 
security on a different basis. 

Our ttnderstandable anxiety as to the nature A.rm~ tra('L~; law D. 
in r:u•meli. con of the present security structure in Rurope must t'Hctr;; 

not be allowed to detract from our efforts to combat 
the factors that threaten world security. Here too 
it shoulcl be recorr,nised that the concept of security 
cannot be split up into sections, but that a distinct 
improvement in world economic security, for instance, 
whj.ch wnl be the subject of various discussions 
in the coming months, would fundamentally promote 
political security by removin,7, some major causes 
of tension. More specifically from the point of view 
of disarmament, there are also a number of problem 
areas here with which the undersi,o.;ned are particularly 
concerned. 

1. 9tl;r' policy will continue to loo!< for openin.\S 
fo:r curbing the international arms trade •. }.s e,xplainad 
in thie memorandum, i..t is pract:ically impossible 
as-yet to obtain the.cooperation of the major producer 
and receiver countries for this pt,rpose. Nevertheless, 
the Netherlands should take every care wit):fin the 
means at its, cUsposal .to, .prevent armaments industry 
in the _developed world f1·om coming to ·o.epen''t' for· 
its survival on its sales potential in other countries, 

- particulorly -
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would make the armaments industry an autonomous facton;--- · 

in escalating the international arms trade. ~;~ ~ 
2. The development of new weapons - includinc: ~Jl~ .J 
new conventional weapons - should be continually ~'d--J-·-~ 
reviewed in the light of the present rules and e ~~~( · 

criteria of the law applicable in armed conflicts! ~ ~~-.1. , 

Our policy will therefore continue to aim at the ""- oYit,r~-~0 
observance and where necessary the adjustment of ~ 
these_ criteria, as is being done at present by the 
Diplomatic Conference on Humanitarian Law Applicable 
i.n Armed Conflicts which is being held in Geneva 
under the auspices of the Swiss Govern.memt. So lon£; 
as the evil of war cannot be banished, efforts 
should be made to keep the human sufferinr! involved 
to a minimum. 
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How stable is "stable d"eterrence"? 

J .!l. Leurdijk 
University of Amsterdam 

prepared for the CCADD Conference ~(() 
St. Maur, Sept. 5-9, 1975. 1~ 

Ab's tract 

This paper is a summary of a longer article which has been published in Dutch. 

It is argued that the introduction of nuclear weapons in the relations between 

states has led to a reversal of the traditional weapon functions: while in the case 
~· 

of conventional ~apons the functions of offense and defense are emphasized, in 

the case of nuclear weapons the e~phasis is placed on their deterrent functions. 

The relevaqt doctrine of mutual assured destruction is supposed to be a factor 

of peace preservation. However, the ethical (the· consciously created vulnerability 

of the civilian population) and political (the unavailability of nuclear weapons 

for political purposes) problems and dilemma's this creates for policy-makers, 

results in pressures to return to the traditional functions of offense and defense, 

summarized in the concept of damage limitation. One has to take into account the 

possibility of having to wage a nuclear war and the price of preventing a nuclear 

war through mutual assured destruction is an ongoing nuclear Sl'l!lS race. 

I. The introduction of nuclear weapons in the military stockpiles of nations has 

markedly changed the relative importance of the traditional weapons-functions . 
• 

As regards conventional weapons the traditional functions are offense and defense, 

although conventional military power has always had a deterrent function. Deterrence, 

however, is generally regarded as the specific function ,,of nuclear weapons. 

Already in an early stage of the arms race one had accepted the existence of 

a "balance of terror" between the most important opponents, the Soviet Union and 

the United States: both countries were deterred from attacking the other out of 

fear for nuclear retaliation. There is now emerging a widespread mode of thinking 

according to which this situation - for the benefit of world peace - might be 

perpetuated by stabilizing the relationship of mutual deterrence i,n having on both 

sides a stable = invulnerable deterrent. This "stable deterrence"-relationship 

should consist of two complementary components: (1) an "assured destruction" 

capability: an intentional war would be made unthinkable by the ability of safe 

and secure retaliation, which would be the prerogative of 2 or 3 .super powers, 

(2) Measures of· "arms control": an unintentional war - which could result from 

human or technical errors - could as much as possible be prevented by measures 

of arms control. 
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On the basis of this formula stable deterrence = assured destruction + arms 

control one could strife for political detente (war prevention, crisis management 

and disarmament}. Although no one can deny a certain detente in the relations 

amqng the super powers, which seem to become institutionalized through the 
' European Security Conference, MBFR and SALT, the nuclear arms race continues 

almost unhampered and disarmament is considered to be destabilizing as soon as 

the costs of the employment of force no longer are prohibitive. 

The propositi~.that a situation of stable deterrence h~ helped to prevent an 

otherwise unavoidable war between the US and the SU is tenable - although un

provable and unrefutable which is the reason for its popularity. That this 

cGncept of ~table deterrence provides a useful and acceptabie basis for political 

detente is debatable, because peace is based upon weapons technology and.not on 

human efforts and is continuously threatened with worldwide destruction. But that 

such a concept is compatible with a stable armaments level is not only historically 

untrue, but also intelJ.ectually incredible: the concept of "stable deterrence" is 

a contradictio in terminis, because it contains - as used nowadays - a number of 

inherently unstable elements which make the term contradict itself. 

II. Strategic options can be seen . as resulting from three choices concerning 

(1) 
(2) 

the posture 

the time of 

of nuclear weapons (counterforce vs. countervalue} -.-
reaction (automatic vs. delayed), and 

(3) the scope of reaction (massive vs. limited}, which results in a series of 

23 = 8 options. These can be brought together in two main categories of strategic 
• 

doctrines: "assured destruction" and "damage limitation". In the first category 

nuclear weapons are aimed mainly at cities and used for purposes of deterrence and 

retaliation; in the second category nuclear weapons are aimed at the opponent's 

nuclear arms and used for fighting purposes. Presentday strategic doctrines stress 

the deterrent and retaliatory functions of nuclear weapons to the detriment of 

offensive and defensive uses. The relationship of mutual deterrence - since SALT I 

legitimized as the governing strategic doctrine in the relation between the US 

and the SU - contains certain elements which ab initio destabilize the relation

ship, thereby creating strong pressures to change to strategic options of damage 

limitation, this leads to pressures to aims production which makes the concept of 

"stable deterrence" as regards this aspect of the arms race a contradictio in 

terminis. 

-3-
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Strategic options which we summarized in terms of "assured destruction" and 

"damage limitation" have an offensive and a defensive component: 

strategic doctrines of 

consist of 

x a defensive component~ 
to protect ·-.... 

and 
' 

xx an offensive com

ponent aimed at 

. 
I 
t 

I 
I 
I 

f 

(a) assured destruction :(b) damage limitation 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• I 
one's own strateg1c ·: 

I 
weapons ' 

I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

the cities of the 1 

opponent 

one's ·Own cities 

the strategic weapons 

of the opponent 

which results in the 1------------------------~----------------------------
operational capabili-

ty of a 
"second strike" 

(retaliatory attack) 

"first strike" 

(disarming_attack) 

Undoubtedly. the arms race has many causes of which the conscious effort to 

reach or maintain strategic superiority is not the least important. because 

superiority increases.the number of options past those implying deterrence and 

retaliation. The armament stimulating factors which are inherent to strategic 

options of assured destruction are two-fold: 

(1) those factors which are part of the strategic doctrine and which are our 

main preoccupation; and 

(2) factors which concern the translation of strategic doctrines in concrete 

weapon systems; these are: 

x the concept of assured destruction is not directly translatable into nuclear 

weapon systems: there is a considerable difference between what is necessary for 

minimum and maximum deterrence. and for direct and extended deterrence. Within 

these margins an enormous expansion of nuclear armaments is possible. which - indeed -

has occurred since 1962 in the US and the SU; 

xx the retaliation is measured in terms of what the opponent considers as 

"unacceptable damage" (~ Namara: 1/5 - 1/4 of the population + 1/3 - 1/2 of t:c:: 

.industrial capacity) and is an extremely flexible concept; 

xxx the retaliatory power that is safe and secure in the sense that it is invul~.,~r

abl<?, is not a eonstant entity but results from the effectiveness of offensive and 

defensive weaponsystems • which change constantly and rapidly with changing technolos;'; 

xxxx finally. there are numerous asymmetries in the strategic positions of the SU 

and the US and the effort to attain parity on all levels is a strong upward pressure 

on the arms race, -4-
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III. But however important these factors, our main preoccupation is with the 

armament stimu1ating factors implicit in the doctrine of "assured destruction": 

x the doctrine of nuclear deterrence by threatening retaliation starts from the 

assumption that the opponent only can be deterred from a - although never clearly 

stated - range of political and military activities by threatening complete 

destruction as punishment. Such a doctr~ne implies the identification of the 

opponent with the devil, because only the prospect of total destruction deters 

him from carryi~out his aggressive ambitiona. But mutual nuclear deterrence 

means that this~apability of total devastation i• also available to the opponent . . 
and once cannot trust him of being - in all situations - equaily reasonable and 

insightturl so that one may be confronted with the fact of nuclear warfare; 

xx the doctrine of nuclear d~terrence through assured destruction also implies 

the readiness to renounce at a certain level of costs the use of nuclear weapons 

as an instrument of political pressure, that is: at the level where the damage 

(costs) may become unacceptable. But at which point id that level reached? There 

is a large degree of uncertainty as to which actions the threatened use of 

nuclear weapons is credible, vide the present discuuion about the contents and 

value of "the American nuclear guarantee" to Europe and itd o_pere.tionalisation in 

the doctrine of flexible response. Consistent persever~nce in a policy of 

political illlnobilism as imposed by the threat of nuclear extinction does not 

accord with the active and often competative involvement of th~ great powers in 

the affairs of' this world. That is why they keep trying to escape from a political 

immobilism implicit in a situation of' mutual deterTence by organizing ~heir nuclear 

potential so as to serve political purposes; 

xxx the mutual acceptance of the concept of nuclear ret!Uiation - as is said to 

the main fruit of Salt I - also imPlies the acceptanc~ bf retal~etion in the second 

instance and placing the question of' one's ovn surviT&l in the hand• of the 

opponent in the first instance. Pure deterrence means that one offers the opponents 

the most vulnerable parts of' one's political system - the cities and industrial 
·-concentrations as a pledge f'or one's own good conduct, vhile the survival of the 

• · political system is the principal mandate of each gOYernment. The moral and ethical 

problems this raises would in themselves be sufficient to create strong pressures 

to get out of this dilemma, but it is also evid~nt that to equate the ene!IIY' with 

the devil and at the same time to acquiesce in the absolute vUlnerability of one's 

population conflict emotionally and psychologically •. The assumption of rational 

behavior of the opponent does not fit with his eqUation with the devil in a 

situation in which national survival ie at stakej 

xxxx the doctrine of an invulnerable, but only tor pQrpoles of retaliation useable 

nuclear force implies that one reacts to actions of the opponent_ end retaliates 

for the initiative he takes. Even if one assumes that-the-opponent will not be 

so foolish as to use all his mis~iles in the tir1t attack and thereby disarm 

-5-
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ldJnself unilaterally 1 in general one does not tend to vase war on the conditions 

and in the circumstances the opponent determi~es, Besides 1 the circumstances in 

which nuclear weapons may be used i;~ not spring into exis~ence 1 but are part of 

crisis situations in which the use of nuclear weapons becomes a factor, If one 

expects nuclear war on the irlitiative of the opponent 1 tjlere are strong preuurea 

to pre-empt on the assumption that who takes the initiative has the benefit of 

aurprisei -
xxxxx and finally 1 no one can guarantee that deterrence wiU not fail - for what-

ever reason - and in such a situation it is unacceptable to have only the capacity 
' 

to 'reialiate, 

The history of the nuclear arma race illustrates that one has constantly 

endeavoured to get out of the dilemma's of assured destruction by looking for 

an escape route to damage limiting measurea 1 Vbich make a nuclear conflict again 

imaginable, If human failure to control nuclear technolOC1 puts u~ in a situation 

of possible mutual retaliation which is ethically 1 morally ~ politically un-
' acceptable, one will persist in trying to get control of nuclear t~c~plogy, The 

problems is 1 however, whether ve will try this through ~lear dis!ll'lllalent or 

through a continuing arms race. 

Summarizing what ha1 been said thusfar, from the doctrine of "assured destruction" 

almost inevitably pressures reault to put nuclear weapons at the service of.pvr

poses of damage limitation, with which would accord an oftenaive posture of lll1Clear 

weapons aimed at the missiles of the opponent and measures of city defense, If 

deterrence fails - for whichever of the five abovementioned reasons - it would be 

illogical to retaliate. because this would mean self-deetruction, B)' trying to wipe 

out as much as possible of the opponent's weapons, one has not oOly t~e chance to 

"win" a nuclear war but it also is the only means to prevent one'• oVn destnction 

(the 'second strike' - scenario assumes a counter force tirst strike ot the 

opponent). If ~ parties aim at this, the recipe tor nuclear &rllis race is given 

1>11d there will be no pause in the arms race, 

Theoretice.Uy such a pause is possible in a situation in which both parties are 

content with a counter city retaliatory terce, Cities and induatriai concentrations 

are immobile and extremely vulnerable objects for an attack in retaliation and they 

offer a limited and constant (that is: not rapidly multipliable) IIUIIIber of targets, 

which may be destroyed with a limited number of missiles, But missiles themselves 

constitute a rapidly increasable number of targets and if the accuracy of tire-ratio 

is not one to one - which it is positively not - there is no pause in the arms spiral, 

That is why it is not relevant to emphasi&e arms control as a gomplement to assured 

destruction, but why it is necesaary to emphasize disarmament as an alternative 

to assured destruction, 
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In about two weeks, following the 1975 CCADD conference, representatives 

of 19 states will reconvene in Vh!~na·'to pursue discussion of Mutual and 

Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR) in Central Europe. This will be the seventh 

session in two years of negotiations by eleven direct participants and eight 

special participants!~ in these talks. 

It was my hope'' to report to CCADD on the status of these ne got i at ions 
·-

and, more importantly, to benefit from the conference discussions of MBFR, . 

. CSGE, and western mll itary defense. Unfortunately, the Washington schedule 

of preparations for the upcoming Vienna talks has made ·this impossible. 

The result is a personal disappointment, and I very much regret missing 

the opportunity to Join your most worthwhile del iberatie01s. 

I have taken the liberty of asking Professor Parrent to make available 

this brief paper on progress in HBFR. Coverage of the negotiations in the 

open literature has been scant and these notes are offered to provide a 

background to stimulate questions for discussion.· The facts presented 

are as I know them. The opinions are largely my own and do not necessar.ily 

reflect the position of the U.S. Government. 

The MBFR negotiations concern force deploymeni:s in an agreed and 

1 imited areaY which is circumscribed by the Federal Republic of Germany, 

the Benelux nations, the German Democratic Republic, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. 

As the negotiations have progressed we have come to realize that questions 

of enduring limits on forces in this specified geographic area are as 

important as questions of mutual reductions of specific forces -- although 

lf Direct participants are the U.S., UK, Canada, the FRG, Belgium, Netherlands, 
Luxembourg, USSR, GDR, Poland and Czechoslovakia. Special participants 
are Denmark, Norway, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria. 

Y Known as the NGA -- the NATO Guidelines Area. 
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the character of balanced reductions is of vital interest. The outcome 
? 

of "mutual" and '!balanced" force re'dl:i'i::tTons means quite different things 

to the different MBFR partlciapnts. For the U.S., the USSR, the UK and 

Canada the prospect of MBFR is the effect in terms of limits on certain forces 

these nations would be permitted to deploy in Central Europe.' There would 

be no comparable reductions or limits of the armed forces of these four 

nationsll as a whole·--- there would be no effect on the total ii:y of their 

forces . 

. On the other hand, for the FRG, the Benelux nations, the GDR, Poland, 

and Czechos 1 ovak i a, MBFR cou 1 d come to mean 1 i m its on the tot a 1 i ty of 

.their military manpower or armed forces. Thus, while for some nations the 

talks could result only in restrictions of deployments -- for others the 

outcome could mean restrictions or limits closer akin to disarmament. 

These different Implications as well as a variety of other different 

perspectives of the political and mi lltary aspects of MBFR are an indication 

of how different motivations and interests engage those involved in the 

MBFR talks. Indeed common ground is not easy to find. However, coordination 

of a common position within NATO at Brussels has been remarkably good. 

And beyond the NATO forum although there has been no conclusive agreement 

between East and West, it.would probably be unfair to characterize the 

Vienna negotiations as "deadlocked." The parties have been involved in an 

exploratory effort-- essentially a learning process. Both sides have laid 

out serious proposals and have engaged in· probing discussions with a view 

toward gaining substantial understanding of one another's positions. 

ll France is not involved in the MBFR negotiations but there are Implications 
for the French forces stationed in Germany, Abouttwo 'divisions of French 
forces are counted in the NATO computation ot Allied forces in the area of 
reductions. There has, however, been no proposa 1 -on the part of any MBFR 
participant to reduce French forces. 

-- ·-- ---------~-·---- __ L 
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These discussions have been generally free of polemics and have focused 

the major issues between NATO and the Pact. There are essentially three: 

First, the \Jest believes MBFR must be negotiated in t"1o phases. Phase 

would involve only U.S. and USSR reductions. Phase .I I would address 

reductions including forces of all other direct ·participants, and 

progress would depend on an assessment of the implementation and 
' 

results of Phase I reductions. For their part, the East-- interested 

in imposing limits on the Bundeswehr --seeks to negotiate at the outset 

what it is that all parties would reduce -- although actual implementation 

of negotiated reductions would be in three phases under the Warsaw 

Pact plan. 

Second, the West is seeking equity of outcome through reductions resulting 

in a common ceiling on ground manpower on both sides. The East, on the 

other hand, ·wants equal number and equal percentage reductions designed 

to maintain the local "correlation of fo"rces" which favors the Warsa11 Pact. 

Third, the West wants to focus reductions on ground forces, while the 

East is seeking comprehensive reductions of, and limits on all types of 

forces, units, and armaments, including nuclear weapons. 

These differences reflect historical efforts by East and West (stemming 

from the 1940's and early 1950's) to neutralize what are perceived to be 

the most potent forces and weapons of the other side. The Soviet Union 

sought early to halt German rearmament, to keep the FRG out of NATO, and 

to 1 eg It i mi ze the maintenance of 1 arge Russian 1 and forces in Centra 1 Europe:. 

The East has also sought to ~xpel U.S. air and nuclear weapons bases from 

the continent. At the same time the United States has worked for more 
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than twenty years on means to neutralize the potential impact of dominant 

Soviet land power deployed within 50 miles of the West European heartland. 

In recent years we have diligently worked within NATO to put to use the 

where-with-a 11 pci~'essed by the A 11 i ance to strengthen its convent ion a l 

·force capability. And in the 1970's, as the Allies considered the pros and 

·cons of MBFR, the NATO approach to the negotiation was designed to ta·rget 

three disparities which we consider critical: 

·First, the·Warsaw Pact maintains a simple ground force manpower advantage 

of 925,000 to 777,000 in the area of Immediate confrontation. 

Second, this .Preponderence of dep 1 oyed ground manpower can be read i 1 y 

reinforced from the Soviet Union only three or four hundred miles from the 

borders of NATO -- wh 11 e any U. S. reinforcement' of the A 11 i ance wou 1 d have 

to reach Europe. from 3,000 miles away-- acro"ss the Atlantic Ocean. 

Th.ird, the character of the Eastern deployments poised in the area ·is 

offensive in nature -- this is manifested by the fact that the Warsaw 

Pact maintains two and a half times as many tanks in Central Europe as 

do the obviously defensively oriented NATO forces. 

Consensus has been reached by all the participating states that MBFR 

address only the forces in a limited area which has been defined by mutual 

agreement. Any MBFR agreement about forces in this area which failed to 

adequately treat the disparities out! ined above could ·create serious risks 

for stability by suggesting an illusion of reduced tension while in fact 

contributing to an improved Soviet mil'itary and political posture which 

could in. fact be destabilizi~g. · 

-~- ------ -
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The West seeks improved stabi 1 ity at lower levels of forces through 

meaningful reductions ·in a way which take Into account the significant 

disparities favoring the East. The Soviets, on the other hand, argue tht 

the existing force.+elatlonship (including these disparities) has maintained 

stabi 11 ty. 

_The World•Disarmament Conference of 1932 is said to have failed because 

of ·the impasse with respect to the ratio of armaments. The Germans wanted 

equity and the French wanted to maintain security through maintenance of 

the status quo. For one of the major parties in Europe to give up a demand 

for equality would have resulted in codification of disparities it perceived 

to be unacceptable. For the other major party to give up demands for 

"security" by foregoing the existing "correlation of forces" would have 

meant relinquishing a position of superiority which it considered impossible 

to do. 

MBFR may eventually be faced with a similar dilemma. However, the current 

Western reduction proposal offers a prospect for solution to.the classic 

impasse. 

The approach which provides for the withdrawal of forces of the U.S. 

and the USSR from a narrowly defined· area does not impose a requirement 

for the Soviet Union to reduce or limit the overall level of its forces 

in any way -- thus affording an amp le guarantee that.' no 1 ega 1 MBFR 

constraint will prevent the Soviets from maintaining any correlation 

of forces it chooses on the continent. 

The concept of a common manpower eel 1 ing on forces in Centra 1 Europe 

assures NATO that it need not legitimize a position of inferiority in 

the area of immediate confrontation. 
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.The Soviet Union q:>uld easily withdraw 75,000; 100,000 men; or more 

from the NATO Guide! ines Area without weakening its security situation or 

even having any significant impact on the political role played by its 

6 

forces in Eastern-Blrope. This would still leave about twice as many Soviets 

in Central Europe as Americans. 

What then does the NATO Alliance have to gain from MBFR? With the right 

kind of agreement we have the prospect of constraining Soviet offensive 

deployments on the borders of NATO.· The resu·l t we are seeking i.s increased 

stability at lower levels of forces (a level of Soviet deployments comparable 

to the situation prior to the invasion of Czechoslovakia is not an unreasonable 

starting point). From a Christian perspective this should ·contribute toward 

_preventing misunderstandings in an area that has had a poor record for peace 

over the last 100 years. 

Of course we are not seeking peace at any price. NATO's capability to 

bui Id and maintain a stalwart defense must not be degraded -- without adequate 

defense theright to achieve the Christian ethic becomes highly theo~etical. 

For this reason NATO should be wary of accepting enduring I imits on its 

forces without·a perceptible change ·in the current situation. In discussing 

detente recently, President Ford has suggested that "it means mutual respect 

and reciprocity, not unilateral· concessions or one-sided agreements." 

·we cannot accept a one-sided agreement which did not take account of the 

objective military disparities that ·now exist-- or even worse, tended to 

codify those· disparities. 

NATO Is seeking improved stability at each step in MBFR, and the Allied 

proposal contains three elements designed to contribute to such stability: 

' 
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1. Phased negotiatiom''bf"'reductiori's 

2. Negotiated measures for verifying ·withdrawals and reductions. 

]. Negotiated stabilizing measures. 

The recent Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) has 

resulted in decliirations of intent for moderate and restrained behavior · 

on the part of the Helsinki signatories.!!/ The "security" component of the 

. CSCE declaration provides for certain voluntary measures designed t.o 

$ 'ff ;$ 'H -~-
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build confidence among the CSCE parties that their military activities are 

actually consistent with the principles to which they subscribed. These measures 

include pre-announcement of certain military maneuvers, and the exchange of 

observers at exercises. 

In HBFR we are seeking more binding measures with a view toward strengthening 

the prospects for building confidence that stabi I i ty can be enhanced on the 

NATO--Warsaw Pact border. NATO is seeking to negotiate (I) measures for 

adequately verifying compliance with an·HBFR agreement and (2) measures 

similar to the CSCE voluntary confidence building measures. The CSCE 

precedent suggests that the HBFR participants should be able to agree to 

associated measures in HBFR. 

What are the prospects for an HBFR agreement? The Soviets are certainly 

aware that very substantial withdra\~als of their forces from Central Europe 

would not deprive the USSR of its capabi 1 ity to field massive active forces 

plus large reserve5 of trained manpower, were that required in the defense of 

the Soviet Union. Risks to Soviet security are difficult to identify. 

!2_1 All the HBFR participants subscribed to the Helsinki declaration and 
almost all the direct HBFR participants made some reference in their 
national speeches at CSCE to an interest in giving attention to HBFR 
ne got i at ions. 
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The renl objective military risks. must be borne byNATO. The Alliance must 

consider the implications of collective manpo~1er ceilings on the continental 

West European powers. Agreement to a cpmmon cell ing on NATO ·and the Pact 
. 

ground manpo~1er in -the area has been judged after careful deliberation ·by 

the Allies to make the risks acceptable. The All_led judqment however is 
• 

that the risk of armament I imitations in an area where the Pact has a tank 

superiority of about 16,000 to 6,000 over NATO would be a different matter. 

NATO is seeking meaningful withdrawals of. Soviet armored forces in the 

first instance, and is willing to withdraw an equal percentage of U.S. forces 

from the area. Further manpower reductiOI)S by the Pact and NATO wuld have 

to I cad to manpower equa I i ty In the form of a common eel 11 ng In the I i mi ted. 

area of reductions. In view of the existing disparities, and the narro1~ly 

defined area of reductions this is a reasonable arid logical proposition. 

You"might wish to weigh the prospects fpr progress in the negotiations 

in terms of· these questions: 

What are the Soviet goals in MBFR7 What are the risks? 

What can NATO gain-from MBFR? What are the risks? 

With or without an MBFR agreement, how can NATO maintain a credible 

defense and deterrent on the continent? 
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Le Vatican r{ipond aux Nations Unies 
PLLIDOYER POUR DESLRHEHENT ® 

La r~action a_ ln R~solution 3'+84 D-XY,Y,:;le So.int-Si~ge a p,r~se~t~ le 
document suivant i1 la Commission sp~ciale pour l'titude du r8le de l'ONU 
c1~1G la .·queotion clu d~sarmement. ( Osservotore Romano, juin 1976) 

I:. L.l. COURSE J,UX ARMEMENTS 

P!~~-~~!_9_~:231~~:g~!'-~£l1~-E~~~~~~· 
M§me lorsqu 1 elle est inspiree par un eouci de lesitime defense, 
elle est, en fait, de par la nature des armes modernes et clu fait 
de la situation planetaire (poralysie des puissances nucleaires: 
tout oonfli t maj eurr etant exclu clans leur.s relations mutuelles, 
les oonfli ts limites se multiplient a la peripherie de la zone de' 
etabilite nucleaire): . 
1. Un danger, soi t d 1 emploi,- total ou partiel, soi t·. de menace - la 

dissuasion, poussee jusqu 1 uu ohantage, etant prise pour norme de 
relation a l'ee;ard des autres nations (1.) 

2, Une injustice. Elle constitue en effet: 
a, .une violation du droit par le primat de la force: l'aooumula

tion c1es armes devient le pretexte de la course a la puissance 
(of. Infra) (2); 

b. un vol. Les budgets fabuleux affectes a la fabrication et 
au stockae;e des armes constituent un veritable detournement 
de fonds de la part des "eerants" des e;randes nations ou des 
blocs favorises (3). 

La contradic.tion eviclente entre le gaspillaee de la surproduction 
des engine militaires et la somme des besoins vitaux non satis
faits (pays en voie de developpement; marginaux et pauvres des 
societes riches) constitue deja une ae;ression a l 1 egard de ceux 
qui en. sent victimes. Agression allant jusqu'au crime: m§me 
lorsqu 1ils ne sent pas employee, par leur seul cout les armements 
tuent les pauvres, en les faisant mourir de faim (4). 
On comprend la condanmation du Cbncile, reprise par le Synode 
1974-: "La course aux armements est une plaie extr§meoent grave 
de l 1hume.nite et 18se des pauvres d'une mani~re intolerable" 
(Gaudium et Spes, 81, 5). "Elle est un scandals" (Populorum Pro .. 
gression, 53). 

3. Une erreur. L'un des principaux arguments ordinairement invoque 
en f'aveur de la course aux armements est celui de la crise eoo
nomique et du ch6mage qui resulteraient de la fermeture des 
usines et arsenaux mili taires. Cela serai t vrai s 1 il s 1 agissai t' 
d 1 une mutation brusque. Mais, dens le cas contraire, les socie
tes industrielles ont prospere malgre de constantes reconversions. 
La reconversion des usines de fabrication et des marches mili
taires en usines et en produits civils se releve tout aussi pos
sible~ si on prend la peine de la planifier clans le temps. Elle 
est d 1autant. plus realisable qu'elle procurerait des emplois en 
permettant d 1 entreprendre les grands travaux qui s 1averent ne
oessaires pour la sauvegardle de l'environnement, etc ••••• 

--
4. Une faute (cf.Infra). Le refus de cette reconversion "s'oppose 

radioalement a l 1 esprit humain et encore plus 8 1 1 esprit chretien" 
car "il n 1 est pas admissible qu'on ne puisse tromrer du travail 
pour des centaines de milliers de travailleurs qu 1 en les employant 
a construire des instruments de mort" (Paul VI~ allocution au 
Corps Diplomatique~, 10 fevrier 1972; cf. Infra). 
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5. Une folie: ce systeme de relations internationales flonde s~ la 
peur le danger, l'injustice, constitue une sorte d'hyster1e 
coll~ctive; une folie que l'histoire jugera. 
Elle est un non-sens puisqu1 elle est un moyen qui n 1atteint pas 
sa fin, La course aux armaments n'assure pas la securite. 
- Au niveau des armaments nucleaires, elle ne confere pas un sur
croft de surete puisqu'il y e deja surabondance d'instruments· 
(overkilling); elle cree· des risques supplementaires, en intno
duisant des instabilites susceptibles de rompre "l'equilib:rre· de 
la terreur" ( 5). 
- Quant aux armements de type classique, leur proliferation, no
tamment dans les pays du tiers-monde (commerce des armes) cree 
des desequilibres regionaux et, a ce titre, peut Eltre generatri
ce de conflits ou alimenter les conflits en cours. 

En toute hypothese, qu'il s'agisse des armes nucleaires ou des 
armes de type classique, des grandes ou des petites Puissances, 
la course aux armements est devenue un processus cumulatif, qui 
a sa dynamique prop re, independammen t des sen.timen ts d 'agressi
vi te, et qui echappe au con·brole des Etats. C' est une machine 
devenue folle C.6) • 

-
On dit souvent du desarmement que .c 1 est une "cause usee", "fati
cuee" (du fait de ses nomb.reux echecs: on en parle, dit-on, de
puis trap longtemps et on n'en voit pas les resultats). 

Mais ne. serai t-ee pas plu.tot la cause de 1 1 armament qui serai tr 
usee? N1 est-ce pas le postulat de la course aux armes qui donne 
chaque jour davantage la preuve de :::a vetuste, de son .c.aractere 
ana-chronique? Si l'on prend pour norme de succes ou d 1 efficacite 
des armaments la paix qui en resulte, ne doit-on pas plut6~ par
ler d 1 echec? 

Aussi le Concile est--il cateeorique. Il condamne radicalement l'em
ploi des armes de destruc·~ion massive, c • est mElme la seule "excommu
nication" que 1 1 on y trouve" · 

.. 

"Faisant siennes les condemnations de la guerre totale deja pronon
cees par les derniers Papes, ce Saint Synode declare: Tout acte de 
guerre qui tend indistinctement a la destruction de villes entieres •• 
avec leurs habitants est Q~ crime centre Dieu et centre l'homme lui- ~ 
mgme, qui .doit etre condallL."lE) fermemcnt et sans hesitation". 

Quant a la dissuasion, 0 Si elle a pu servir, d'une maniere paradoxale, 
a detourner des adverseires eventuels" (G.S. 81., 1), on peut. tout 
au plus y voir. "un delai qui nous est concede d'en haut" (G.S. 81, 4); 
bref, Ull re pit qUI il nO US fa ut 11mettre S profit" (id~) et treS Vi te, 
Car, ici le temps ne. travaille l'as pour no us. "Par 1 'accwnulation des 
armes ••• bien loin d'eliminer les causes de guerre, on risque au con
traire de les ac;[!;raver peu a peu"'' Au lieu d'apaiser veritablement 
les conflits entre nations, on en repand plutot la contardon a d'au-
tres parties du monde" (G.S. 81, 2), u 
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On ne peut done voir dans cette competition armee qu'une formule de 
transition entre "1 1 antique servitude de la euerre" (G.S. 81, 4) et" 
un nouveau systems, une solution neuve, de nouvelles "methodes qui 
nous_permettront de regler nos .differents d 1 une maniere plus digne 
de 1 'homme" (ibid.). : 

Sinon cette course folle entretient une fausse paix, une fausse securi· 
t~. Elle devient une fin au lieu d 1etre un moyen, comrne elle en avait 
l'illusion. Elle institue le desordre etabli. Elle constitue une per
version de la paix. (7). 

A temps et a contre-temps, les chretiens, a la suite du Vicaire du· 
Christ, ont a denoncer cette preparation scientifique de l'humanite 
a sa propre mort. Ils doivent alerter l'opinion, egalement sur les 
perils grandissants qui resul tent des exces nucleaires (explosions} 
ainsi que du transport, des stockeges et de la dissemination des 
armes atomiques. "L'humanite, deja en grand peril, risque d 1 en venir· 
malgre ••• une scie.nce admirable, a cette heure funeste ou elle ne 
pourra plus connaitre d'autre paix que la paix redoutable de la mort" 
(G.s. 82, 4). · 

On comprend des lors la severite du diagnostic. _b.ux jeux de l 1Eglise 
la situation actuelle de pretendue securite est a condemner: 
1. Au nom de.la paix, qu'elle n'assure pas. En particulier, en rei

son des armes atomiques: "Que scient bannies ces armes deshono
rantes" et "que soit.poscrit ••• cet art terrible qui consists a 
fabriquer .la bombe, a la multiplier et a la conserver, pour la ter
reur des peuples ••• Pr:ii..ons pour que cet ene;in meurtrier ne. tue pas 
la paix. en la cherchant". (Paul VI Message pour le 20eme anniver
saire d 1Hiroshima, 8 aout 1965, D.C. 1965, col. 1452) (8), 

2. Au nom de la morale naturelle et de l 1 ideal evane;elique: la course 
aux armements (aux armes L.B.C., mais aussi aux armes convention
nelles modernes, en raison de leur capacite de destruction scien
tifique); est cont:raire a l'homme et contraire a Dieu, Cette cour
se folle est done a pos::rire au niveau de l 1 ethique. Et cela, 
pour deux raisons principales: 
- lorsqu'il n'y a plus proportion entre le dommage cause .. et les 
valeurs qu 1 on cherche a sauvegarder, "mieux vaut subir l'injus
tice que de se defendre" (Pie XII). 
Du mains que de se defendre par ce moyen. Car le droit et le de
voir demeurent d'une resistance active, ql!oique sans violence, 
a l'injuste oppression et eels, au nom des droits de l'homme et 
de sa die;nite (9). 

Il ne s 1agit done plus seulemen.t de guerre froide, mais d'une action 
offensive, d'une agression et d'une oppression inadmissibles: "La 
puissance des armes ne legitime pas tout usage de cette force a des 
fins politiques ou militaires''· (G.S. 79, 4). 

- Elle constitue une provocation qui explique - psychologiquement, 
economiquement, socialement et politiquement - l 1 apparition et la 
multiplication d'une autre competition: la course aux petits arme
ments. Le terrorisme, en effet, se presente souvent comme l'ultime 
moyen de defense contra cet abus de pouvoir des grandes nations et 
cornme une con·bestation violente de la situation d'injustice creee 
ou entretenue par l'ernploi ou la menace des Etats les mieux.armes. 
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- Cette utilisation des armes domi~antes par. les nati~ns industria
lis~es a ~galement pour effet d1 engager les pays en voie de d~velop
pement · dans une course uimilaire aux annementa.. Une part grandis
san te des budgets mili taires cle :)e'l tains pe;ys .d~favoris~s re tarde 
encore davan tage leur croissance ~conomiqu.e. La mont~e de r~,simes 
politiques autoritaires sJ."lnS le tiers-mande est B la foie la .cause 
et l'effet de l'accroissement des acb.ats (et done des ventes) d'ar
mes par les puissances illdus'trielles... .. 

·' .. ·· t . 

- Cette utilisation des ressources f:in.rui.cieres a des fins militaires 
e:ntraine, en contre-partie, un ralentissement ou une diminution de 
1 'aide. Elle rend plus difficHe le trans1'ert, maintes foie souhait~ 
et demand~ par Paul VI de-ns son Messages de Bombay (4.12,64 - D.C. 
1965, col. 15) par Populorum Progressio (N.53) ainsi que par Gaudium 
et spes (81, 2-3): d~sarmer pour developper. 

Il n'eu serait pas de meme si las nations qui disposent des plus 
grands xaoyen.'3 dans le domaine de 1 1 arm em en t acceptaient en fin de 
ralentir, puis de stopp.:~r, cette course aux armes comme moyen d 1 h~
g~monie et non pas seulement de protection des biens et des vies de 
leurs ressortissants. 

L'adjuration de Paul VI aux repr~sentanits des peuples du monde en
tier, dans son discours a 1 1 0NU, le 4. octobre 1965, reste plus actu
elles et plus valable q•!e jamais: "Laissez tomber les armes de vas 
mains". 

J,insi, le devoir est aussi clair que le diagnostic: 
- Il faut stopper la course aux armaments, 
- Il faut r~aliser la r~duction des armaments, 

II. LA REDUCTION DES ARME!VIENTS 

JJl ne suffirai t pas d 1 em rester au ni veau aotuel des stocks et des 
forces ann~es. Il faut en outre entamer un d~sarmement progressif, 
et contr8le a toutes ses ~tapes, ;?our garantir la s~curit~. 

!.'2!:!!:!l!a-2L1~-E19:!a-~~~9!!_£~~-~~~!!!~~~~1 
Elle-amorce un processu::; inverse de la course aux armements: elle -
est a la foie le eigne et 1 1 agent d 1 une diminution de la peur et d 1 un 
reto·ur a la confiance. . 

Elle donne une plus grande cr~dibilite a l'interdiction de la force 
dans les relations internationales. Elle permet de mieux assurer 
le respect du droit international et de fonder la paix sur-la justice, 
aussi bien entre les nations qu 1a l'int~rieur de chacune d 1 elles. 

Elle permet d'assurer la s~cu:cite a meilleur compte et d'affecter a 
des fins pacifiques ·1es nouvelles sommes ainsi ~conomis~es, 

Comment desarmer? -----------------
· 'Lea documents du Magistere indiqwmt un certain nombre de cri teres 

pour que le d~sarmement soit a la foie juste et efficace. 
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COMMENT GIVEN BY CARDINAL ALFRINK AS INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT 
OF PAX CHRIST!, ON THE VATICAN DOCUMENT. THIS COMMENT-IS 
PUBLISHED IN THE DUTCH MAGAZINE "DE TIJD" OF AUGUST 13, 1976. 
-------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------
The Vatican makes an urgent appeal and asks for new initiatiYes. 

On June the 3rd last the Osservatore Romano published the text of the reaction 
of the Holy See on Resolution 3484 B o'f the United Nations. In this resolution 
all the member States have been requested to make suggestions in order to 
strengthen the role of the UN in the question of disarmament. This reaction 
was received with expressions of deep satisfaction, both by the Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim and b;;c_' a great number of Nations. 
In this reaction the Vatican condemned the a~ments race in unprecedented 
strong language. Terms like folly, a mistake, a form of theft, an injustice 
and collective hysteria, a:OO characteristic. of the way in which the situation 
we have drifted into, is spoken of. The ever increasing armament is 
characterized as a machine gone mad, a process which has its own dynamics 
and whisch escapes the control of the States. It is stated that this mad 
race must be outlawed. 

Impressive and penetrating c.ocument. 

It seems to me that, for various reasons, this publication .o·f the Holy See 
is of ~at value. This document gives an impressive survey of what has, so 
far, been formulated on this question, both before and after 'Pacem in Terris' 

(1963) and 1 ~audium et Spes (1964: Vatican Council), in official Church 
documents and in pronouncements of the Popes. It also gives a fasci,:•·t::.ng 
analysis of the armaments race, of the term 1 security1 and of the possibilities 
.of freeing ourselves from what is called 'this mad race 1 • 

In referring to earlier and recurrent appeals from Rome to bring about 
disarmament, a sort of mosaic of quotations is put before us for further 
reflection• ~uestions and suggestions are added to this, which seem to me 
of such inportance as to enable and oblige us to use them as material for 
studies, discussion, and consideration. for the coming years. 

No Utop:hsm. 

In spite of the very sharp tone in which the arama~ents race is condemned 
the analysis givm in this document shows a sober sense of reality. This prevents 
the strength of the argument from being weakened to what might be considered 
a vague idealism. It is quite evident that one realizes very well that 
disarmament is only possible as a gradual process leading to a simultaneous, 
mutual, supervised reduction of armaments. This cannot be realized from one 
day to the next, negotiations are necessary for this and an agreement must 
be reached, with genuine, effective guarantees• With a reference to 1 Gaudium 
et Spes' (79 1 4) tho right of legitimate defence and the duty to ensure the 
safety of the people is explicitly mentioned. 
But there is a question attached to this, whether, in fearing that disarmament 
would lead to insecurity, it is not rather the progressive armaments race 
which meansagroatcr insecurity. This question confronts us with.a very important 
aspecta what are tho ljmit•q of this sgcw':'cty and how must 1security by moans of 
defence' be balanced against the capacity and destrictivo power of the moans 
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that can be used for it? The important point is the wcigthing of risks, the 
:possibility of breaking through the spiral effect of armament by taking small 
stops with limited risks attached to them. It seems to me that all initiatives 
and suggestions going in· this direction, and thus setting in motion the detente, 
will have to be seriously considered. 

Vfuat is 'security~ 

The Vatican is ~uito clear on 1 security1 • Among other arguments the armaments 
race is rejected for tho very l'eason, that the nature of modern weapons 
ensures 122.. security. It is .. stated that every day gives further proof that 
security depending on armament is 1 an~i~uated and anachronistic'. In 
reality a false peace and a false security is maintained by this. This 
false securi tv has become an e.nd in itself and perpetuates the existing 
dis-order. 
Tho armaments race has gone nn with undiminishing force and mattGrs havG got 
completely out of control, It sGoms to mo that this finding should bo 
taken as thG central fact in the tackling of the security problGm• Therefore 
this rGali;mtion, that thoro is in fact a fa1sG security, will have to 
penetrate into a much wider circle. And he~o lies a task for the Church: 
to mako people conscigus Qf .tho reality we have drifted into, ThG Dutch 
Bishops havG made an appeal to this affect in their statement of January 
13, 1976~ It will bG vary important, in the light of the recently rGceivod 
publication from Rome, further to Gxamine and discuss this statement. 

Balance of power and detorrGnce by means of nuclear vroapons. 

The Vatican document states that the balance of povror, by virtueof tho nature 
of modarn. weapons, leads ·to. 'paralysis 1 of thG Nuclear Powers, whilG limited 
conflicts (partly because of this)·proliforate and arc intensified. And 
naturally therG is the other additional, great, and already existing, danger 
of a speGdy increase of the number of nuclGar povroro , making the situation 

· oven more dangerous. - · · · 
.Apar.t .. from the folly of. thG surplus-armament (overkill) the Vatican points 

out the dangers of the armaments race because of its becoming the causa 
of instability and thus upsetting the 'balance of terror', It is stated that 
if this deterrence has indeed had a preventive effect, this can at most 
bo considered as a 1 dGlay granted us from on high' (Gaudium Gt Spes 81,4)• 
But then wo, quickly, shall have to use to advantage this chnnce of putting 
our affairs in order, for time is not on our side. 
I should like to state here that so far a general consciousness of this factor 
of time has not boon r.mch in evidence, One rather gets the impression that 
people have grovm accustomed to tho situation and lag behind the facts, 
instead of developing really now initia~ivos, 

Ethical aspects of nuclear vroapons. 

Referring to the message of Popo Paul VI on the occasion of the 20th 
anniversary of Hiroshima (1965), it is said that tho manufacturing and 
stockpiling of nuclear weapons should be outlawed. Also in another part 
of this document tho Vatican not only speaks about the throat of nuclear 
weapons - which ·ror that matter is oharacterizod with the term of blackmill -
but also about the growing dangers of transporting and stockpiling · these 
v-veapons. 
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Remarkable in this context is a quotation of Pope Pius XII: 'when the damage 
caused in disproportionate to the values we arc seeking to safeguard it is 

·bo.ttor .. to suffer injustice than to defend ourselves•. And added to this: 
'rather than· to defend ourselves by such moans'• 
And as an alternative the Vatican d~nt points to the nocossisty of paying 
moro attention to tho possibility of an active, though non-viblont resistance. 
With regard to nuclear weapons I should like to say :that, in my opinion, tho 
whole sot of problems round tho balance of powor and tho deterrence-strategy 
with tho he :lip C!J)f what ho.s boon said in this now document, will have to be 
roconsidorod in the light of tho ethical aspects, both as· regards tile use 
of these weapons and the throat with them, as well o.s tho attending dangers 
of stockpcUing and transporting thorn. 
For the vary reason of our christia.n attitude tovmrds life, ·we must put those 
quo13tions and have tho courage clearly and concretely to fo:P;l!ulate our 
standpoint. Tho Christians must ·not kGep silent when this most· .fnndamental 
matte:r: of life and dGath, of our vary oxistenco, of tho possible destruction 
of other nations and of our responsibility for tho generations COI)ling after 
us, iis at stake • 

Taking initiatives and opening up nGw per;:;poctivos._ 

I. should like to call this document ·a sign of hope_. It offers a moral support 
to all those who in soDa vvrry or other arc dodi<l.at()d to peace and :security. 

· Wo aro not: impotent; but can o.xort our influence· to tho good. In spi to of 
·many di~appointments and failures to bring about disarmament, ·WO fool strong 
to proceed on this road: tnpt'working for disarmament is a 'worn-out or 
tired 1 causa, but armament is. 1 

We must renounce antiquated conceptions, face reality, and loam to thiruc in 
a now way about. the· question of sEicuri ty. 
That moans the willingness to cooper'lte in building now world structures, 
which will make possible a roal transformation and in which national security 
will be subordinated to international socuri ty. 
The Vatican also recommends, already to take action even though the international 

. insti tut·ions needed for .this arG still in a preparatory stage. We must break 
out -of the vioi ous circle, feeding the automation of the armaments race. We 
must get rid of standards and conceptions that woro applied in the past, 
but no longer hold. good now. Right-ly tho question is posed hero if not 
especially tho Chur.ch should go further in its rocorJJTiendations and, consequently, 
will have ·to fulfil tho function of a pioneer, I am also thinking here of 
the initiative taken bij Pax Christi and the Interchurch Peace Council, to 
organize, in the Netherlands, a National Peace Commission, which will make 
projects possible that contribute to the information and consciontization 
of a wider public, on this question of security. 

Political will and public opinion. 

In this document it is stated that the possibility for starting a peace
strategy depends on the political will. And this political will will to a 
groat extent be determined by the public opinion. Christians must ·alert the 
public opinion 'l!cforo it is too lato. Only through the pressure and the 
common sense of tho public opinion can a turn for tho bottor be expected. 
The politicians, who arc dirGctly addressed in this document, will be 
able and will have to take constantly renowud initiatives in this question, 
to open up the road to a common reduction of ai'tla.LJonts• If the political 
will exists tho conversion fo war-industries for civilian purposes is also 
possiblo. The :~~;atican ·combats· tho opinion that such a conversion· would 
lead to unemployment. But, like tho whole disarmament process, -this process 
~oo will have to bo gradual. -4-
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The role of science. 

An urgent appeal is made to science. The great necessity here for coming 
to a totally new way of thinking and acting, has rsc.ently been shovm by a 
report from SIPRI, the international institution for peace research in 
Stockholm: in total about 40% of the best engeneors and scientists is 
involved in armament. The Vatican's comment on this is that the time 
has come to denounce mankind's 'scientific preparation of its own demise'• 
Against this may·be sot the role of peace-science. 

Arms pri:{lruction and trgdie• 

In this docunont of the Vatican a connection is made between industrial and 
economic techniques on the one hand, and 'political techniques' on the other 
hand. The transfer of armw"ents-industries to other products is dependent 
on the 'disarmament strategy·. 
Somot:ioos it seems as :o.i' nowadays we are only reminded of the system of 
armaments pra&uction and -trnao when a scandal accompanying these transactions 
is made public. But wo should go much more deeply into this production 
process as a whole 1 \7i th all tts attending legal ir.lplications. 
Just because of the present tochnological dovolopr.Jont in the field of arms, 
~apons are desi~od Y-£~~ ahead~ This means that their purchases aro also 
propared a long tiJ:lo 'in advance. This makes us inclined, in this purchase 
and in the substitution of the existing armament, rather to follow the 
application of technical capacities than to do tcrmine ourselves. 
Consequently tho Va~ican states that armament cannot be envisaged separately 
but forms part of a larger whole, which requires techniques, disciplines and 
people. Naturally poace-scionco can fulfil a very important role here. Moans 
will have to be supplioat·or tliis and experts to be invited. 

Initiatives and alternatives. 

The document strongly urges the taking of now initiatives. Suggestions 
are !!!ado to this offoct, especially as regards tho role of the United Nations 
An important role is also allotted to theologians: profound rofloction. ' 
concerning such conoopts as solf-dofonco and national apvereignty. 
Mention has:.already boon wade 11.bove of the non-violent forms of defence. 
At the end of the Vatican text the necessity of alternativcR, of substitute 
for the present arLJarJont and waging of war, is mentioned. I think this 
appeal of the Vatican will encourage those who are working in t.his difficult 
fiold. It seams to me that a condition for ensuring the success of these 
efforts must be, that in a wider circle the conviction will grow the.t these 
non-violent altornatives are no form of pure idoalisw or world-alienation, 
bu:'.• arc showing a realistic insight into the situation of our world. 

Facing reality. 

I should like to concludo those ref:::e,·1,5.Ai!"s . with the hope that this 
appeal of tho Vatican will rouse us. We have, partly through the gradual 
progress of our armament raco, grown accustomed to the seeming mattor-offo 
factnoss of tho enormous quantity of weapons and the immense amounts of money 
spent on thoCJ. Annually about 300 milliard (o:J:' billion) dollars are spent 
for this purpose, that moans over 2 milliard (or billion) guilders a day,· 
or 80 !!!illicn guilders an hour. The spending of this money is called a fern 
of theft by the Vatican: >'fO have boon appointed as nanagors of what has been 
entrusted to us and we arc abusing this power. 
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In order to grasp the meaning of this docunent, one has. "to realfzo that it is 
directly addressed to the Organization of the United Nations in New York and 
through them to the iulors· of .the nations and to the whole comniunity of· 
nations. It ·is a passionate appealto.·thosG who control the futere 'of 
mo.nkind concerning t-he "?_d.ilemmn. of war· or peaco-, of ·survival or demise, 
to build up a strategy of disarmament, because without such a strategy 
peace has become a utopism~ And it is an l:lppeal that brooks n·o do lay'. 
It is a ~uestion of NO~. 
It is no appeal to soroo nation or other, to some government or other. It is 
an appeal to all nations at tho same time, to all rulers of the nations and 
to the organi.zation of tho, United Nations. -
It would appear that the Vatican has wanted to say that this. joint strategy 
for disarmawent is tho first and forowost wission of the UN, if it wants 
actually .to roalizo its aiw -·peace, in tho .. world. Every. other occupation of 

. tlucowmuni ty of nations is extremely important, but it remai>:s poaqo-vzork, 

Naturally it is not possible in this brief.,-space. to discuss tho many aspects 
attached to thj.z. most ir;lpqrtant ~uostion. I have therof.ore confined myself 
to some thoughts :ccicurring to me on.reading this document. I would likb to 
rocomwond tc every ono tho reading of tho full text, and to bring it up 
for discuss:j.on ovorywhoro. 

Bornard Cardinal Alfrink. 
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Le Msarmement doit etre conyu de t.elle sort!e que la s~curit~ qui 
en resulte soit au moins ~gale a celle qu'assure la situation actu
elle. 

. 
Le d~sarmement. doit etre progressif, le .. passage. d'un ~tat: a un autne 
~tant subordonn~ a la constatetion de 1 1·accomplissement de,s obligai!ionl 
contract~es (10). _ . . . 
n doit etre·controle: e;race a des systemes de v~rification inter
nationale aptes a garantir le respect des engagemenits pris. 

' po·ur"devenir une reo.lite, il ne doit pas se faire diune mani8re uni
lat~rale,· mo.is a la m&me cadence, en vertu d'occords, et &tre assorti 
de go.rcnties veritables et efficoces" (G. S. 82, 1). . 

-- ' 
A) L'l:listoire de ces udjectifs et de quelques autres C:d~sarmement' 
mutue:L, simultane, institut1D!h~alement goranti) est li~e ~. un con-

. texte precis carocterise pur la conception de la souverainete des 
Etats, Elle est inspiree pur un climot de mefinnce reciproque qui 
justifiai t, par le foi t: m&me, ln possession d ''armes et una- prudence 
c.ertaine. 

Cette vigilance se comprend encore de nos jours. "Tent que l 1homme 
restera l 1 &tre faible, changeont et m&me mechnnt qu 1il se montre 
souven t, les armes defensives seront, helos, necessai·res"· {Disc ours 
Paul VI a l 1 0NU, 4 octobre 1965). 
"Quelle inconscience subsiste porfois au coeur m&me d€ certuines mani
festations qui se veulent pccifistes! Et que de mensonges ou de manoe~ 
vres dominctrices se ccchent derriere certo.ines pretentions de paix" 
Ce rappel de. Paul VI nu realisme (Allocution cux anciens comba ttants 
des pays d 1Europe,2©nov.1971, D.C.197.2, pages 64-65) rejoint l'uf
firmation de Vatican II. "Aussi longtemps que le risque de e;uerre 
subsist era, qu 1 il n 1 y aura pas d 1 a uteri te interno. tionale competent e. 
et disposant de forces sut:fisantes, on ne sauroit denier nux gouver
nements ••• le droit de legi tirae defense. Les chefs d 1Etat .... ont 
done le devoir d 1ossurer la souvegarde des peuples dont ils ont lo. 
charge ••• '' cn~s., 79, 4). . 

Mais si la suppression entraine l 1 insecurite, ln possession exageree 
des armes en entraine une outre, oussi grove. Il ne s 1agit done pas 
de suppression, mais de reduction. 

B. Faut-il pour autont s 1 en tenir li tteralement au.x cri teres tradi t!icn-
.nels du desarmement:, que], que soi t par ailleurs leur bien fonde? 

Llechec du desarmement ne provient-il• pas d 1 un.e repetition pure et 
simple des criteres juridiques et·politiques d 1hier? D1 une sorte 
d 1 ontite juridique immuable, que les Puissances concernees gardenit 
en reserve, pour ojourner cette question delicate? 
L1Eglise,pour sa part, peut-elle en rester a ce point de ses recom-
mendations et de son enseignement? · 

N1 y n-t-il pas d 1 cutres solutions a trouver, pour sortir de ce cercle 
vicieux, et echapper c l 1 envoutement de la mefio.nce? 
Duns ce qucrt de siecle qui a suivi. la dernU;re guer:ue mondiale, un 
certain nombre de reconciliations n 1 ont.-elles pas mis en couse le 
postulo.t suivant lc,qu;el la securi te reproserni t seulement sur la fo:uce. 
milito.ire? Historians et politiques n 1 ont-ils. po.s et~ surpris de voir 
que les motifs de ces chocs historiques catastrophiques se reduiaaient 
n peu de chose, et comment il Q follu peu de chose egnlement pour 
changer 1 1hostilite en collcborntion? Si ln e;uerre est la conjonctiom 
de deux peurs, la poix ne resulte-t-elle pas de deux confiqnces re
tnblies ou c retoblir aussi vite que possible, ovant et o.fin d'·omorcer 
le processus de 1 1 escolnde militoire? 

- E),-
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L1heure que nous vivons n 1 est-·elle pas l'heure favorable a ce genre 
de perspective? 

Les peuples qui se livre:rit a la course fo11e des armements, quo.nti
t~tifs et qualito.tifs, ne vont-ils pas, comme les coureurs du stade, 
s' arret er pnr epuisement? . 
Le moment n 1 est:-il pas venu,d 'utiliser les contraires, et de transfor
mer 1 •·exces de guerre ou de menaces. en conquete. et en maintien de lo. 
pcix? 
Le desarmement n.!est pas une renlite distincte, un "en soi" separe, 
Il fait partie d'un ensemble. Sans doute, doit-il etr>e envisage en 
lui-meme et avec ses methodes propres, dons un souci de clarte 
scientifique, juridique, politique et spirituelle. 

m apJ?elle e~ r?quie:t des techni9ues, des disc~plines, des hommes o.p
propr:Les. Ma:ts ll do:tt, a tout moment, etre env1sage e.t realise en 
intirne liaison nvec les deux autres gro.ndes realites d'aujourd'hui: 
le developpement et 1' organisation de la Societe rn ternationale. 
Desarmer, developper, insti tutio:maliserr: un seul et rneme probleme 
une seule et rneme' solution. · · ' 

.' . " 

Dlisarmer c 1 est done s 1 arr~ter et rliduire. Mais c 1 est aussi et surtout 
transflirer. On ne dlitruit que ce que 1 1 on remplace. Il s 1 agit de 
transposer, du rnoins pour la plus large part la securite nationale et 
ses instruments rnilitaires, jusqu 1 ici lifs ~ la volonte de chaque 
gouvernement, en securite internationale' (11). _· 

Ceci, par le recours confiant au droit, cornme cela se fait pour les 
affaires qui concernent la vie interieure de chaque Etat civilis€. 

A. Une structure mondiale: l 1 0NU et le dlisarmement (12). 
L1Encyclique Pacem in Terris insiste fortement sur l 1 implirieuse 

nlicessitli d 1 une"autoritli publique de competence universelle" ( 13). 
La constitution Gaudium ·et Sp,~s reprend mot pour met la m€lme idlie: 
Une autoritli publique universelle_reconnue par tous, qui jouisse 
d 1 une puissance efficace susceptible d 1 assurer a tous la securite, 
le respect de la justice et la g~rantie des droits (81, 1). 

A cette institution indispensable, le Concile assigne une.fonction, 
soutenue par une opinion publiquo. liclairee; "Prepari~r., •• ce moment 
0~ de l 1 assentiment general des nations, toute guerre pourra etre 
absolument interdite." (id.). 

Le s~n~de d 1 octobre 1971 se fait plus precis.Il nomme 1 1 organisation 
exisv..;..1te, en disant ce qu 1 on attend d 1 elle: "Que los Nations Unies 
- qui, en raison de leur fin propr3 doivont promouvoir la participa
tion de toutes les Nations - et les Organisations Internationales, 
scient appuyees comme 1 1 amorce d 1 Uil systame susceptible de freiner 
la course aux armements, de fairo abandonnor le commerce des armes, 
de realiser le d~sarmement et de resoudre le conflit par des moyens 
pacifiques d 1 action legale, d 1 arbitrage et do police internationale, 
Il est absolument necessaire que les differends entre nations no 
soient pas resolus par la guerre, mais que soient trouv~s d 1 a.utres 
moyens conformes a la nature humaine; ••• ", 
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Paul VI est tout o.ussi explicite: "Nous ·nvons foi en 1 1 0NU; Nous 
o.vons confio.nce dnns sos possibilit~s d 1 6tendro le domuine de la 
po.ix et .le r~gne du droit do.ns notre monde tourmentli, Nous sommes 
pr~ts n lui donner notre entier e:'pui coral. Lo. cause de la paix 
et du droit est sacrlie. Los obstacles qu 1 elle rencontro ne doivent 
pas dlicournger ceux qui s 1 y dlivouent; qu 1 ils proviennont de cir
constances o.dversos ou de lv. malice des hommes, ils peuvent et doi
vent ~tre surmontlis". (Allocution <:1 M.Kurt v'lo.ldheim, 5. flivrier 1972; 
D,C. 1972, p,208). . 
Et bien d 1 autres textos pourraient 6tre invoqulis dans le m~me sens. 

B. Conventions et Accords bi-ou multilntliraux (13). 
Mais il ne fo.ut pus attendre que cette "v.utoritli publique de 

comp(itence universelle" soit instaur6e, pour agir dans le domaine 
du droit. Les trois derniers Papes ont benucoup licrit et po.J;lli ~ 
ee sujet. 

Le.· 30 juin 1964, une Lettre du Secrlitaire d 1 Etat le Ce.rdinLtl Cicog
no.ni, il: M. Houari Souio.h 1 d616gu6 alg€Jrien de lo. Conflirence pour la 
D6nucl6arisation de la Mediterran6e (D,C. 1964, col, 960-970) men
tionne: "Le So.int-Si~ge o. encourag6 (notamment) les initiatives de 
d~snrmement, surtout cellos visant ~' pr6venir le p6ril o. tomique, et 
souho.ite que l 1 humanit6 parvienne il: (s 1 en) pr6munir po.r un accord, 
sinc~re et g(m6ro.l, qui soul pout rendre ses efforts efficaces," 
•i• "Il souho.ite que cet appel soit entendu po.r taus les responsa
bles du destin des NCttions.,." (D.O. 1964, col.970). 

·Trois ans plus turd le 27 aofit 1967, il pr~cise comment il a approu
v~ le tnli t6 de Gen~ve sur ln non-proliflira tion nucl6o.ire "en dehors 
de tout sous-entendu poli tique" parco que "il mc,rgue un premier pas •• , 
et insto.ure un 6pisode de concorde et de collaboration internationa
les s.ans lesguelles il est impossible d 1 esp6rer la s6curi t6 et la 
paix du monde." (D.C. 1967 1 col. 1647). 

Le 24 juin 1968 1 le Saint--Pbre revient sur cette id6e. Il se r6jouit 
de "1 1 approbation par les Nations Unies d 1 un texte d 1 ctecord inter
national mettant fin a la prolif6rction ntomique et <1 12. course nux 

· crmements nucl~airos". R~sultat encore impo.rfctit, mo.is "premier pas" 
sur uno voie gui devrait mener "jusqu 1 o.u banissement total des armes 
nucl6eciros et au d6sarraeraent g6n6ral et corJplet". . 
(Allocution .:m So.cr6 Oollbge, 24- juin 1968; D,C. 1968 1 col. 1270). 
(Signature du Trnitli do non-prolif6rntion des aroes nucl6nires par 
le Scint-Si~ge 1 le 25 f6vrier 1971). ·. · 

C. Enfin, cos accords et conventions dovrnient ecboutir a la cr6ution 
d 1 institutions nouvelles sp6cifiguement consacr6es nu d6sarmeoent. 

Elles constituorecient nutecnt de pierres d 1 attento pour l 1 instunce mon
diale d 1 ecrbitrnge et de police internationalo impatiemment nttcndue 
(organisations r6gionales). 

Lois et conventions resteront lettre morte si elles ne sont pecs anim6e: 
du dedans, par une volont6 politique ussortie d 1 une strat6gie pecci
fiq~e. 

A) Il s 1 ngi t d 1 utiliser non des c.rmes mili taires 1 mllLJe justifi6es 
pdr lo. d6fense du Droit et de la Civilisation, mo.is des o.rmes 
poli'tiques •• pour promouvoir 1 1 union des peuples", (Paul VI, dis
c ours cu Collbge de 1 1 0TAN, 30 janvier 1971; D,O. 1971, p.204). 
N-733 - 8 -
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Un o.n apr~s, le Saint-P~re ·reprend la m~me idtle, devo.nt le m~me 
auditoire: 11 N1 est-ce pc.s le voeu gtln~ral de 1 1 humcnit~ et son 
profond int~ret quo los rupports milito.iros se transforment de 
plus en plus en rc.pports ci vils? 1 ~ (Au Coll~ge de 1 1 OTAN, 3 ftlvrier 
1972; D.C. 1972, Pc 261), 

' 

- Cette t6che revient 1 ~videmment 1 on priorit~ aux gouvernements. 
Jeclll XXIII les "adjure de n 1 ~pargner o.ucun effort ·"en ce semi" 
(Pacem in Terris, n.ll7). Le Concile fait sien son appel. 
"Les Ev@ques du nonde en tier, rassembHis et ne faisant qu 1 un adjurent 
les Chefs d 1Etat et les autorit~s militnires de poser a tout in
stcmt uno responsabilit~ aussi iD~Jenso." (G.S., 80 2 5) · 

- Nais, 1a encore, "les Chefs d 1 Etat ... sont taus d6pendants des 
opinions et dos sentiments de la multitude,,, d 1 o~ 1 1 extr~me n6ces
sit6 d 1 un renouvoo.u dans la formo.tion des oentalit~s et d 1 un chan
gemont de ton dans l 1 opinion publique" (G.s,, 82, 3). La tochnicit6 
des probl~nes de la s~cm:'it6 nationale et de 1 1 exercice de 1 1 autorit6 
po.r.suite dolo. "socialiso.tion" de 1 1 existence (cf, Semaino Sbcinle 
de 'France 1 Grenoble 1959) cr~e le risque que le pouvoir isole du 
peuple, Los Gouvernements se trouvero.ient facilement enferm~s·dans 
leurs d6terminismes propres ·et entro.in6s 1 presque oalgr~ e)lx 1 a ne 
plus vouloir, ni pouvoir r6aliser des d6so.rnement si la pression de 
lours peuples respoctifs ne les obligoo.it a renettre en question 
les postulc.ts h6r6dito.ires .de la dl'i.fense o.rm~e ou sur .s.rn~e. 

- Souls la pression et le bon sons de 1 1 opinion publique peuvent 
emp@cher que. se cr~ent deux histoires parall~les et souvent contro
dictoiros: cella des civilisations et celle des techniques rJ.ilitai
res ou civiles d6shunanisantes. 

Le r6le des fornc.tions politiques (partis au pouvoir ou duns 1 1 oppo
sition, presse d 1 opinion, etc •••• ) devrait etro d6cisif pour orien
ter la poli tj -.llO 6trnng~re de leurs gouvornemonts dons un sons puci
fique. 

- Do.ns cot "o.ssor,tioerit g6n6rul des nutions grttce o.uquel toute guerre 
pourra @tre absolument intordite" (G.S. 82, 1) 1 uno place touto sp6-
ci:::le revient o.ux savc:mts. Paul VI lour lance un o.ppel presso.nt (15): 
Quo 1 1 hur:1o.ni t6 se ress~:dD:iJlSC, qu 1 elle so.che trouver en elle-o!'lne, 
dans cos chefs, dans ses rJ.aitres, la force et la sagesse de rejeter 
loin d 1 elle 1 1 usage mal6fique de la science destructive ••• Qu 1 elle 
aille plutet donc.nder a la science lo secret de se fo.ire du bicn a 
elle--rJSrJe" (Discours a 1 1 Acnd~nie Pontifico.le des Sciences 1 27 o.vril 
1968 1 D.c. 1968, col. 868). 

Le d6snrL10LlC11t notaument, n'est pas seulenent nffaire de benne volont6. 
Il ne S 1 inprovise pc.s. Il cot:ltera cher. Coume lorsqu 1 il s 1 agit de 
d6truire un vieil inmeuble pour le renplacer po.r un neuf. ·· 
La reconversion des industries et du coomerce des o.rnes, en parti
culier, rel~ve des techniciens. Elle exige "des ~tudes approfondies 
et couro.geusos" (G.S. 82, 3). 

- Techniques industrielles et 6cononiques, no.is aussi techniques 
poli tiques. 
"Que les Assenbl6es les plus ho.utes et les plus qunlifi6es 6tudicnt 
a fond le problbme d 1 Ull 6quilibre international ••• a base de confian
ce r~ciproque ••• , de loyout6 dans la diplomatic, et de fid6lit~ dans 
l 1 observo.tion des trc.it6s" ••• PacerJ in Terris, n. 118). · 
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B) Il s 1 Ggi t done pour los responsGbles du Bicm public, ~ taus les 
ni vo2.u, d 1 Ill::. borer uno stre-tligie de Dliscrr.JoQont et de lo Poix, 

scientifiqucnent fond6e, sur des nnclyses objectives et conpl~tes, 
et seule CC'.pO-ble d 1 :.•.ssurer s::.c cr6dibilit6. 

A l 1 heure ::cctuclle, pour rendre cr6dible toute pcrole ou rwsso_ge sur 
le d6so_roeDent et 1 1 c.ccorder c.ux ." signes dos ter1ps", il fc,ut, seoblo-
t-il: . 
- d 1 une p2-rt, reconn2.itre le difficul t6 grcmdisso.nte de certo.ines 
formulas ou progrc.Lmes, tels que le "d6so.rr.1ooent pour le il6veloppe
nent "· 

- on rc.ison de 1 1 intcnsifico.tion de 1 1 o_iclc nili toirc quo l::.cisso 
pr6voir le, nont6o de syst~nos· poli tiquos ::cutori to.iros dc.ns lo 
tiers-oondo; 

- on r2.ison de 1 1 <.'.ugncnto. tion do 1 1 6guipenent dos polices et dos . 
oppo.reils do s6curi t6 interne justifi6s po.r lo. lutte centre le 
terrorisoe, susceptible c.ujourd 1 hui de s 1 institutionnoliser en 
guerre civile 1Grv6e, etc ••• 

- r; 'autre part, o.vc.ncor quelques suggestions qui vont do.ns le sons 
de l 1 o.spiro.tion contemporc.ine ~ uno politique de d6s2.roeuent, par 
exonplo: 

- le renforcenent du r6le de police interne. tion2.le do 1 1 Oli!U: 

- l 1 institutionnalisc.tion, a l 1 6chelle intornc.tiono.lel des nesures 
de police centre le terrorisno 1 en dininucnt ou en CJvito_nt,lo cr6o.
tion de duo.lit6s de forces 2.roDos, durc.nt cette d6cennio; 

- 1 1 c.cc~s des po.ys sous-d6velopp6s :1ux n6gocic. tions sur lo 0l>s:J.rno
nont, conDe "pc.rtonciros" des conjonctures 6ventuellos do C.6sesca
lC\de; 

- on sugg~re c. us si, pour cl6courC\gor le. tondc.nco a le. course o_ux cr
nonents: 1 1 interdiction d 1 o.cc~s c~u "droit do tiragc" des nctions 
sous-dSvolopp6es qui ::.-:ugmentent lcurs budgets nili tc.ires; :'t 1 1 in
verse 1 1 1 o.cc~s priori tairo c.ux fin::mccoents intorna tion2.ux dos pays 
qui rDduisent leurs d6penses DilitC\ires a des fins sociales; le 
d6tournenent, en vue d 1 une utilis::ction po.cifique, dU revenu des 
brevets d 1 GroeDents pour constituer dos fonds de d6veloppeuents, etc, 

C) Uno" strc t6gie du d6sccrnenent" ne pout po.s se lioi tor :'t cles cri t~-
res d'effi~o.eit6 ou do rendenont. Ello cloit S 1 Clppuyer sur uno 

vi :::i.on ethique, cul turello et spiri tuelle. Ello o.ppolle, d::ms les 
o.r:n6os qui vionnont, lo. r6flo:l.rion cpprofondio des philosophos et 
dos th6ologions, on pnrticulior sur l::t notion cle "lligitino d6fonsc", 
sur le concept de "no.tion", cle souver:::-inot6 nntiono.lo, trop souvont 
conyuo on torwos d 1 o.utnrchie o.bsoluc, etc, ••• 

Ello o.uro. besoin C\USSi cle "proph~tes" - a condition qu 1 ils scient 
G uthontiques - de gro.nde s voix, de "h6ro.uts" et clo rGssenbleurs, 
cle "LJystiques", o.u .j. pr6cis clu not pour entro.1:ner et rJobiliser 
les 6nergies et leur potentiel cl 1 unit~, do iliologue et cle coop6ro.tion. 
Brof, le cl6sc.rnenont o. pour fondonent et pour notour lee "confio.nco 
nutuelle". On no pout reLJplc_cor le recours Cl. lG guerre que p:::-r uno 
"clyn2.r1iq uo de lo. po.ix". - ·· 

./. sens large et nu sens 
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Le .d€.snroenent des o.rnes exige, coDme condi~ion pr.eoi~ro, non lo. 
suppression, rJctis lo. sublimo.tion des instincts guerriers de 1' homme 
( cho.ssour, pillo.rd, domino. teur), en ongo.gements nu service 11 do lo. 
construction civile do le. po.ix 11 (G. s. 82, 2). 

. - . - . . 

Il fo.ut trouver des substituts ~.le. guerre; en donnont des guerres 
~ gc.gner. Le d6soroement n'est po.s stip::trc.ble des o.utres objoctifs 
d'unit6, de justice, de concorde et de d6veloppenient de toute lo. 
11 fc.mille huoc.ine 11 

• · 

Lo. victoire du d6setrmement n 1 est pets o.utre que lo. victoire de let 
~::tix. Son unique cho.nce, c' est ~de s 1incorporer o.u. gro.nd Dessein, 
·~ let 11 nouvelle histoire 11 de 1 I huoetni t6 (Po.ul VI' discours a 1' ONU' 
4 octobre 1965). · 
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N.B. Les citations "D,C." du texte sont empruntees-~ la revue 
LA DOCUMENTATION CATHOLlQUE (5, rue Bayard, Paris). 
1) GAUDIU!1 ET SPES (A.A.S. vol.58 1 1966, p,1103): ••• "si l'on 

utilisait compl~tement les moyens dej~ stockes dans les 
arsenaux des grandes puissances, il n'en resulterait _rien 
mains que l'extermination presque totale et absolument 
reciproque de chacun des adversaires par l'autre, sans·parler 
des effets funestes decoulant de l'usage_d(l ces q,rl)lel?"· 

2) Allocution au Comite Paix de la CPJP, 22.3.75 (A,A.S,, 67, 
1975 7 p. 201):.,, "la production et le commerce des armements 
contJ.nuent ~ cro1tre, ~ alimenter les conflits et <l multiplier 
les risques de· guerre ... " 

3) Lettre <l U Thant, 1966 (A.A.S., 58, 1966, p. 136): "Mais on ne 
peut le nier; chaque jour qui passe fait appara1tre plus claire
ment qu'aucune paix stable ne pourra s'~tablir entre les hommes 
tant qu'il ne sera pas precede ~ une reduction effective gene
rule et contr8lee des armenents. Chaoue jour qui passe rend 
egalement plus douloureux et plus dramatique le contraste entre 
l'enormite des sommes englouties dans la fabrication des armes 
~t l'immense et croissante detresse materielle de plus de la 
moitie de l'humanite 1 cui attend encore de voir satisfaitcs scs 
necessit6s les plus (')lementairos •••• ·~. . -- . 

4) Radiomessage de Noel, 22,12.64 (A.A.s., 57, 1965, p. 180): nous 
osons souhaiter que les gouvernants sachont suivre avec prudence 
et magnanimite la voie du dcsarmemont et veulent bien envisagor 
g6n6rcusement pour l'avenir l'application, au mains partielle e 
et graduelle, dos budgets militaires a des fins humainitaires, 
et cola, non soulement a l'avantage de leurs propres Etats, 
mais aussi au profit des pays en voie de developpement et qui 
sont dans le bosoin. La faim, la mis~rc,·la maladie et l'igno
rance appellent sans cesse-nu secours •••• ". 
- _Appel pour le desarmemont: Lettre a U Thant (A.A.S,, 58, 

19661 p, 135): HEn ClOVSnt la VOiX on faVOUr de la grandC ~ 
se du a.Q8o.fwm,:J-oont. Nous avons conscience de suivre fid~lement 
la voic trac6e par nos pr6d6cesseurs ••••• ". __ _ 

5) Allocution au Corps Diplomatique, 11.1.75 (A.A.S., 67, 1975, 
P~ 98-99): "Cctte "torrour" dont on cssaie laboriouscment 
·a'assuror uno sorte "d'oquilibre" a m€lmo 6t6 et est couramment 

'.consid6r6e comme la principale sinon peut-etre l'unique garan
tie contre des aventures qui para1traient ellcs-momcs trop 
p6rillouscs a coux qui se sontiraient, par hypoth~sc, suffisa
ment forts pour esp6rer pouvoir los surmonter en survivant a 
leurs advorsaires." 

6) !1essagc de Noel, 1969, (A.A.S. 61, 1969, p. 55): "Le pouvoir 
de destruction de 1 'hommo moderne est incalculable et la fatale 
probabilitc qUe CO pOUVOir soit applique a devaster la.citC 
h:<maine dcp~nd de causes tragiquement librcs, que ni li1 science 
n~ la techn~que ne peuvent par elles-m€lmes-dominer. Il arrive 
alors qu'a l'esperance succ~de l'angoisse". ___ . 

7) Allocution au cours de la Messe du 5 oct. 1966 (A.A.S. 58, '1966 
p, 900): (Or:) "On voit se rcpandre de plus en plus la convic
tion intime que la paix vraie et durable ne pout 6tre f9nd6o 
sur la puissance d'armos exterrninatricos ni sur la tension 
statique d'idoologies contraires •••• ". · 
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8) A.A.S. 67, 1975 1 p. 670: "Si la conscience de la fraternit~ 
universelle arr~ve a p6n6trer vraiment le coeur des hommes 
auront-ils encore bcsoin de s'armer au point de dcvenir 
assassins aveugles.et ~anatigues de leurs propres fr~res; 
innocents en sei, et de perp6trer, en hommages a la paix, 
des massacres d'une violence incroyablc, comme a Hiroshima 
le 6 aout 194-5?" . . 

9) Message-de lo. "Journ6e de la Paix" 1976: •••• "ou bien le 
d6sarmcment est le fait de tous, eu bien c'est un d~lit do 
manque de d6fense: dans l'ensemble de la communeaut6 humaine 
historiquc et concrate, le glaive n'a-t~il pas sa raison 
d'lltrc, pour la justice, pour la paix?". 

10) Allocution a 1' Associo.tion europ6cnnc dos cardiologucs p/io_ia
tres, 22.5.67, (A.A.S. 5~, 1976, p. 619). " ••• uno possibilit6 
ou amorce do solution ••• consisterait dans la r6duction pro~ 
gressivo, simultan6e et g6n6ralis6c des armemonts militairos. 
En mettant fin a cot to course 6puisante, devenuo 111. 1' heuro 
pr6sente;·comme nous l'avons dit ailleurs, un "scandala into
l6rable". • • • - ·. ·· - - · · 

11) 

12) 

13) 
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- Message pour la··Journ6e de la Paix 1976 (A.A,S. 67, 1975, 
p. 669, N. 1): •••• "le 'd6sarmcment militairc devrait etrc 

commun et g6n6ral pour no pas constituor uno crrour iJ;Jpardon
nablc, cons6quence d'un optimisme impossible-et d'une naivet6 
avcuglc, tcntation pour la violence d'autrui. Ou bien le d6s
armemont est le fait do tous ou bicn c'cst un d6lit do manquo 
de d6fcn se." 
Allocutien au Pr6sident Fort, 3.6.76 (l'Oss-ervatorc Romano, 
lid. Ital., 5 juin 1975, p.1): "Nous ne fermons pas los yeux 
sur la r6alit6 des rapports do force qui s'6to.blissent entre 
los nations et leurs blocs et qui posent-continuellement des 
problamos d' 6(1u:i.libre et de d6sliquilibre. ~1ais nous devons 6lever 
notre voix pour rappelcr aux peuples oue cc n'est pas sur la 
force que peut lltre fondti · un ordre international pacifique et 
humain, mais sur un crit3re de justice, sur le respect et la 
comprlihension des droi ts et cles besoins des aut:J;'e"?.,,.". 
Message pour le XXV~mo anniversairo do l'ONU (Jl..A.S. 62, 1970, 
p. 685): "Puisso votre inlassablo obstination, mise au service 
do toutes les initiatives de d6sarmement r6ciproque et contr8-
16, ass\ll'or on notre ~re industricJle la r6Glis2tion de l'annon
ce de 1'-ancien proph3te des temps agro.ires et employer :le$ res
sources rendues ainsi disponibles <m progr~s sciontifiquc's; ~ 
la mise en oeuvre cles immenses ressources des terres et des 
oc6ans' et a 1~, subsist<mce do taus les moJ;Jbres de la famille 
humaine en· perp6tuol accroisseJ;Jont: C!UC jamais le travo.il des 
vivants ne soit uti1is6 contre la via 1 mais au contraire tour-
n6 ~ l'alimenter et a le rondre vraiment humaine!" - - - . 
Appel pour le d6sart1Cmcnt: Lettro a u thant·, '1966 U.A.S., 58, 
1966, p. 135): "Au moment oa le "Comit6 des Dix-huit pour le 
D6sarmcment" va rcprcndrc scs travaux .-a Gen~ve·. Nous voulons 
vous edresser un-pressant appel inspir6 par le d6sir de voir 
los activit6s do ce Comit6 aboutir il. un r6sultnt positif et 
concrot, ot mo.rquer ttinsi uno nouvellc 6tnppe vcrs lo. r6alisa
tion du d6sarmcr.wnt, si unanimement attcndu et souhai t6. 
Nous nous scntons cncour2.g6 dons cette d6marchc par le. r6cente 
prise do position de plus de 2.000 ev$quos co.tholiquos r6tmis 
il Rome on Concile oocUEJ6nique, Nous nous y scntons oncourag6 
6galement pnr 1'6cho qu'a trouv6, nupr~s do ln Commission du 
d6sarmement notre appol de Bombny, et par l'c:cceuil favorable 
r6scrv6, dans 1' opinion r.10ndialc, a notre disc ours aux No.tions 
Unics," 
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-Message a lo Conf6rence d'Holsinki, 30,7,75 -(A.! •• S. 67, .. 

1975, pp, 478-479): "Instruits par la tr2-gique ex:p6rience 
de deux guerres 6pouvantoblcs qui allum6os en Europe on 
1 1 espacc de trente o.nn6es, consumarent comma dons tm brasier 
tant de nillions de victiroes, d6vastant dos r6gions 6tondues 
et florissantes et ontrair::ant d::ms le>. lutte frnticide bonu
cou:r; .d 1 o.utrc.s pcuples non curop6cns, cos ropr6sonto.nts vculent 
6tablir uno entente qui repose sur dos principcs cl2.irs et 
formes do droit international et mottro l 1Europe et le monde 
a l 1abri do lo. nonacc do nouvollos exp6rioncos de destruction 
et do nort infininont plus terrifiantes. En ra&rao totlps, ils 
veulent tracer los lignes d. 1 un d6but do coop6ro.tion, on conso
lid811t lo. paix qui concourr2. .a nultiplier ovoc plus d 1 intensi
t6 les 6cho.ngos dos valours qui forraent lo. force spirituelle 
de 1 1 Europe, -
La Papo.ut6, tout en 6tant ir:!vostie d 1 uno nission religieuse 
ouverte sur l'universel, n toutefois son si~gc on Europe ••• 
la reconno.isso.ncc do 1 1 interd6pendance do la securi t6 entre 
les Eto.ts, confi6o nux ongngonents solennels du renoncement a 
l 1 eraploi et a ln menace de la forceF de l'acQomplissement en 
benne foi cl.es obligations intornatio:gfl_J..o:;;." 
- Au·Collage do D6fonse de l 1 0TitN (A.A.s., 63, 1971, p. 143): 
••• ,"Votre Institution so d6finit comne un Collase de d6fen
so. Puisso son oxisto.nco none ne servir qu 1 a la d6fonse do 
ln PaiY.::, Quo la forwntion quI ollo donno pr6paro a utiliser 
non dos Grnos nili tnires - i;JI'lno justifi6es pc-cr la d6fenso · 
du droit et do let civilisCJ.tion - no.is dos an10s politiquos, 
et colc-c, non pour fomenter la division entre les pcuplos, 
nais pour pronouvoir lour union ••• " 
Angelus, Dimo.ncho 27 Lo'Clt '1967: Insegnanonti di Paoli VI. 
vol, V; 1967, pp, 89'1-892: "En cotte EJinuto spiri tuclle, nous 
6vo9uorons le fait positif do lo. pr6sontation du toxte du 
tra~ t6 do nonprolif6ro.tion nucl6fl.ire. Cc fait nous scnble 
positif po.rco qu'il d6nontro quo los rosponsablos ont con
science du do.ngor redoutablo .7ii et parco qu 1 il marque un pro
uior pas -non pas d6cisif, certes, oais initio.l, pour-con
juror eo danger, qui p~so sur l 1 hunanit6 touto onticrc." 
_; Message de la "Journ6o de la Po.ix '1976": "Nous voyons avec 
satisfo.ction et o.vec osp6ranco progrosser l 1 id6o do la paix. 
Ello grnndit on importance et on dimension do.ns ln conscience 
de l'huraanit6; o.voc ollo se d6veloppont los structures n6cos
sniros a 1 1 orgo.niso.tion do la poix; los c616brations qui en
gngent et los · c616bro.tions plus cccad6miquos en sa fnvour se 
multipliont; •••• lo. paix go.gne du terrain. La conf6ronce de 
Holsinki 1 en juillot - aout 1975, est un 6v6noment qui donne 
dos ospo~rs dnns cc sens. 11 

_ _ 

.Allocution a. 1 1 Le ado mic Pontifico.le des sciences 
1
27.4.68 

(A,A.S, 60, 1968 p. 275): "Quo toute mosuro soit; prise, tout 
engagenent o.ssm1~ dans le but do pr6vonir et de conjuror lo. 
fabrication, et l 1 omploi des o.rnes nucl6o.iros, des ettto.ques 
bact6riologiqucs •••• ". 

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-0-.-

F,du r6glement pacifique des difforends, 

7ii ,et incalculable des armes nucleaires, et 
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co,_mcil of Christian ~2\:pproach es to Defence and· Disarmament 

Leiden, Netherlands, 3.-7.9.1.976 

Die Rolle der taktischen nuklearen Waffen: 
Entwicklung uhd politische Verar1twortung 

Ulrich Scheuner 

I. Die strategische Bedeutung taktischer nuklearer \vaffen 
.; 

J 
1 

1. Die Bemlihungen zur Ent\lricklung nuklearer Waffen mi t geringerer ... 

P1rtu., wirkung haben in der nuklearen Rlistung von An fang eingesetzt. Schon 

,,J.<JY" 1953 wurde die Absicht der amerikanischen Regierung ausgesprochen, 

solche Waffen zu venvenden. Der NA'fO-Rat nahrri 19 57 ihre Anwendung in 

Aussicht. Eine neue politische Bedeutting erhielten diese Waffen indes 

erst mit· dem urn 1960 sich vollziehenden Ubergang der amerikanischen 

Verteidigungskonzeption von de~Theorie der "massive rataliation" zu 

der Lehre von der
0
flexible response". Der Gedanke, daB einem Angriff 

der anderen Seite nicht alsbald mit 

stufenweise entgegengetreten werdeh 

dem Einsatz aller Mittel, sondern 
~ f'.t.""'-" ~-... 

sollte, setzte voraus, daB die 

Ab•tlehr ·zunachst r..i t konventionellen Waffen unternom;nen wlirde, und si eh 

dann in einer nachsten Stufe zu der Heranziehung taktischer nuklearer 

Waffen steigern konne, dabei aber im~er noch begrenzt bleiben wUrde. 

Die taktischen nuklaren Waffen erhielten damit eine neue Funktion. Sie 
v,~ 1..... f'#':. , , ,. ,~c.~,_, .. ,.u a.~-,"~ .... -,c..-~- lt!,. .. 

sollten angesichts der deutlicheh Uberlegenheit der konventionellen 

Macht der kom-nunistischen Staaten in Europa der westlichen Verteidiguni 

ein Mittel der Abwehr geben, das einen Angriff zum Halt bringen konnte 
~et:D'z-&1~~4~.4 . 

und damit eine Hoglichkeit der Beilegung des Konfliktes eroffnete. Ihr 

Charakter in der westlichen Verteidigung ist also wesentlich defensiv. 

Sie stellen eine Stufe in einem System der Eskalation dar, mit dem 

einem massiven Angriff begegnet werden kann. Ihre Bedeutung l~egt 

darin, die Eskalation vorzunehmen, aber auf einer geringeren Stufe zu 

halten. 

Diese Bedeutung hat sich 

neuerer Zeit verstarkt. Die 

bis · zur Gegen•,rart ex·halten und .eher in 

Erklarurig_ des ame~ikanischen. Sekret21rs flir 

Verteidigung Schlesinger vom 10. Januar 1974 liber eine Dbktrin der_ 

-2-
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beschrankten nuklearen Optionen (doctrine of limited nuclear 

options) hat diese Funktion der taktischen nuklearen Waffen in be
... u~-.. , .:_; ..t'""l e,..e 

.. 
J 

sonderer Weise herausgearbeitet.Nach dieser Auffassung soll die mili-

tarische Gegenwehr in alien Stufen dem Prinzip einer begrenzten An-
. C.Pi~'er"".r(e_.. ., . , ., · 

\vendung. entsprechen. So solJ.en auch dle Hlterkontlnentalen Waffen 

nicht entsprechend einer alteren Lehre gegen die gegnerische Be-

volkerung in stadtischen Zentren, sondern vorerst gegen militarische 

Ziele gerichtet sein, und konnen daher selbst auf dieser Stufe noch 
.A-;...~f"1.-2;rt> 

zu begrenztem Einsatz gelangen.In diesen Gedankengang fligt sich die) 
"4-'.lt .;:.~ ..... 'de· 1-1 (,.. t 

. Abschreckung durch die Venrendung taktischer nuklearer Waffen in 

einem regionalen Konflikt ohne_ wei teres ein .. Zusamrnenfassend 

strategische Rclle der taktischen nuklearen Waffen daher ein 

ist die 
_e&:..~. ·~ .;.., 
Be stand~ 

teil einer flexiblen Abwehr massiver VorstoBe von der ~nderen Seite. 

Cf!.>~•.<;f.~ ..h,..._._ o 

Im europaischen Feld bestehen die Mittel der taktischen nuklearen 
./~la /.c ~ 

Verteidigung in den etwa 7000 ~tomaren Sprengkopfen,die hier in 

Zentraleuropa unter amerikanischer Kontrolle gel~gert sind und die 
C?Z..-e>l.,.e . 

durch Flugzeuge oder Raketen (Missiles) zwn Einsatz gebracht vrerden 

konnen. Die se \'Iaffen stehen unter amerikanischer Kontrolle. \vei tere 
l 

solcher Waffen befinden sich in Slideuropa und in der Verfligung der 

6. Flotte im Mittelmeer. Zusatzlich verfligt GroBbritannien liber solchE 

Waffen,die durch Flugzeuge eXngesetzt werden wUrden. Frankreich hat 

in neuerer Zeit solche Waffen in Gestalt der ''Pluton'1 entwickelt. Sie 

werden durch Artillerie zum- Einsatz gebracht~FraEkreich hat soeben 

drei Artiller.-ieregimenter aus der Bundesrepublik zurlickgezogen, u.rn siE 

klinftig auf fra~z6sischem Boden mit diesen Waffen auszustatten (Le· 

Monde 28.7.1976). 

2. Das strategische Gewicht der taktischen nuklearen Waffen auilert 

sich in ihrem Wert flir Verteidigung und Abschreckung (deterrence). 

In der Verteidigung sollen sie gegentiber einem.vor allem in der Panzer 

>,vaffe i.iberlegenem Feind das V6rdringen a.uthalten und die zahlenrntif3ige 

Ungleichheit kompensieren. Ob diese Aufgabe gel6st werden kann,bleibt· 

zweifelhaft. Auch die sowjetischen Truppen sind mit taktischen nuklea

ren Waffefi ausgerUstet, die ihre Offensive stlitz~n sollen. Die 
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Smvjetunion halt in den letzten Jahren an ihrer Doktrin, daB jeder 

Krieg zwischen nuklear .bewaffn,eten .('ystemen notwendig ein nuklearer 
(At_'h . .., ~'' k N~·~ , 

i<ampf sein wiirde, nicht melir streng fest.Aber· die-nuklearen taktischen 
. ~ ........ e. 

Waffen gehoren bei ihr zur Ausstattung der·offer.siv vorgehenden 

Krafte. Ob der_ Ubergang zu diesen Waffen also im Kampf den westlichen 

Kraften wesentliche Vorteile bringen konnte, bleibt offen. Dieser 

Einsatz dient aber zugleich als ein Mittel der Abschreckung. Solange 

diese Waffen in amerikanischer Hand und damit in Verbindung mit dem 

Potential einer Supermacht bleiben, bedeutet ihre Verwendung eine 
~,..J,.·,~4o.f.o> 

ernste Warnung, daB ihr der Gebrauch der strategischen nuklearen Macht 

folgen kann. Daher erscheint es vom europaischen Standpunkt aus 

wichtig, daB auch bei einer Verrin,gerung oder Konzentration dieser 

Waffen eine Anzahl von ihnen unter amerikanischer Kontrolle in 
C6't..~-~- ... ~ 

Europa verbleibt. Ohnedem wUrde die amerikanische Deckung naher an den 
/'-<.a.<>.,., 'd...«·~ 1) 

Einsatz der groBen atomaren Waffen heranrlicken. Hierin liegt die 

Bedeutung eines Systems vonvarts gerichteter Verteidigung (Forward 

Based System FBS) in amerikanischer Hand. 

. . /) ' 
-n~e;c......; .. c, 

3. Es kann nioht ersetzt werden duroh die Verweisung auf den fort-
. . ,~~~~4 .. . . . . . 

schreitenden ~usbau europaischer taktischer nuklearer Waffen in der 

Hand Frankreichs und GroJ3britanniens. 

das amerikanische System eingebu:-tden.· 

Die Waffen Englar.ds sind in 
$:w • .._ .z ' "" 

Angesichts. der groJ3eren Verwund-

barkeit europaischer Lander wUrde die Verwend~ng 

andere Probleme bringen. HUrden sie sie nur 

eurooaischer Waffen 
'~,t;,a,;,.,..._ 

zum Schutz des 

eigenen Territoriums einsetzen oder auch in der Abwehr gegen einen 
n-~,.{1;,? 

VorstoB auBerhalb? Der Umstand, daJ3 Frankreich nicht zur NATO ge-

hort, wUrde zudem eine vorherige Verstandigung zwischen ihm und dem 

Lande, in dem ein Einsatz moglicher.veise erfolgen wlirde, der Bundes

republik, ersch•.veren. 

II. Das politische Gewicht der taktischen nuklearen Waffen und 

ihre Stellung in der Riistungskontrolle 
D61Jl~C'~"l , 

4. FUr die gegenwartige auropaische Verteidigung kommt der. taktischen 
• ~,k.t.,~ . 

nuklear~n Waf!en mithin eine \vest2nf:liche Rolle zu. S ie s ind ein Instr• 

ment, das die konventionelle Uberlegenheit der ostlichen Staaten· 

1) W.Heisenberg,The Alliehce and Europe 
Part.I Adelphi,Papers Nr.96 (1b 73) 
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auszugleichen sucht und bilden ein notwendiges Eleme::ctt in der Kon

zeption einer stufenweise Eskalation. Die Richtlinien der Mi.nister-

konferenz in BrUssel vom 22./23.5.1975 drlicken dies wie folgt aus: 
A~ . . _· 

"Der Zweck der taktisch-nuklearen Schlagkraft besteht in der Verstar-

kung der abschreckenden und 

gegen einen konventionellen 

defensiven Wirkung der NATO-Streitkrafte 
z;Y d.J. ih ',;, 

~roBangriff •.... Ihr Ziel besteht darin, 

den Agressor davon zu Uberzeugen, daB jede Art des Angriffs zu sehr 

schweren Verlusten fUr seine eigenen Streitkrafte flihren k6nnte und 
/d«'tl~....,~~c . _ 

na~hdrticklich. die,Gefahren zu betonen, die in der Weiter£ilhrung des· 

Konfliktes liegen, indem ihm das Risiko klargemacht wird, daB eine 

-derartige Si tua·tion au!3er Kontrolle gerat und bis zum allgemeinen 

nuklearen Krieg eskalieren kann.'' 

In ahnlicher Weise auBert sich das WeiBbuch zur Verteidigung der 

Bundesregierung von 1976 (Europa-Archiv 1976 S. D 95). 
c<"'41?'" .!""' <~ 

Aus dieser Funktion der taktischen nukle3.ren 1•/a.ffen folgt, daB ihre 

Aufgabe~nicht allei~ eine milit~rische, s6ndern eine politische ist. 

Ihr Vorhandensein ist ein wesentliches Moment in Qer Uberlegung eines 

Angreifers. Hi'er liegt ein Grund, weshalb die Stationierung solcher 

h'affen in amerikanischer Hand fur die l'iirkung der Abschreckung von 

hohem Gewicht ist. 

5. Es kann darauf hingewiesen werden, daB -der Einsatz der nuklearen 

Haffen vor all em deshalb n6tig wird, v;eil die westlichen Lander in der 
..... ~(!o-.n £.'+'~ ("\'" ft?~ ;lc,..-e 

konventionellen Verteidigung eine UnteElegenheit aufv1eisen. Eine Ver-

starkung der westlich~n konventio"ellen Verteidigung auf das erforder

liche t1aJ3 erscheint aber kaum moglich. Angesichts der inneren Lage de 

Regierungen dieser Landet und ihrer wachsenden Neigung sozialen Zieler 
JJ-. --if:?-.'f ' f,_'. 

den Vorrang vor der Verteidigung zu geben, ist eine ErhOhung der 

Kr~fte der westlich~n L~nder riicht zu ~rwarten. Es bleibt daher flir 

Europa -, und, hier :pegt _im tieferen Si_nne e~r:: morqf-isches Problem frei 
cf. ( ;p--~.re:t4- ·t t\ VV~• 1-r.._n ( . .A-"~~ ..... @en C\ If'>. ~~ (! 

willigerVAbh~ngigkeit und politischer Unbew--eglj!chkeit vor - nur der 

\'leg offen, bei den gegem1artigen Planungen der Verteidigung zu blei-

ben. 

Gegenw~rtig stehen im We~ten 12 gepanzerte Divisionen 31 sol9her · 

Divisionen im Osten gegen4ber, die rasch auf etwa 70 - 80 Divisionen 
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verstar~zt werden }:i:.innen. Bei Hinzuziehung anderer nicht gepanzerter 

(armoured) Divisionen ist das v&iililt.~is 27 zu 68. An Panzern stehen· 

.7000 Einhei ten des Westens 19 000 Panzer des Os tens gegenliber. · Bei 

den Flugzeugen besteht ebenfalls eine erhebliche Uberlegenheit des 

Ostens. 
2) 

6. Die groi3e pdlitische Bedeutung der taktischen nuklearen 

tritt auch in der Stellung hervor; die ihnen im Rahmen der 
. #?""' 

Waffen 
~..<,Cf&"i...t'..._f..• fl 

Gespracpe 

lib er Rlinstungskontrolle z\J.kornmt. Die so<vjetische Bernfi_huryg,, das ameri-

kanische System der Vorwarts-Verteidigung dessen ~~f~h~e'it~~1eilweise 
bis in die Sowjetunion geht, in die 

Waffen einzubeziehen, ist in SALT .I 

Diskussion Uber die strategischen 
Jltrc#"r~ 

(Abkorrunen vom 26. 5.1975) nicht 

erfolgreich gev;esen. Die Unterhal tung von Wladiwostok vom Herbst 197 4. 

liber SALT II hat diese Fragen noch offengelassen. Es ki:innte fUr die 
;:r;:.aJ. d! "'"'"' ·,..,p a.,. e.-, 't. 

Vereinigten Staaten Ani aS bestehen, im Zuge einer umfassenden Ab- ctcc, 

h h d . f f . b . h E . . h b . 1 t 1 _...B'.,/I'~d·•o . mac ung auc lese Wa en elnzu ezle en. lne soJ.c e 1 a era e 'ln un 

die zur Verringerung oder Entfernung dieser Waffen aus Europa fUhren 

ki:innte, wUrde freilich das Vei;:;~';l~.;, der eurooaischen Verblindeten er-
;.(.J_("~..~"l~'~(;"c.,"C ... ~f/4.--n-·~- ~ 

schlittern ki:innen. Es besteht gri:iBere Wahrscheinlichkeit, daB Verhand-

lungen liber diese Waffen im Rahmen der gegenseitigen Rlistungsbeschran·· 

kung (Mutual Force Reduction HFR), die in Wien gefUhrt .werden, auf

treten wird. Am Ende des Jahres 1975 haben die vlestlichen Machte Vor

schlage gemacht, die eine Verringerung dieser taktischen nuklearen 

Waffen in Europa mit einer Verminderung der Zahl der Panzer der 
A~~.-. "" c.ot:t.-,_ 

Sowjetunion im zentralen Gebiet verbinden wollte'h. Die Sowjetunion hat 

diesen Plan zurUckge;viesen, weil sie an einer numerisch gleichen 
.... t-.~4.\f~ f~:;,... 

Reduktion vorerst festhalt. Eine Verminderung der Zahl dieser Waffen 

von Seiten des \Vestens ware moglich, zumal wenn sie durch neuere Typen 

ersetzt v!Urden. Doch erscheint eine Verringerung · nur dann z•.,·eckmaSig, 
c~..Cee r<~•, ""'"'I""' -i-. ·k . 

wenn fUr sie GegerileisEungen erreicht werden konnen. In jedem Fall 
(-1<(:"' 

wlrLt jede Verand~rung Probleme des europaischen Vertrauens in den 

Schutz der Vereinigten Staaten auf. 
. ~ c:t.o ..,.,_ . 

Die Frage weist auf eine neue Kon-

zeption der Verteidigung Europas hin, die der heutigen Lage ent

sprechen mUBte. 

2) ILSS, Military Balance 1975/76 
s. 95ff 

. ' 
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III. Das Auftreten zielaelenkter Waffensvsteme 

7. Hat die Situation durch die neueste Entwicklung zielgelenkt~r 

Vlaffen eine Anderung erfahren? Die Frage ki'mn noch nicht rnit Sicher

he-i t beantwortet werden.. Erst am En de des Vietn~'TI.-Krieges sind ziel

gelenkte Vlaffen (Precision-Guided Weapons PGW) eingeflihrt worden. Die 

USA 

Die 

haben rnit vom Flugzeug crelenkt~n Bomben.··erhebliche Erfolge erzielt 
~~ . . . . . 

Streitkrafte Nordvietnams ven,endeten sowjetische Jl.nti-Flugzeug-

l'laffen. Der umfassende Einsatz solcher Waffen fand indes erst im 

Nahost-Krieg des Jahres 1973 statt.Sowohl die Agypter konnten ihren 

Vormarsch liber den Suez Kanal durch den Einsatz gelenkter Rak<~ten··- ;--
·~ ft •• 

gegen Flugzeuge wie gegen Panzer abdecken, wie sp~ter die Israel~s rnit 

13 I·'. ' . k . h A t. m • k. \" f; - " >- 3 ) A d. gro er vlrKung amer1 an1sc e .n 1-1an -va ~en e1nse~z~en. us 1eser 

Erfahrung kann heute mi~~~ eine 

allem gegen Panzer her~leitet werden. 

Starkung _der Verteidigung vor 
a~;.ret~ .... · 

Die M~ngel dieser neuen Waffen 

- teil1-1eise Abhangigkeit von Sicht, Hoglichkeit der Abwehr vom Ob

jekt he= - werden ausgeglichen ··durch die I·10glichkeit ,,../eiter Anw~endung 

dieser Haffen, die von ei!lzelnen Soldat.en oder vOri Fahrzeugen aus an

gewendet werden konnen 1 sowei t sie nich·t z~-n Abschu13 von Flugzeugen 

aus bestimmt sind. 

Es besteht seither die Moglichkeit, daB 

der Streitkrafte erheblichen Ver~nderungen 

die taktischen Bewegungen 
,a-"'~P.-

unterworfen se in .werden, 

daB 
. · p. ;i.IJ;I, ... si eh · · . 

ctber vorerst eine ge~:1isse VerstEirkung der ko~ventionellen Ver-

teidigung ergibt 1 die es moglich mac hen wird, die Verwendun(j nuklea-

ff • • ~---~~ 0 d' ~ kt' . t-. kl \' ~r d h rer Wa en nlnauszusc111eoen. 0 1e La· lSC11en nu earen ~airen· urc, 

solche zielgele.nkten Mi·ttel ganz zu ersetzen sind, muB aber offen-. 

bleiben. Im Ganzen wird man aber die neue 

rninderung des Gewichts der Panzer ·und als 

teidigung ansehen kOnnen. 

Enb:icklung als 
i,-.... ~ ..r. 

einen Vorsprung 

eine Ver

derVer-

IV. Horalische Asoekte der VervJenduna taktischer nuklearer l~affen 

B. Die ausgedehnte Debatte liber die Verwendung nuklearer Waffen,die 

innerhalb der Kirchen geflihrt worden ist 1 hat dies Problem stets 

-7--
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als Ganzes betrachtet. Die nuklearen Waffen werden in ihr insgesw~t 

behandelt, ohne daB die Form ihres begrenzten Einsatzes hierbei naher 
.-.v:c~, •. 

erortert vwrden ware. Im Vordergrund der \iber:iTegungen s).;;eht der 

groBe Atomkrieg, dessen vernichtende Wirkungen als wir~~~se<:Argurnent 
dienen .. In der deutschen Offentlichkeit liegt der Eol';';fp~k't der 

Debatte urn cie Venvendung nuklearer Mittel schon langer zurlick, am 

Ende der SOer Jahre, und die damals eingenowmenen P~-itionen haben 
' h . th k .. d . h d kQu..,..,:.,t,-SlC se1 er aum veran ert. Es traten SlC , wenn man von en onse-

quenten Pazifisten absieht, zwei Richt~gen gegeni.iber. Die eine sah· 
. . aewAc 

in dem Aufkommen dieser Waffen eine grundlegende Anderung.des Krieges 
ft-•1-. f; .....,. f.., 

Wirkung nun nicht mehr gerecht-:- · gege,ben, der in seiner zerstorenden 

f~rtigt werden konne.Daher sei auch die altere Lehre der protestan:

tischen Doktrin vom gerechten Krieg nicht mehr anwendbar. Eine Ver

wendung nuklearer Waffen mlisse nicht nur. hinsichtlich des ersten""i{~-
··· d«t .,.)1,1.,.1-#v-~ 

satzes, sondern uoerhaupt abgelehnt werden und auch ihre Herstellung 
. . .. . . . . c~.d.,.....,.,,~ . Jdl4. "'""""'-
als Mi ttel der Abschreckung sei ,moralisch zu verurteilen. Demgege·tl-

;;J5'-')f I, ' ,4-;~.~ .r~.f"' 
i.iber sprach eine andere Auffassung dem Christen das Recht zur Ver-

teidigung seiner Familie, ·seine~ Heimat und seines· Volkes nicht ab. 

Von diesem Standpunkt aus erka';':i.~"'§ie auch die Noglichkeit an, nuklea 

re Waffen als Mittel der Abschreckung zur Erhaltung des Friedens zu 
. . 

' besitzen, lehnte aber auch in der Verteidigung ihren Einsatz nicht ab. 

r 
/J""" t -Diese beiden Auffassungen stehen auch heute noch 0rundsatzlich 

a, ' t;., ' -
einander gegenliper. Eine spatere AuBe~un"'g<a'er Evangelischen Kirche in 

/f.<..Cw [}Y> r-4_ 4 ) 
einer Denkschrift stellt sie gegeni.iber,ohne Betonung des groBen 

Risikos, das in der Politik der Abschreckung flir eine Gefahr des 

nuklearen Krieges liege zu einer einheitlichen Anschauung zu gelangen. 

Man hat in der Bundesrepublik daher hier von einer gegenseitigen Er

ganzung dieser Neinungen gesprochen, die hinzunehmen sei, solange 

dieser Gegensatz nicht liberwunden werden kOnne. Die Situation hat sich 

seither nicht viel verandert. Die am Ausgang der 60er Jahre aufkommen

de Friedensforschung hat sich gegen jede Art von Abschreckung als 

''Drohpolitik'' gewandt und hat die Notwendigkeit einer aktiven 

Friedenspolitik unterstrichen. In den letzten.Jahren haben sich auch 

gewisse Wandlungen ergeben. 

4) Vgl. Der Friedensdienst der Christen 1970 
s. 15ff 
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Manche Gegner des Krieges treten heute fur eine Durchsetzung 

der Selbstbestirrmung mit Gewalt ein, und nehmen damit eine'"Haltung 

ein, die den Begriff des gerechten Krieges fur eine gerechte Sache 

wieder einfuhrt. 5 ) Andererseits haben Christen, die den Verteidigungs

krieg anerkennen, sich gegen jede Ubung des Hiderstandes mit Gewalt 

gegen ein ungerechtes Regime gewandt. Daher hat sich in den letzten 
I 

Jahren~ie Diskussion starker diesem Problem der Gewaltanwendung zur 

Befreiung zugewandt. 

9. Eine Stellungnahme zu der Rolle der taktischen nuklearen Waffen 

wird sich im Rahmen dieser grundsatzlichen Auffassungen bewegen. Wer 

die Verwendung nuklearer Waffen uberhaupt ablehnt, wird auch die Be

strebungen, diese Waffen in einer begrenzten Form zu verwenden,nicht 

annehmen. Wer dagegen das Recht der Verteidigt.ing anerkannt, und die 

Verwendung nuklearer Waffen in diesem ·Zusa~menhang nicht ausschlieBt, 

viird bei seiner Stellungnah1ne die besondere Funkti'on der taktischen 

n12klearen Vo; .. affen., e:iner Abschreckung .rni t begrenzten Hi t.tel'n zu diesen 
! 

in Rucksicht ziehen. Er wird nicht libersehen, daB das beschrankt·e 

Risiko den Einsatz nuklearer Waffen erleichtern kbnnte. Er wird.ande

rerseits den Gedanken anerkennen, in einer Lage~ die nukleare Mittel 

notwendig matht, nach einer Kontrolle der Situation zu streben. Dabei 

bleibt freilich ein Bedenken darin, daB in dieser Konzeption die 

westliche Seite als erste einen Einsatz nuklearer lqaffen vornehmen 

wlirde. Die weiteren Uberlegungen warden sich daher auch dahin rich

ten, wie dieser Zwang zu nuklearer Kriegsfuhrung uberwunden oder 

verringert werden kOnnte. 

Der bisherige Verlauf der Wiener Gesprache gibt nicht viel Hoff

nu!1g, daB man in den Verhandl,mger uber gegensei·tige Abrustung .zu 

einer La.ge gelangen kann, in der die Uber.legenheit .der Ostliche.n 

Staaten in konventioneller Hinsicht abgebaut werden kann. Ein anderer 

Weg, eine Er~5hung der konventionellen Anstrengung~n d~r westeuro

p~ischen t~nder, ist nicht gangbar aus GrUnden der inneren Politik. 

5) Zur Wiederkehr des ''gerechten Krieges'' in den neueren 
Stellungnahmen der Vereinten Nationen und eines Teils 
der internationalen bffentlichkeit siehe Stephen E.Sshwebel
in J .!'<l.Noore, I,a•,; and Civil Wa.r in the Modern \·iorld Baltimore 
19 7 4 s. 4 50 

-9-
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Die Entfernung der taktischen nuklearen Waffen aus Euiopa ist an~ 

gesichts ihrer Entwicklung in England und Frankreich nicht mehr 

moglich. Sie nur aus einem bestimmten Raw-n Europas zurilckzuziehen, 

wlirde das Gewicht der Abschreckung schwMchen und durch die eintreten-· 

de Diskriminierung Spannungen unter den beteiligten Staaten hervor- _ 

rufen ki:innen. Ein Verzicht auf diese l'iaffen wlirCie es notcv-endig mac hen, 

einem Angriff alsbald mit stMrkeren Mitteln und einer hoheren Stufe 

der Eskalation entgegenzutreten". 

10. Je mehr die Gefahr einer militMrischen Verwicklung in Europa zurlic 

ttitt, destomehr verringert sich auch.die nukleare Problematik irt 

diesem Raum. Dafilr gewinnt si.e an Gewicht in anderen Teilen der Welt. 

Seit der Zlindung der ersten indischen Bombe am 18.5.1974 sind die 

Beflirchtungen gestiegen, daJ3· auch andere Schwellenmachte nach nuklea-,. 
. . - - ' ' . 
rer Bewaffnung streben, und daJ3 dadurch das Ziel des Sperrvertrages 

(Non Proliferation Freaty NPT) vereitelt wlirde. Die am !D.eisten in 

Frage stehenden Staaten, et\;a r'srael und Slidafrika, haben dies AbkommE 

von 1968 nicht gezeichnet, auch andere Staaten sind ungebunden. Be

denken haben sich in letzter Zeit dagegen gerichtet, daJ3 in zunehrnen

dem Ma~e Staaten auJ3erhalb des Kreises der hochindustriealisierten 

Staaten mit nunklearen i\nlagen, diese en1erben. Es kann darauf hinge-· 

wies~n werden, daB dcrt, wo bei einem solchen Abkomme!l die Sicherungs

bestimmungen der IJI..EO zur Am;endung gelangen, die UberfUhrung ang·e

reicheiten uians zur Herste~lung von Waffen ausgeschlossen sein dUrf

te (solche Sicherungen bestanden nicht in Indien). Eine weitere Siche~ 

rung wUrde nach einem Vor~chlage des Staatssekretar~ kissinger darin 

liegen, daJ3 klinftig Anstalten zur Anreicherung von Uran nicht mehr 

in nationaler Verfligung, sondern als regionale Unternelli-nen unter ent

sp:r-echender Kontrolle errichtet ·wurden. nie Besorgnis vor ·der _qus.:_ 

breitung nuklearer Waffen hat insbesondere auch auf dem afrikanischen 

Koninent Ausdruck gefunden; die O.A.U. hat sich bernliht, ebenso wie 

die All African Confernece of ·churches, die eur.opaischei1 Staaten von 

eine'r Uberlass·u!"'~g nuklearer Anlagen an SU.dafr ika abzuhc.l ten: Den Be-
/ 

strebungen zur Starkung des Nichtverbreitungsvert;rages ~ .. :?ird in Zu-

kunft besonderes Ge~;icht zukommen. Das Hird freili _ _sh~ch von Seiten 

der nuklearen Nacht·: grol3ere Bereitschaft forderh, ihrerseits starker 

als bisher zur Einschrankung der Gefahren beizutragen. 

-10-
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In dieser Verlagerung der Probleme zeigt sich, daB in Europa 

die Situation, wenn auch auf einem zu hohen Niveau der RUstung, 

stabil geblieben ist. Die Spannungen der W~ltlag~ zeigen sich nun 

au.Berhalb des europai-schen Rawnes und es wird ebenfalls eine Aufgahe 

der pO'litischen z-usamj.--rienarbeit in Euro?a _sein, sich diesen Vorg2.ngen 

~nd Gefahr~n st~rker zuzuwenden. 


